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Aircraft familiarisation 


This first exercise is to introduce you to the basics of the aircraft's design and construction, its controls and systems. Your 
instructor will show you how to use the aircraft checklist, and you will learn certain emergency drills. At this very early 
stage of your training you will not be expected to cover all of the exercise in one session. However, it must be fully 
completed before you fly solo. 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~ Aircraft Construction I> Fire on the Ground 

~ Cockpit Layout I> Cabin Fire in the Air 

~ Main Aircraft Systems I> Engine Fire in the Air 

~ Use of Checklist and Pilot's Operating I> Emergency Equipment, Emergency Exits 

Handbook/Flight Manual 


~ Airfield Sense 




1.2 
Background briefing 

Aircraft 
familiarisation 

~Aircraft Construction 

Although the design of basic training aircraft can vary greatly, the main components of an aircraft are common throughout. 

The wing provides the lift force that enables an aircraft to f1y. Aircraft can be high-wing, low-wing or occasionally mid-wing. 

Wing Root Walkway 

The main components of the wing 

~// 
/' Leading Edge 

WingTip 

-~ 
""""~-'-

T",m09 E~':'::< 

A high-wing C42 Ikarus A mid-wing, twin-engine Piper Aerostar A low-wing, single-engine 

Piper PA-38 Tomahawk 


The lift provided by the wing is independent of the engine power. 

The fuselage incorporates the engine, the cockpit and the tai l section. 

The main components of the fuselage 



1.3 Backgraund briefing 

The engine is located under the cowlings ahead of the cockpit,and it drives the propeller at the front of the aircraft. ALWAYS 
take great care around the propeller; if in ANY doubt, keep well away from it. The tail unit is located some way behind the 
cockpit and its components provide an aerodynamic balancing force to give the aircraft stability and control. The tailplane can 
be in a low, medium or high position on the fin. A high tailplane (as on the PA-38 Tomahawk) is usually known as a 'T-Tail'. 

(DFin 

®Tailplane 

The main components of the tail section 

Rear Fuselage 

(DAlso known as the 'vertical stabiliser' 

® Also known as the'horizontal stabiliser' 

A high-tailplane aircraft 
(Piper PA-38 Tomahawk) 

A low-tailplane aircraft 
(Cessna 152) 

High Tailplane Low Tailplane 

The undercarriage on modern aircraft consists of main wheels under the wing or fuselage and a nosewheel under the 
engine. However, some aircraft have a tail-wheel instead of a nosewheel. 

A nosewheel aircraft A tail-wheel aircraft 

(Piper PA-28 Warrior Cadet) (de Havilland Chipmunk) 




1.4 Exercise 1 - Aircraft familiarisation 

There are three main flight con trol s. The ailerons are at the outboard trailing edge of the wings, and are 
interconnected so that as one aileron moves tip the other moves down. The rudder is fitted to the fin. The elevators 
are attached to the rear of the tailpl ane. 

The primary flying controls 

Aileron 

/ 

The all-moving tailplane, or stabilator, of the The fully lowered flaps of an EV-97 teamEUfostar 
Piper PA-28 Cherokee 

Some aircraft (e.g. PA-28 Cherokee/Warrior) have a combined tailplane and elevator, known as an all-moving tailplane or 
stabilator: 

Most training aircraft are fitted with flaps, which are located at the inboard trailing edge of the wing. 

~ Cockpit Layout 

Most training aircraft have side-by-side seating. The left-hand seat is for the 
pilot-in-command and this is the seat used by the student. The instructor sits in 
the right-hand sea t. Your instructor will show you how to enter and leave the 
cockpit and how to open and close the doors or canopy. Once seated, you may 
be able to adjust your seat or seat cushions to give a good view over the 
instrument panel and enable you to reach the controls and switches. Once 
comfortable you should fasten and adjust your seat belt. Your instructor will 
show you how to adjust the seating position and how to fasten, adjust and 
release your seat belt. 

The pilot's feet must comfortably reach the rudder pedals ahead of the seat. 
The rudder pedals are linked through cables and pulleys to the rudder and, 
on most aircraft, to a steerable nosewheel. Through the rudder pedals the 
pilot controls the rudder and also, when on the ground, steering. The rudder 
pedals may also be fitted with 'toe brakes'. 

As the student you sit in the left-hand seat 



1.5 Background briefing 

Directly in front of the pilot will be either a control column (sometimes called the stick) or a control wheel. Both types work 
in the same sense and are normally called the control column. The control column is linked to the ailerons and the 
elevators/stabilator by cables and pulleys. Moving it forward and back controls the elevators; moving it to the left or right 
controls the ailerons. The rudder pedals and control column are duplicated on the instructor's (right hand) side. 

The control 'wheels' of a Piper PA-28 Warrior Control 'sticks' in an EV-97 teamEurostar 

The throttle controls the engine power and it can be either a 'plunger' type or a 'quadrant' type. In either case moving the 
throttle FORWARD INCREASES engine power, while moving the throttle BACK DECREASES engine power. 

The 'plunger'-type throttle control, fitted here to 
a Cessna 152. Pushing the throttle FORWARD, 
INCREASES power. Pulling the throttle BACK, 
DECREASES power 

The 'quadrant'-type throttle control, fitted here to 
a PA-28 Cherokee Pushing the throttle 
FORWARD, INCREASES power. Pulling the 
throttle BACK, DECREASES power 

.
r 
•I ... 



--------- -- ----------------- -

Exercise 1 - Aircraft familiarisation1.6 

The instrument panel contains various instruments , switches, circuit breakers etc. . Directly in front of the pilot are the 
basic night instruments. There are two ways in which these instruments may be clisplayed. 

/ , 
/ \ 

r~~ , 
I Air Speed Indicator Attitude Indicator Altimeter 
I (ASI) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Turn Indicator Heading Indicator Vertical Speed 
\ Indicator 
\ (VSI) / 

'----------------------------_ / 

The basic flight instruments of a 'conventional' or 'round dial' cockpit display 

Airspeed 'tape' Altimeter 'tape' 

Attitude Indicator 

Vertical Speed 

Heading Indicator 

The basic flight instruments as displayed on an 'EFIS' or 'Glass Cockpit' display 

The instructor will show you where to put any baggage and items you may need in night. You will also be shown the 
location of the fire extinguisher and the first aid kit. 



1.7 Background briefing 

Layout of the brake system of a 
Piper PA-28 Cherokee 

~ Main Aircraft Systems 

As part of your technical course you will learn about the various aircraft 
systems. For now there are a few main systems to know about. 

The brake system controls the brakes on the main wheels, it is operated 
by toe brakes fitted to the rudder pedals or a hand-operated brake lever. 
There is also a parking brake; the method of operating this varies between 
aircraft types. 

The standard electrical master switch in a C-152 

The electrical system is controlled by the pilot through the master switch. The electrical system supplies power to the lights, 
radios and some instruments. On some aircraft types (mostly high-wing) the flaps may be electrically operated. 

You will learn how the various switches and 
selectors work - for example the fuel selector 

The fuel system supplies aviation fuel to the engine from fuel tanks which are often located in the wings. There is a fuel 
selector in the cockpit to control the flow of fuel from the fuel tank(s) to the engine. 

Layout of the fuel system of a Piper PA38 Tomahawk 



1.8 Exercise 1 - Aircraft familiarisation 

~ Use of Checklist and Pilot's Operating Handbook/Flight Manual 

An example of a popular aircraft checklist 

The title page of an aircraft's Pilot's 
Operating Handbook/Flight Manual 
(POH/FM). Each individual aircraft has its 
own individual POH/FM which contains 
detailed information on the subject 
aircraft. It is a legal document and the 
procedures and limitations it contains 
must be complied with 

Your Flight Training Organisation (ITO) will provide you with a checklist 
for the aircraft you are learning on. 

lt is important to do all checks in accordance with this checklist. As a 
general rule, checks done on the ground are read from the checklist and 
checks in flight are done from memory. All should be completed carefully 
and methodicaHy. Each checklist item is there for a reason, and it is easy 
to miss an item if you rush or are distracted. Each aircraft has its own 
individual Pilot's Operating Handbook/Flight Manual (POH/FiVI) which 
contains information about the aircraft, its systems, operating procedures 
and performance. The limitations and requirements described in the 
night manual must be complied with at all times. 

COSMIKAV!AnON~ 

-~----

~Airfield Sense 

The manoeuvring area and apron of an active airfield-even a small one-is an unfamiliar environment to most non-pilots. 
For your own safety, and the safety of other airfield users, you should follow a few simple guidelines: 

- Stay well away from any aircraft v.~th an engine running or an aircraft about to start its 
engine. Do not walk in front of moving aircraft. 

- Do not drop litter and collect any you come across. Foreign Object Damage (FOD) is 
potentially very dangerous to aircraft. 

- Smoking is not permitted on the manoeuvring area, on the apron, or in the hangars. 
Smoking is usually banned inside the aircraft as well. 

- Do not leave chocks, tie-down weights or any other such objects where they might be hit 
by an aircraft. 

- If you come across any obstructions, pot holes, debris etc that you think might be 
dangerous - tell someone! 

- iVIany airfields require personnel to wear 'high visibility' vests when on the 'airside'. 
'Hi Viz' vests are mandatory 
when on the 'airs ide' at many 
airfields 
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Flight Exercise Emergencies 
Aircraft familiarisation 11e 
Emergencies are rare in modern training aircraft. However, if an emergency should occur, the ability to act correctly and 
promptly is essential. This is most likely to happen when the pilot has been properly trained in emergency procedures and 
regularly practises them. H ere are listed three emergency drills, which should be committed to memory and practised 
regularly. The emergency procedures listed in this book can act as a guideline only. Refer to the aircraft checklist and 
POHjFM for emergency drills and procedures specific to the aircraft you are flying. 
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1.10 
EmergenciesF!;g1'~I

Aircraft 
familiariSation 

I> FIRE ON THE GROUND 

If taxying, stop clear of other aircraft, buildings, fuelling areas etc .. 

THROTTLE - CLOSED 

MIXTURE - FULLY LEAN (IDLE CUT OFF or ICO) 

FUEL - OFF 

IGNITION - OFF 

MASTER SWITCH - OFF 

BRAKES - PARKING BRAKE ON 

Evacuate the aircraft, taking the fire extinguisher with you if circumstances perm it. Stay upwind of the aircraft. 

I> CABIN FIRE IN THE AIR 

Most likely to be an electrical fire, characterised by the acrid burning smell. 

MASTER SWITCH - OFF if electrical fire suspected 

ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS - OFF to isolate fault 

CABIN HEATER/ DEFROST - OFF 

FIRE EXTINGUISHER - Use only if absolutely necessary, then ventilate cabin immediately. 

I> ENGINE FIRE IN THE AIR 

THROTTLE - CLOSED 

MIXTURE - FULLY LEAN (IDLE CUT OFF or ICO) 

FUEL - OFF 

IGNITION - OFF 

CABIN HEATER/ DEFROST - OFF 

Refer to the aircraft checklist and POH/FM for the specific emergency drills and procedures relevant to the aircraft type 
you are Oying. 

You r instructor will show you how to leave the aircraft in an emergency on the ground and where to find emergency 
equipment i.e. fire extinguisher and first-aid kit. If the aircraft you are Oying has any emergency exits, you also need to 
know how to use these. 



Flight Exercise 1.11 

Emergencies 

AircraftI1e famil,arisat,an 

~ Emergency Equipment, Emergency Exits 

The aircraft you use in training will be equipped with a minimum of a fire extinguisher and a first aid kit as emergency 
equipment. The first point regarding these articles is making sure that they are present as part of the pre-flight checks, 
which simply means following the aircraft's checklist properly and thoroughly. 

The fire extinguisher should be located within reach of the pilot's sea t. Common locations are under the seat, between 
the front seats or immediately behind the front seats. Most modern aviation fire extinguishers are of the 'BCF' type. 
There shou ld be a content's gauge with a green are, and an inspection label. If the con tent's gauge is not in the green 
are, or the last inspection date is more than about a year old, you should start asking some qu es tions. It is also worth 
taking some time one non-Ilying day to practice releasing the fire extinguisher from its holder, so that if you ever have to 
use it for real you know how to do this! 

Thefirst aid kit is usually located in the tear parcel shelf or baggage compartment. You do not need a detailed knowledge 
of the first aid kit's contents, although it does need to be inspected from time to time as some the contents are time-limited. 
So, if the first aid kit looks as if it hasn't been opened since the aeroplane was brand-new, start asking questions again! 

An average single-engine training aircraft is unlikely to have separate emergency ex.its, but clearly you must be familiar 
with the operation of all exits in any aircraft that you come to fly. Some may have a less-than-obvious locking and opening 
operation (especially if there is more than one latch or handle), and some may have an emergency opening mechanism. 
The most important thing is to understand the opening procedure for all the exits so that you can open them, unaided, 
right from the start of your training. If you should ever find the ex.i ts unusable in an emergency, it is worth knowing that 
in most light aircraft the side windows or canopy can be kicked out should the need arise. 





Preparation for flight 

and action after flight 


A safe, professional night starts with proper pre-flight preparation. Your instructor will show you how to prepare for nigh t, 
and you should aim to develop good habits now, ra ther than trying to change habits or re-Iearn at a later date . The after
night actions are just as vital, whether the aircraft will be nying again in a few minutes or a few days. You should leave the 
aircraft and its documentation the way you would want to find it, with no nasty surprises. 

Background briefing 

~ Personal Preparation 

~ Flight Authorisation 

~ Flying Equipment Required 

~ Booking-Out Procedure 

~ External Checks 

~ Internal Checks 

~ Starting 

~ Starting Problems 

~ Power and Pre-Toke-Off Checks 

~ Closing Down 

~ Moving, Security and Tie-Down 

~ Post-Flight Documentation 



xerCise I Background briefing 
Preparation 
for flight and 
action after flight 2 
2.2 - E 

~ Personal Preparation 

Being sure that you are properly prepared to fly is just as important as the preparation of the aircraft. Indeed, more 
accidents are caused by pilot error than by aircraft failure. As a pilot you 'will learn several checklists and mnemonics so 
here is one to use before every f1ight : 

'I'm safe' 

I Illness - am I ill or do I have any symptoms? 

M Medication - am I taking any medication that has side-effects? 

S Stress - am I under undue stress - family, financial, work, health? 

A Alcohol - have I drunk any alcohol in the last eight hours, or a significant amount within 24 hours? 

F Fatigue - am I well rested? 

E Eating - have I had adequate nourishment? 

If in any doubt - do not fly. 

Remember the 'I'm safe' checklist 
before every flight 

~ Flight Authorisation 

Before flying, the pilot must record some basic details of the intended flight. In the case of a training exercise the flight is 
then authorised by an instructor. The authorisation sheet also contains details of previous flights. On this sheet, or an 
attached document, any aircraft defects or unserviceability are recorded and any rectification action noted. It is the pilot's 
decision whether or not to accept the aircraft. A minor fault that will not cause great concern to an experienced pilot may 
be far more important to a student pilot. 

The flight authorisation sheet must be filled out 
before flight 

I 

'"" 

FLIGHT RECORD SHEET 



2.3 Background briefing 

~ Flying Equipment Required 

Generally, you will not require any special clothing when flying. One item 
of equipment you must always carry, however, is a current aeronautical 
chart of the area in which you will be flying. You will be issued with a 
chart when you begin your training. Practise using the chart and relating 
the local landmarks you see when flying to their appearance on the chart. 
The chart also shows controlled airspace, restricted airspace and other 
aeronautical information. 

~ Booking-Out Procedure 

Before taking off you must give details of your intended flight to the Air 
Traffic Service Unit (ATSU) on the airfield. Depencling on the nature of 
your flight the booking-out could be a simple phone call, completing an 
airfield movements record or filing a full flight plan. At some airfields 
the booking-out can be done by radio, but check first! 

~ External Checks 

The aircraft checklist details the external 'pre-flight' checks. The exact 
details vary between different aircraft types, so always refer to the 
checklist or POHjFM whm flying a new type of aircraft. Some elements 
of the external checks will be common to all types. 

- aircraft security: remove all tie-dmvns, tow bars, control locks, chocks 
and pitot covers. This sounds obvious, but pilots try to fly with one or 
more of these attached every year - check to be sure. 

- general appearance: check that the aircraft sits level and 'looks' right. Also 
check that there are no obvious leaks, pools of fuel under the aircraft etc .. 
Most aircraft are of stressed-skin construction, meaning that the skin of the 
aircraft helps to carry the loads and stresses that affect the aircraft. Any 
dents, punctures or wrinkles of the skin may indicate more serious damage 
to the aircraft. Aircralt of Glass-Reinforced Plastic (GRP) construction 
may show cracks in the skin if the aircraft structure has been damaged. 

- flying controls: move the flying control surfaces gently to check that 
they are operating properly. Be careful not to use force on the control 
surfaces or bang them against the control stops. 

You should carry a current aeronautical chart 
every time you fly 

Don't forget to check for the obvious when 
carrying out the pre-flight checks (tow-bar still 
attached to nose wheel leg) 

- fuel: where at all possible, the fuel contents 
must be checked visually before flight. You 
will learn to judge the fuel level in the tanks 
(using a dipstick if available) to estimate total 
fuel contents. The fuel also needs to be 
checked for purity. A sample is taken into a ,. fuel sampler and checked for colour (e.g. 
lOOLL AVGAS is blue), sediment or globules,~ . 
of ,vater. Globules or a sharp clivision of 
colour in the sample indicates the presence of 
water in the fuel .- which is not acceptable. If 
in doubt, take more samples and ask the 
advice of an instructor or engineer. 

ALWAYS check the fuel tank contents. Your 
instructor will show you how to do this on the 
aircraft you are flying 

A fuel tester is used to check 
a fuel sample for purity 



----------------------------------
Exercise 2 - preparation for flight and action ofter flight2.4 

The spring leaf-type 
undercarriage leg 
(Piper PA38 Tomahawk) 

Always take care around an aircraft propeller. The 
propeller of this Piper PA28 Cherokee has been 
marked to be more conspicuous when rotating 

The oleo-type 
undercarriage. About 4 

inches (10 centimetres) of 
shiny oleo is visible on this 

Piper PA28 Cherokee 

- undercarriage: on trai ning aircraft particularly, the undercarriage can 
have a hal-d life. The undercarriage leg is of an oleo or leaf-spring type. On 
the oleo type, check tha t the correct amount of the shiny oleo is visible and 
that there is no oil leaking from around the seals. The hydraulic lines to 
the brake units should be secure, with no leakage of hydraulic fluid 
(coloured I-ed). The tyre should have at least 2mm of visible tread. There 
should be no bald patches or cuts. Look for signs of under-inflation or 
over~inflation of the tyres. Also the creep marks painted on the tyre and 
wheel rim should be aligned. 

- oil: the engine oil is checked using a dipstick which is located under the 
cowling. The oil level cannot be checked accurately until at least ten 

minutes after the engine has stopped. The dipstick is taken out, and 
wiped, then the level is re-checked. \,yhilst checking the oil level look over 
the engine for evidence of loose wires, frayed leads, oil leaks etc. 

- windscreens and windows: all windows and \-vindscreens should be clean. 
A particular problem is insects 011 the windscreen. They should be removed 
using a soft cloth or sponge and warm, soapy water. This is essential to help 
the pilot maintain a good lookout. An approaching aircraft and a squashed 
insect on the window can look very similar at first glance. 

If you are in any doubt about anything you come across during th e 
external check, do not hesitate to ask an instructor or engineer for help 
or advice_With experience the external checks are carried out without 
direct reference to a checklist. To keep in practice, use the checkLst 
occasionaUy to do them. You may find that your memory is not as 
infallible as you thought l 



2.5 Background briefing 

~ Internal Checks 

The internal checks are detailed in the checklist. Follow them through carefully - do not try to rush through them from 
memory. vVhen you are carrying passengers it is necessary to brief them, especially on the operation of the doors and seat 
belts and the location of safety equipment. 

Loose articles in the cockpit represent a serious safety hazard. Check for loose articles when you first enter the cockpit and 
remove or stow any you find. Be careful that the equipment you are carrying e.g. pens, rulers, etc does not 'go missing' during 
the flight - you never know where they might end up. Even a single pen or pencil could foul a control cable or linkage. 

~Starting 

As part of the external checks you will have ensured that the aircraft is in a safe location to start up. Loose gravel or stones 
under the propeller, or a blocked exit on the taxiwa)', represent obvious points to avoid. Be aware also of the propeller 
slipstream generated once the engine has started - is the aircraft parked outside an open hangar door, or too close to another 
aircraft? Immed.iately before starting it is vital to check visually that the propeller area is clear. Also look all round for anybody 
who is-or is about to be-in the propeller area. A rotating propeller is surprisingly easy to miss on a noisy, busy apron area. 
As a final check it is common practice to open a window/door, ca ll "CLEAR PROP" and wait briefly before starting. 

Further checks are carried out, after starting, two of which are common to most light aircraft. These are to check that the 
starter warning light has gone out and that the oil pressure registers within 30 seconds of start. These two checks in 
particular should become instinctive, although they are listed in the checklist. 

~ Starting Problems 

Two possible problems during engine starting are: 


A flooded engine - the engine has been 'fl ooded' with too much fuel and so will not start. If flood.ing is suspected, the 

following procedure may apply - refer to your checklist or the aircraft's POH/FM which may override this general advice. 


Ignition - off 


Throttle - fully open 


Mixture - fully lean (ICO) 


Operate the starter through a few turns, then repeat the starting checklist without priming. 


Engine fire on start - very rare occurrence. 


Assuming the starter is still engaged - conti nu e operating and: 


Mixture - fully lean (lCO) 


Fuel - ofT 


Throttle: - fully open 


The fire should go ou t when the fuel stops. Then stop cranking the engine and proceed with the 'engine fire on grou nd' 

procedure. The aircraft checklist, or POH/FM may give a procedure which overrides this general advice. 
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~ Power ond Pre-Toke-Off checks 

The powe r and pre-take-off checks are usually carried out after the aircraft has taxied to the holding position for the 
runway in use. Stop the aircraft facing into wind. Then check visually that the propeller slipstream will not cause any 
damage or inconvenience behind the aircraft. 

Carry out the checks methodically from the checklist and do not hesitate to cancel the flight if you find something wrong. 
At this stage there maybe a strong psychological pressure to disregard a problem and fly - after all, you are right next to 
the runway. Do resist any such feelings: each checklist item is there for a reason, and unlike driving a car you obviously 
cannot stop an aircraft in flight to sort out a problem. There is an aviation maxim: 

"Better to be down here, wishing you were up there; 
than up there wishing you were down here." 

Never get airborne unless you are completely 
happy with the aircraft and its serviceability 

- and it's quite true I 

~ Closing Down 

Usually light aircraft 'park' after flight without outside assistance. If you are being given marshalling signals, however, 
remember that these are for guidance only; the pilot remains legally responsible for the safety of the aircraft. After closing 
down leave the cockpit tidy, with no loose articles. As a fin al safety check before you close the door, confirm that the 
electrical master switch is off, the ignition switches are off and the fu el is off. As you leave the aircraft, glance over it for 
any change in its external condition since you did the pre-flight external check. 

Make sure you leave the cockpit tidy after flight, 
with all switches off 



I 
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~ Moving, Security, Tie-Down 

The aircraft may have to be moved after it has been shut down, e.g. into a hangar. Whenever possible, light aircraft are best 
moved v"ith a towbar that fits on to the nosewheel. If a towbar is not available, your instructor will point out the parts of the 

aircraft that can be pushed or pulled. Do not 
try to move an aircraft unaided . Apart from 
being heavy and awkward machines to 
manhandle, it is very easy to hit something 
with those long wings and c1istant tail - ask 
anyone who has done it' Note that when an 
aircraft is parked inside a hanger the parking 
brake is left off so that the aircraft can be 
moved if necessary. 

Aircraft that are not hangared need securing 
well and protection from the weather 

Securing an aircraft which is not inside a hanger is done in accordance with the weather conditions and the Flying 
Training Organisation (ITO) procedures. The parking brake must be set and possibly wheel chocks wi ll be put in place as 
well. A pitot cover to protect the pitot head and internal/external control locks may also be used. The aircraft has a number 
of , tie-down' points from which a rope or cable is secured to a g round tie-down anchor. Your instructor will show you how 
to secure the aircraft properly, advice may also be found in the POH/FM. 

~ Post-Flight Documentation 

At some airfields it may be necessary to 'book in' with the Air Traffic Service Unit. If you have been on a local training 
Oight from your home-base airfield, booking in is unlikely to be required. The authorisation sheet must be completed with 
details ofyour Oight and any defect must be recorded. Your personal flying logbook should also be completed at this stage. 

r 
~. 

r 
r 

Remember to complete your log book after 
each flight. Take great care of your log 
book. It will become the only complete 
record of your flying experience 

r 
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Flight Exercise 

Air experience 

This exercise takes the form of a short local flight with an instructor, to give you a taste of being airborne and 
flying in a light aircraft. Although no formal instruction is given , you will have the opportunity to fly the aircraft 
and to get used to using the aircraft 's intercom, 

Flight Exercise 

[> The Air Experience Flight 
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Air experience 
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Air experience 

I> The Air Experience Flight 

Where at all possible, the flight will take place in good visibility condi tions that will allow the instructor to point ou t some 
of the main landmarks around the airfield . During the flight you will soon learn if your seating posi tion and seat-belt 
adjustments are comfortable. If they are not, ask your in structor to help you change them, since discomfort will distract 
you from the learning process (and the fun of flying) . When you handle the controls , you may be surprised at how little 
control movementis needed and how readily the aircraft responds. You may also be impressed by the natural stability of 
the aircraft - it does not suddenly pitch or roll if you let go of the controls. If at any time you feel at all unwell, tell your 
instructor right away. It is not uncom mon to feel a li ttle queasy on a first flight, so don't worry - you will soon become 
used to the sensation of flying. The air experience f1ight is an introduction to the pleasures of flying a light aircraft, before 
you begin the instruction of learning to fly. Above all enjoy this flight! It is your first step towards becoming a pilot. 
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T he purpose of this exercise is to learn the effects of the controls when operated independently in Oight. T his exercise is the 
fou ndation of learning to control the ai rcraft. Lessons you learn here will prove invaluable at later stages of your training. 

In the background briefmg you will find reference to aerodynamic principles such as lift, drag, thrust etc. These terms and 
principles are described only in basic detai l in this exercise, but are expan ded upon in th e following exercises as your 
knowledge and awareness de velop to give you a bette r understanding of the principles of night. 

The exercise may be spli t into more than one night, and elements of it will recur and may be revised in later night exercises. 
As at all other tim es, tell your instructor right away if you do not understand a certain point, or would like to see another 
demonstration. Your instructor is there to help you learn and will be glad to explain a point again or repeat a manoeuvre . 

Background briefing 

~ Flying Lesson Format 

~The Planes and Axes of Movement 

~The Function and In itial Effect of the 

Three Primary Flying Controls 

~The Further Effects of the Three Primary 

Flying Controls 

~The Effect of Differing Airspeeds 

~The Effect of Propeller Slipstream 

~The Effect of Differing Power Settings 

~The Trimming Controls 

~The Flaps 

~ Carburettor Heat 

~Mixture 

~ Cockpit Heating and Ventilation 

~ Other Controls 

Flight Exercise 

t> Purpose 

t> Airmanship 

t>The initial effect of elevator 

t>The initial effect of aileron 

t> The initial effect of rudder 

t> The further effect of aileron 

t> The further effect of rudder 

t> The effect of differing airspeed 

t>The effect of propeller slipstream 

t>The effect of differing power settings 

t>The effect of flaps 

t>The effect of elevator trim 

Conclusion 
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~ Flying Lesson Format 

Typically a lesson covers one, or more, fl ight exercises and will take the following form: 

Ba ckground briefing  this is often carried out by the student 'self-studying' from a text book or course notes. 
Some Flying Train ing Organisations (ITOs) may give briefings and lectures in addi tion. 

Pre-flight briefing - at the ITO immedia tely before the llight your instructor "ri ll briefyou on the air exercise 
and answer any questi ons you have. 

In flight  your instructor wi ll fly each manoeuvre, as it was descr ibed in the pre-flight briefing. 
Then you fly the manoeuvre under the guidance of your ins tructor. 

Mter flight debrief  this normally takes the form of a short discussion when you r instructor re\riews the llight, 
the progress you have made, and any particular points to concentrate on. The instructor 
will then tell you the next exercise to be flown so that you can cover the background 
briefi ng for that exercise in advance. 

Before moving on to the next exercise, re- read the material for the exercise you have just flown. You will find that it seems 
simpler now that you have flown it, and you will retain the important points if you refresh your memory within 24 hours 
of flying the exercise. 

~The Planes and Axes of Movement 

PLANE OF CONTROL CONTROL 
MOVEMENT SURFACE MOVEMENT 

PITCH 

ROLL 

YAW 

Elevators/ 
Stabilator 

Ailerons 

Rudder 

Control Column 
Forward and Back 

Control Column 
Left and Right 

Rudder Pedals 
Left and Right 
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An aircraft operates in three dimensions and, as you might expect, each of the three primary flying controls moves the 
aircraft in one of the planes of movement. The. axes are fixed in relation to the aircraft, not the horizon - for example 
whatever the aircraft attitude, elevators control pitch as the pilot sees it. ~: 
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Elevator controls pftch as Elevator st~ntrols pitch r~~--------

t. the pilot syes it. the piloc~ees it. 

The planes of movement are fixed relative to the aircraft, NOT the horizon 

~The Function and Initial Effect of the Three Primary Flying Controls 

Each control surface functions by altering the airflow around it. The movement of the aircraft around an axis is governed 
by how quickly and how far the control column is moved. Each control surface is located some distance from the centre 
of gravity (CG) - for practical purposes assume the CG is about where the pilot is sitting. The clistance between the control 
surface and the centre of gravity gives the control leverage and enhances its effect. 

The centre of gravity (CG) is the pOint at which 
the aircraft will balance. There is equal weight 
ahead of and behind the CG 

~ = Centre of Gravity 



4.4 Exercise 4 - Effects of controls 

The elevator (or stabiJator) controls the aircra(t in pitch. As the control column is moved back, the elevator (or stabilator) 
moves up. The change of the angle of the elevator or stabilator, relative to the airflow, creates a force acting downwards. 
This downforce at the tail pivots the aircraft around the centre of gravity and the aircraft pitches nose~up. The illrcraft 
continues to pitch nose~up until the control column is moved back to the neutral position. As the control column is moved 
forward, the elevator (or stabilator) moves down and lift is created acting upwards. This up force at the tail pivots the 
illrcraft around the centre of gravity and the aircraft pitches nose down. Once again, the aircraft continues pitching nose~ 
down until the control column is returned to the neutral position. 

When the control column is moved back, the 
elevator (or stabilator) moves up,creating a 
downforce at the tail. The aircraft pivots around Pitch 
the CG and PITCHES nose-up Up 

When the control column is moved forward, the 
elevator (or stabilator) moves down, creating lift 
upwards at the tail. The aircraft pivots around 
the CG and PITCHES nose-down Pitch 

Down 

Lift 

The ailerons control the illrcraft in roll. As the control column is moved to the left, the left illieron moves up and the right 
illieron moves down. These control deflections alter the amount of lift produced by each wing - the left wing is now 
producing less lift than the right wing. This 'imbalance' oflift causes the aircraft to roll to the left. The aircraft continues to 
roll until the control column is centralised. When the control column is moved to the right, the aileron movements are 
reversed, the lift 'imbalance' of the wings is reversed and the aircraft rolls to the right, until the control column is centralised. 

When the control column is moved to the left, 
the deflection of the ailerons changes the 
amount of lift produced at each wing. The 
aircraft ROLLS to the left 

Viewed from behind 

When the control column is moved to the right, 
the deflection of the ailerons changes the 
amount of lift produced at each wing. The 
aircraft ROLLS to the right 

Viewed from behind 

Roll RighI ~r" t , 
Decreased lift 
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The rudder controls the aircraft in yaw. As the left rudder pedal is depressed, the rudder moves to the left. This rudder 
deflection creates a lift force at the lin and rudder, acting to the righ t. The aircraft pivots around the centre of gravity (CG) 
and the aircraft yaws to the left. \ 'Vhen the rudder controls are centralised, the aircraft stops yawing. As the right rudder 
is depressed the rudder moves to the right. Lift is created acting to the left at the lin and rudder, and the aircraft yaws to 
the right as long as the right rudder is depressed. 

Yaw to Lett 

~ 
.'-'... 

Even a light aircraft has some inertia, so the movement of the aircraft about an axis is not instant when a control is moved. 
When flying larger, heavier aircraft the effect of inertia can be quite pronounced and the pilot has to allow time for a 
control movement to take effect. 

~The Further Effects of the 

Three Primary Flying Controls 


Roll Left 
In the flight exercise it is only the further effects of the aileron and 

rudder that are demonstrated. Arguably the elevators have a 

further effect, in that when the airc raft is pitched nose up, the 

airspeed will decrease and when it is pitched nose down, the 

airspeed wi ll increase. However, it is a matter of opinion whether 

or not this is a true further effect. 


As you have already seen, the initial effect of the ailerons is to control 

the aircraft in roll. To demonstrate the further effect of aileron, the 

aircraft will be rolled to a banked attitude using the ailerons. The 

ailerons are then centralised to stop the roll and leave the aircraft in 

a banked attitude. In this condition the aircraft will tend to slip 

'downhill' towards the lower wing. As the aircraft slips, the airflow 

striking the lin from one side creates a lift force. The aircraft pivots 

around its CG and 'weathercocks' into the airflow - the aircraft 

yaws towards the lower wing, although no rudder has been applied. 


r So, the initial effect of aileron is roll, the further effect is yaw. 

r If the roll and yaw are left unchecked the aircraft will begin to ,. 
descend in a gradually steepening spiral known as a spiral descent, 

with increasing roll, increasing airspeed and loss of height. 

However, this spiral descent is easy to correct, as you will find 

during the flight exercise. 


The further effect of roll. After the aircraft has 
Incidentally, there is another yawing effect present whilst the aircraft rolled, it slips towards the lower wing. The 

is actually rolling, known as adverse yaw. Tllis effect is considered airflow is now striking the fin/rudder from one 
side. Lift is created at the fin/rudder, and this during the turning and slow flight exercises. 
yaws the aircraft towards the lower wing 

Viewed from above 

When the left rudder pedal is pressed, the change of lift at 
the fin/rudder pivots the aircraft around the CG, and the 
aircraft yaws to the left 

Viewed from above 

When the right rudder pedal is pressed, the change of lift 
at the fin/rudder pivots the aircraft around the CG, and the 
aircraft yaws to the right 

/ 

- ) 
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Looking now at the rudder, you will have seen that the 
initial effect of the rudder is yaw, whilst the aircraft is 
yaws it is, in effect, skidding through the air. Whilst 
yawing, the wing on the outside of the 'skid' (ie the right 
wing in a left yaw) has a faster airflow around it than the 
inner wing. This faster airflow increases the amount of 
lift this wing produces. Conversely, the slower airflow 
around the inner wing reduces the lift it produces. The 
result of this imbalance of lift is that the aircraft rolls in 
the same direction as it is yawing - even though no 
aileron has been applied. Again if this condition is left to 
develop a spiral descent will gradually develop. So the 
initial effect of the rudder is yaw, the further effect is roll. 

The point to appreciate is that stability in yaw and 
stabil ity in roll are interrelated. A movement in yaw will 
affect roll and vice-versa. 

The further eHect of yaw. When the aircraft is 
yawing, the wing on the 'outside' of the turn is 
moving faster. The faster airflow creates more lift 
at this wing than at the slower moving, 'inner' 
wing. This lift imbalance causes the aircraft to 
roll in the same direction as it is yawing 

Yaw 

4 

~, 


~Yaw Increased 
Decrease~ Lift 

Lift ~ 
( 

Roll Left 

~The Effect of Differing Airspeeds 

The flying controls function by altering the airflow at their location . It follows that at different airflow speeds, the 
effectiveness and feel of the controls is altered. At a fast airspeed the controls are very effective, and only small control 
movements are needed to achieve the desired result. At a slow airspeed the controls are much less effective, and larger 
control movements are needed. 

The 'feel' of the flying controls becomes an important cue to the pilot. Once familiar with the feel and effectiveness of the 
controls at the normal cruising airspeed, the pilot should be able to sense from the controls if the aircraft is flying at a 
significantly faster or slower airspeed. 

~ The Effect of Propeller Slipstream 

The slipstream generated by the propeller increases the 
speed of the airflow within a 'tube' surrounding the 
fuselage behind the propeller. Most training aircraft are 
fitted with a fixed-pitch propeller rotating at the same 
speed as the engine. At high power settings there is 
increased slipstream and increased airflow speed within 
the slipstream. At low power settings there is decreased 
slipstream and decreased airflow speed inside the tube. 
Any flying controls inside the slipstream will be affected 
by differing slipstream speeds, just as they are affected 

The propeller slipstream increases the speed of the airflow behind by differing airspeeds. Usually the elevator\stabilator 
the propeller 

and rudder are affected by the slipstream effect. 
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However if the aircraft has a high tailplane ('T-tail') the elevator may be outside the slipstream effe ct. The ailerons, out at 
the end of the wings, are outside the slipstream. 

It is important to note is that in a high power/slow airspeed situation the rudder and elevators of a low-tailplane aircraft 
wilJ still feel efTective due to the slipstream effect, despite the slow airspeed. 

~The Effect of Differing Power Settings 

The aircraft is designed to be stable at its normal cruise airspeed and power setting, so that at 'normal cruise' the pilot has 
the least work to do to maintain this condition. If any other power setting is used, there is an associated pitch and yaw force. 

The aircraft's stability in pitch is governed in part by a balance between the thrust force provided by the engine and the drag 
force caused by the movement of the aircraft through the air. On most light aircraft, the thrust line is lower than the drag line. 

~~~~tL--.J1 

On a light aircraft, the thrust line is usually 
below the drag line 

THRUST·

If power is increased, both the thrust and drag increase. The result of this change in the thrust/drag coupling is that the 
ai rcraft pitches nose up. If power is reduced, thrust and drag decrease and the aircraft pitches nose down. The pitching 
movement is aided by the change in airflow over the taiJplane, which alters the lift force produced there. 

When power is increased, the stronger 
thrust/drag couple pitches the aircraft nose up. 
The increased propeller slipstream also affects 
the airflow over the tail plane Increased Power Pitch Up 

When power is reduced, the weaker thrust/drag 
couple pitches the aircraft nose down. The 
decreased propeller slipstream also affects the 
airflow over the tail plane 

Decreased Power Pitch Down 

The aircraft's stability in yaw is largely achieved through the tail fin, and the airflow around the tail fin is affected by the 
helix of the propeller slipstream. On most modern light aircraft the propeller rotates to the right (clockwise) as seen from 
the cockpit. The helix of the propeller slipstream curves around the fuselage and meets the fin on its left side. T he lift force 
created at the fin causes the aircraft to yaw to the left. 
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Where an aircraft has a clockwise rotating 
propeller (as viewed from the cockpit),the 
slipstream helix strikes the fin/rudder on its left 
hand side, creating a lift force that would tend to 
yaw the aircraft to the left 

To counteract this yaw force, some aircraft are built with the fin or the engine offset a few degrees from dead-ahead. 
However, it follows that this counter-force is fixed, and is designed to balance forces created when the aircraft is at the 
cruise power setting and airspeed. At a different power setting a movement in yaw will result. 

To summarise, when power is increased beyond the normal setting, the 'counteracting force' designed into the aircraft is 
overcome and the aircraft yaws to the left. When power is reduced below the normal setting the 'counteracting force ' 
overcompensates and the aircraft yaws to the right. 

Increased Power Decreased Power 

Yaw Le" Yaw RighI......... ---. 

'~ 
Where an aircraft has a propeller rotating to the left (anti-clockwise) the counteracting forces and yaw movements are 
reversed-i. e. when power is increased the aircraft yaws to the right. 

There are other aerodynamic forces at work when the power setting is changed, but for now those described here are the 
main ones to consider. 

~The Trimming Controls 

In different Oying conditions there are varying loads on the Oying controls, particularly the elevator/stabilator and rudder. 
To relieve the physical work of f1ying the aeroplane accurately the elevator (or stabilator) is fitted with a ' trimmer'. On 
some ai rcraft the rudder also has a trimmer. 

The elevator trimmer usually takes the form of a small control surface (trim tab) on the trailing edge of the elevator. In a 
situation where, for instance, the pilot is having to exert a constant pull on the control column to hold ' the elevator in the up 
position, the control forces could be quite high and the pilot would soon become tired - no matter how good his arm muscles! 
The cockpit trimmer control is used to move the trim tab and so maintain the elevator in the desired position aerodynamically. 

The aim is to trim so that no pressure at all is required to maintain the desired control position. Some aircraft achieve 
trimming through a spring in the elevator control-cable circuit instead of a trim tab. However, the trimmer works in the 
same sense and the pilot will notice no practical difference. 

The trimmer is used to relieve control loads on the pilot, not to contrd the aeroplane. Always select the desired attitude 
and performance first, then trim to maintain it. 
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A floor-mounted 
elevatorlstabilator trimmer 

r 
r 

A control panel-mounted 
elevatorlstabilator trimmer 

~The Flaps 

The flaps are fitted to the trai ling edge of the wings and are operated manually or electrically from a switch or lever in 
the cockpit. 

A manually operated flap lever 

A flap switch operating electrically 
powered flaps. The slot to the left of the 

control is the flap position indicator 

''''hen the flaps are lowered, the shape of the wing and hence the airflow around the wing are altered. The first stages or 
degrees of lowered flap (initial flap) cause a large increase in lift and a small increase in drag. As more flap is lowered 
(intermecliate to full flap) , there is a much smaller further increase in lift and a much larger increase in drag. 

When flaps are lowered the first 10°-20° creates 
greater lift and a little extra drag. As more flap is 
lowered, 20°-40°, a little extra lift is created but 
much there is much more drag 

Lift / 1, 

-:J, ~- ->~' "'I .:-._~ .::.,..~rag ~_j... 
~ ~. 

Zero Flap Initial Flap tntermediate·Full Flap 
10· · 20· 20·+ 

Flap Down Flap Down 
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.VlThen the Oaps are lowered, the aircraft will pitch nose up or nose down, 
depending on the aircraft type. In either case ai rspeed reduces due to 
the increased drag. 

White Arc 
The use ofOaps is limited by a speed known as 'VFE' - the Oaps must not 
be operated when flying faster than this speed, nor should this speed be 
exceeded when flaps are lowered. On the airspeed indicator the VFE 
speed is the 'top' (faster speed) end of the white arc. Always check that the 

~-#-- VFE Speed airspeed is within the white arc before operating the flaps , to prevent 
damage to the flaps and their operating mechanism. 

Flaps must only be operated when the airspeed 
is within the white arc range. The fast speed end 
of the white arc is VFE, the flap limiting speed 

~ Carburettor Heat 

In the majority of engines used for training aircraft, a carburettor supplies the engine with its fuel/air mixture, Should ice 
form inside the carburettor (which can happen over a very wide range of temperatures and conditions) the power from the 
engine will be reduced. The carburettor heat control routes hot air through the carburettor, melting any ice that may be 
present. When the pilot operates the carburettor heat control, there is a small reduction in power and possibly a little 
unevenness if any ice has melted. 

The carburettor heat control is left in the fully cold position (usually with the lever up or the knob fully in) most of the time. 
It is used periodically (approximately every 10 minutes) by moving the control to the fully hot position (lever down or knob 
fully out) for no less than 5-10 seconds and then returning it to the cold position, 

The carburettor heat lever shown here 
is moved DOWN for HOT air, 
UP for COLD air 

The carburettor heat knob shown here 
is moved out for HOT air, IN for COLD air 

Usually the engine speed, measured in revolu tions per minute (RPM), will return to the same setting as before the 
carburettor heat was used. If the RPM comes back to a higher setting then carburettor ice has been present and you will 
need to recheck regularly. The subject of carburettor icing and the use of the carburettor heat control is of great 
importance to the pilot and is covered in greater detail later in this book, 
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~Mixture 

In many training aircraft, the fuel-air mixture reaching the engine is controlled from a red lever or knob next to the throttle 
- the mixture control. When flying at lower altitudes, the engine is normally operated with the mixture in the fully rich 
position - that is ",ith the mixture control fully forward or fully in. At high altitudes the reduced air density means that 
less fuel is required to maintain the correct fuel-air ratio - the mixture needs to be 'leaned'. This is done by moving the 
mixture control back or out. An aircraft fitted with a fIXed-pitch propeller (as are most training aircraft), wiJl show an initial 
RPM increase as the mixture is leaned. The RPM will peak, then reduce as the mixture is leaned further. The mixture 
should now be enriched again until the RPM is on the 'rich' side of the peak. The mixture will need to be reset for any 
change in power or al titude. Different engines have different leaning techniques and limitations. For specific advice on 
mixture leaning refer to the aircraft's POH/FM. 

In many training aircraft the engine is stopped by moving the mixture control to the full y lean position-or Idle Cut Off 
(ICO). This completely shuts off the fuel supply to the engine . 

The quadrant-type mixture control shown 
here is moved FORWARD for RICH 
mixture and fully BACK for fully LEAN 
mixture, or Idle Cut Off (ICO) 

The plunger-type mixture control shown 
here is moved FORWARD for RICH 

mixture and fully BACK for fully LEAN 
mixture, or Idle Cut Off (ICO) 

~ Cockpit Heating and Ventilation 

Your instructor wi ll show you the location and use of the heating and fresh 
air ventilation controls. Use them to maintain a comfortable temperature 
in the cockpit, if you are not comfortable, your concentration will be 
affected and flying will become harder work than it needs to be. 

The heating system usually takes its hot air from a shroud around part of 
the engine exhaust system. The significance of this is that if there is a 
crack or split in the exhaust system, fumes may enter the cockpit. These 

A CO (carbon monoxide) detector, as often engine fumes contain carbon monoxide- a colourless, odourless gas 
found in the aircraft cockpit. A dark spot warns 

which is potentially lethal. To guard against danger from carbon of the presence of CO 
monoxide, always utilise the fresh air ventilation when using cockpi t 
heat. If you suspect that exhaust fumes are entering the cockpit, do not 
hesitate to shut off the heating and open up the fresh air ventilation and 
even the windows. 

~ Other Controls 

Your instructor will explain any other ancillary controls that may be important to the particular aircraft you are flying. 

I 
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t>PURPOSE 

To learn the effects of the controls when operated independently in f1jght. 

t>AIRMANSHIP 

"Vhat is airm anship? Airmanship is the com monsense element ofOying, but also the quality that differentiates a pilot from 
an aeroplane driver. M ore than anything else airmanship is about awareness - being aware of what is happening inside 
and outside the aircraft. Airmanship is best learnt by example. Watch your instructor and you will learn more about 
airmanship than any textbook can teach. 

Handing over/taking over control 

During your early Oying lessons , control of the aircraft wili be transfered between yourself and the instructor many times; 
it is obviously essential. to avoid confusion over who is actually Oying the aircraft at any given time. To ensure that this is 
so, you and your instructor will follow a set routine when you are handing over or taking over control. 

"Vhen the instructor wishes you to Oy the aircraft: 

Instructor says "you have control" 

Student takes the control column in one hand, other hand on the throttle, feet placed on rudder pedals. 

Student says "I have control" 

\IVhen the instructor wishes to take con trol again: 

Instructor says "I have control" 

Student removes hands and feet from controls. 

Student says "You have control" 

This simple routine should quickly become second nature. It is used at al l levels of aviation , even in the 
cockpit of the biggest a nd fastest aircraft you will hear: 

"You have control", "I have control" 

Following through 

\'\/hen your instructor is demonstrating an exercise, he may ask you to ' follow through'. T his means that you should place 
your hands and feet lightly on the controls, so tha t you can feel the control movements made by your instructor, without 
moving the controls yourself 

Lookout 

Try to develop the habit now of looking 
outside the aircraft as much as possible at all 
times. This will enable you to look out for 
other aircraft and maintain an awareness of 
your location, changing weather etc. It will 
also make your Oying smoother and easier' If 
you do see another aircraft, point it out to 
your instructor right away. 

Look out as much as you can. Point out to your 
instructor any aircraft you spot 



Exercise I 
,",," 0' roo"ol. 4 
4.14 

Attitude 

You may notice how often your instructor refers to a ttitude, i.e. the aircraft attitude, the nose attitude etc. ]n this instance, 
attitude means the angle of the aircraft in rela tion to the natural horizon. Most often the attitude referred to is the attitude 
of the aircraft in pitch - a nose-high attitude, a nose-low attitude etc. There is also a 'normal' straight and level a ttitude. 
vVhile you are learning the early fligh t exercises, each exercise will sta rt and finish at the normal attitude. 

Normal Nose-High Nose-Low 

Attitude Attitude Attitude 

VFE 

''''hen using flap during this exercise, ensure the airspeed is below the flap limiting speed (i.e. VFE), tha t is, the airspeed 
is within the white arc marked on the airspeed indicator. Do not lower or raise flap if the airspeed is fas ter than VFE, or 
allow the airspeed to exceed VFE whilst flap is lowered. 



REMEMBER: The aircraft 
responds to how far and 
how fast you move the 
controls. 

r 

,r 
r 
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The initial effect of ELEVATOR 

/-?~~ 
000 ,
000 . 

00 
Note the normal attitude. 

LOOKOUT before beginning the 
manoeuvre. 

00 
Apply forward pressure to the control 

column. 
The aircra~ pitches nose-down and the 

nose falls below Ihe horizon. 

h,-,~-----,"",· "=>-I 
000 
000 

-..... 
00 

Apply back pressure to the control 
column. 

The aircra~ pitches nose-up and the 
nose rises above the horizon. 

00 

When Ihe control column is returned 
to the neutral position, the pitching 

stops. 

000 
000 

00 

When the control column is returned to 
the neutral posilion, the pilching stops. 

000 
000 

00 

Use the control column to regain the 
normal attitude. 

I 
4.15F41i9htExercise 

Effects of controls 

,../1 000 
/ 000 

00 
Use the control column to regain the 

normal attitude. 
LOOKOUT before the next manoeuvre. 

Note: Particularly when 
controlling pitch, there 
is little actual 
movement of the 
control column 
required, it is more a 
matter of applying 
forward or rearward 
pressure. 



Flight 4ExerCiseIThe initial effect of AILERON 

Effects of controls 

4.16 

3 

REMEMBER: The aircraft 
responds to how far and 
how fast you move the 

00 
The normal attitude - note wings level. 

LOOKOUT before beginning the 
manoeuvre. 

00 

Control column is moved to the left. 
the aircraft rolls to the left. 

00 
Centralise the control column to stop 


the roll. 

Reverse the control column movement 


to level the wings. 


controls. 

00 

The normal attitude. 
LOOKOUT before the next manoeuvre. 

!§> 


00 

Control column is moved to the right. 
The aircraft rolls to the right. 

® ~ 

/ ;i.J-. 

000 
/ 000 

00 
Centralise the control column 10 stop 

the roll. 
Reverse the control column movement 

to level the wings. 

~--\ '''-. . 
\ 

{/ 

00 

The normal attitude. 



F4"9htExercise 
4.17 

The initial effect of RUDDER 

Effects of controlsI 

REMEMBER: The aircraft 
responds to how far and 
how fast you move the 

controls. 

~--
~O""""O""""O"""";"""""''''''''\ 
000 

·0 

l 
~ 

r 
r 

r 

r 

~ I
 
~Q~"~~"'" 

./ 000 
/' 000 

00 
The normal allilude. Choose a 

prominenllandmark ahead. 
LOOKOUT before beginning Ihe 

manoeuvre. 

00 
Centralise the rudder to SlOp Ihe yaw. 

~ 

Apply le~ rudder. 

The aircra~ yaws to the lefl. 


00 

Cenlralise the rudder 10 stop the yaw. 
LOOKOUT before the nexl manoeuvre. 

o · 
Apply right rudder. 

The aircraft yaws to the righl. 



4.18 
Flight 4ExerCise I The further effect of AILERON 

Effects of controls 

Note the normal attitude. 
LOOKOUT before beginning the 

manoeuvre. 

00 

Roll the aircraft to a banked attilude 
using the ailerons. 

00 
Centralise the ailerons to stop the roll. 

Wilhout any use of rudder, 
the aircraft yaws towards the lower 

wing. 

/ 

00 

The spiral descent gradually steepens, 
wilh increasing roll, yaw and loss of 

height. 

00 
It is easy to regain Ihe normal attitude 

with standard use of the controls. 



I 
4.19F41i9htExercise

The further effect of RUDDER 

Effects of controls 

,~ 
/ 

r 

r 
Note the normal attitude. Apply leff rudder. Without any movement of the control The spiral descent gradually 

LOOKOUT before beginning the The aircraft yaws to the leff. column the aircraft rolls in the same steepens, with increasing yaw, roll 
manoeuvre. direction as the yaw. and loss of height. I 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

00 · 0 · 0 

f 

r 
r 

r 
I 
I 
t 
~ 

~'/~--
,/ 000 ' -. 

000 

00 
It is easy to regain the normal attitude 

with standard use of the controls. 



4.20 

FI;9 
The effect of differing airspeed 

h'41 
Effects of controls 

00 
At the normal cruising airspeed, 

assess the feel and effect of the three 
primary flying controls. 

LOOKOUT before beginning the 
manoeuvre. 

00 
At this faster airspeed, assess the 
feel and eHect of the three primary 

flying controls. They will be very 
eHective and only small control 

movements are needed. 

00 
Without altering the power setting, 

your instructor will reduce the 
airspeed by pitching the aircraft to a 

nose·up attitude. 

00 
Back at normal cruising airspeed, 

again reassess the normal feel and 
effectiveness of the three primary 

flying controls. 

At this slower airspeed, assess the 
feel and effect of the three primary 

flying controls. They will be less 
effective and larger control 
movements are needed. 

00 
Your instructor will now increase the 
airspeed without changing the power 

setling by pitching the aircraft to a 
nose-down attitude. 



I 
4.21F41i9htExercise

The effect of propeller slipstream 

Effects of controls 

00 00 

Your instructor will increase the 
power, but maintain the normal 

cruising airspeed. 

00 
Note the more effective feel of the 
rudder and elevators. The ailerons 

feel the same as they are outside the 
slipstream. 

00 

Your instructor will reduce the power, 
but maintain the normal cruising 

airspeed. 

AI the normal cruising power setting 
and airspeed, note the feel and effect 
of the three primary flying controls. 

LOOKOUT before beginning the 
manoeuvre. 

r 

00 
The elevators and rudders are less 

effective. The ailerons retain the same 
effectiveness. 

r 


Note: Aircraft with a high 

lailplane or 'T' tail - such 

as the Piper Tomahawk 

- have the elevator 

largely outside the 
00 propeller slipstream. 

The aircra~ is returned to the normal 
power setting and attitude. 



4.22 Fli9hta:1 The effect of differing power settings 

Effects of controls 

00 00 00 00 
With the normal cruise power setting 
and allhe normal attilude. a properly 

Irimmed aircrah can fly ·hands·off". 
LOOKOUT before beginning Ihe 

manoeuvre. 

00 

The power is returned 10 the normal 
cruise setting and the controls can be 
used to return to the normal attitude. 

The power is increased, without any 
other control movements the aircraft 
pilches nose-up and yaws 10 Ihe leh. 

Note: Where the 
aircraft has a propeller 
rotating to the left 
(anti-clockwise), the 
yawing movements are 
reversed. 

The power is returned to the normal 
cruise setting and the controls can be The power is reduced. Wilhoul any other 
used to return to the normal attitude. control movements the aircraft pitches
LOOKOUT before beginning Ihe nexl nose-down and yaws 10 Ihe right. 

manoeuvre 



I 
4.23F41i9htExercise The effect of flaps 

Effects of controls 

t 

I 
~" 

f ,r 
'" 
r 
r 
r 
r. 

~§((-ooo 
000 

Note the normal attitude. 
LOOKOUT before 

beginning the manoeuvre. 
Check on the airspeed 

. indica lor Ihat the airspeed is 
/: below VFE I.e. within Ihe 

AS flap is raised, airspeed 
will increase and lhe aircrafl 

should pilch back to Ihe 
normal attilude. / 

I ~~

~ 

OOO 

000 ~ 

Lower the inilial slage of flap. 

Depending on aircraftlype, 


Ihe aircraft may pilch nose-up 

Or nose-down. Airspeed will 

reduce slightly. 

Note: Flaps are normally 
operated in stages, not in a 
continuous movement. 
The cockpit illustrated has 
both manual and 
electrically operated flap 
levers represented. 

,. ~. 

~?!§Ttooo 

000 m 

As more flap is lowered, 
mosl aircraft will pilCh 

nose-down, and airspeed 
wi ll reduce further. 



4.24 Flight 4ExerCIse IThe effect of elevator trim 

Effects of controls 

When properly trimmed. the aircraft 
maintains its atlitude without the pilot 
needing to use undue control force. 

~~ooo 
000 

If the trim wheel is trimmed 
further nose-up, the pilot has 
use an increasingly strong push 

on the controt cotumn to 
maintain the same attitude. 

000 
000 


As the elevator trim wheel is 
used to trim the aircraft 

nose-down, the pilot has to use 
an increasingly strong pull on 
the control column to maintain 

the attitude. 
~----

By trimming nose-down, the 
pilot can remove the pressure 

on the conlrol column. 

Note: The trimming control 
may also be floor-or 
roof-mounted , depending 
on the aircraft type. Where 
the aircraft is fitted with a 
rudder trimmer, its use 
may also be demonstrated. 



4.25I 

t 
I Conclusion 

By the end of this exercise you should: 

• Understand the effect of each flying control when operated independently in flight. 

• Appreciate how the use of each of the flying controls will affect the attitude of the aircraft. 

• Understand the operation of the ancillary controls. 

• Appreciate some fundamental points of good airmanship. 

There is a lot to learn in this first proper flight exercise, so do not hesitate to ask your instructor to clarity or repeat 
anything that you do not fully understand. The elements of this exercise appear in all the later flight exercises. Even in 
advanced flying, you will find points from it cropping up. 

, ~. 

~ , 

J 
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Taxying 

51 
In this exercise you will be taught how to manoeuvre the aircraft safely on the ground. You will also learn the checks and 
procedures carried out while taxying and some of the basic rights of way, Air Traffic Control (ATC) procedures and 
signals . You should also understand the emergency procedures to be used in the event of steering or brake failure. T his 
exercise is taught in conjunction with the flight exercises at the beginning and end of each flight. 

Background briefing 

~ Pre-Taxying Checks 

~ Effects of Inertia 

~ Engine Handling 

~ Control of Direction 

~ Parking Area Procedures and Taxying in r 
r 	 Confined Spaces , 
~ 	 ~ Effect of Wind and Use of the Flying 

, r ,. Controls 

~ Effects of Ground Surface r 
r 
,. 	 ~ Apron & Manoeuvring Area Markings 

~ Marshalling Signals 

~ ATC Light Signals 

~ Rights of Way on the Ground 

~ Rudder Check 

t 	
~ Instrument Checks r 

Flight Exercise 

[> Purpose 

[> Airmanship 

[> Moving Off 

[> Control of Direction on the Ground 

[> Use of Differential Braking 

[> Stopping 

Conclusion 



5.2 51 Background briefing 

Taxying 

~ Pre-Taxying Checks 

The pre-taxying checks are normally done with reference to the aircraft's check list. Depending on procedures at the 
airfield from which you are flying, it may be necessary to obtain ATe clearance by radio before starting to taxy. You must 
take a good look around BEFORE sta rting to taxy, in case your exit path has become obstructed since you did your pre
flight check. If in any doubt do not taxy, but close down the engine and check for yourself. 

~ Effects of Inertia 

YOll will probably notice that an increase in power is required to get the aircraft moving, particularly on a grass surface. 
Much less power will be needed once the aircraft is moving and your instructor will demonstrate the safe taxying speed, 
which varies according to the ground surface and prevailing ",>ind. When taxying, be aware that a change in speed or 
direction will have to be anticipated because it is necessary to overcome the inertia of the aircraft, which wants to continue 
in the original direction at the original speed. 

A high power setting may be needed to 
overcome the inertia of a stationary 
aircraft and get it moving 

Once on the move, power is reduced to 
prevent the aircraft accelerating to an 

unsafe taxying speed 

~ Engine Handling 

The engine power setting, adjusted by the throttle, is the primary means of controlling speed whilst taxying. To help the 
pilot make smooth throttle movements, the throttle friction control is set loose when taxying. vVhen slowing or stopping 
the aircraft, the throttle should always be closed first and the brakes applied after. 

The carburettor heat is normally kept at 'cold ' when taxying. The reason for this is that the air inlet used when hot air is 
selected is unfiltered and so any debris, grass cuttings, dust etc. can en ter the engine, increasing engine wear. 

The pilot must monitor the engine temperatures carefully, especially in hot weather. Most light-aircraft engines are ai r
cooled and so rely on a good measure of airflow to remain at the correct operating temperature. 

The aircraft checklist will specifY an RPM setting to be used when the aircraft is stationary with the engi ne running. The 
engine is not left to idle on a closed throttle because this causes the spark plugs to 'foul up '. 



5.3 Background briefing 

, 

I 
~ 

i 

~ Control of Direction 

Most light aircraft are fitted with a nosewheel, direction on the ground is controlled through the rudder pedals, which are 
linked to it directly or via springs. A nosewheel aircraft has the centre of gravity ahead of the main wheels (otherwise it 
would tip on its tail) which makes the aircraft clirectionally stable when taxying. To turn a force must be applied and 
maintained to keep the aircraft turning. This turning force is supplied by the rudder pedals which are applied in the 
direction of the turn and the pressure maintained during the turn, otherwise the aircraft straightens out again. 

Where an aircraft is fitted with differential braking (most are), it is possible to assist the turn by applying the brakes to the 
left or right wheel only. T his will give a tighter turn than using nosewheel steering alone. 

, 

~. 

~ . 

Steering 

Where the rudder pedals are fitted with 
toe-brakes, the lower half of the pedals 
control the rudder (and nose wheel 
steering on most aircraft types) 

The upper half of the pedals - the toe 
brakes - control braking Brakes 

Some nosewheel aircraft have no linkage between the rudder pedals and the nosewheel ,and the nosewheel is completely 
free- castoring. These aircraft are still con trolled through the effect of the rudder, but much more clifferential braking is 
required to control clirection, especially when taxying with a crosswind. 

~ Parking Area Procedures and Taxying in Confined Spaces 

Great care must be taken when taxying around other aircraft with an engine(s) running. The propeller slipstream of even 
a light aircraft can damage the controls of another aircraft behind; and the jet blast from an airliner starting to taxy can 
reach 80mph up to 120ft behind it. 

When taxying in a confined space, consider the size of the aircraft in terms of wingspan and the length of aircraft behind 
you. A small change in clirection can cause a large movement of the wing tips and tail unit. 

When using differential braking to turn, extra power may be needed to keep the aircraft moving. Be aware of the effect 
the extra propeller slipstream may have behind your aircraft. Taxy slowly but avoid ricling the brakes continually, since 
this will make them overheat and fade. Never use the power against the brakes while taxying. Avoid turning around a 
locked wh eel because this will cause serious damage to the tyre . If you have any doubt about the clearance between your 
aircraft and an obstruction, do not hesitate to ask for assistance or shut down the engine and check for yourself. 

t ,. 
r 
r 



5.4 Exercise 5 - Taxying 

~ Effect of Wind and Use of the Flying Controls 

Light winds generally have little effect on an aircraft taxying. If the wind 
is stronger however, control of the aircraft's speed and direction may 
become more difficult. A wind blowing from one side (a croSS\.vind) will 
encourage the aircraft to 'weathercock' into wind, as the wind striking the 
side of the fin causes the aircraft to pivot around its centre of gravity. 

The pilot will need to use the ~ Position of control column in cockpit 
rudder pedals and possibly .. Wind direction 
differential braking to prevent 
the aircraft weathercocking' into 
wind and away from the desired 
taxying direction. Control of the 
aircraft will be greatly a ided by 
the correct use of the flying 
controls with respect to the wind 
direction relative to the aircraft. 

U sed properly, the correct 
control positions will prevent the When taxying in a strong crosswind, an aircraft 
w~nd lifting the 'up-wind' wing.is prone to 'weather cocking' into wind 
This possibility is a particular 

danger when the aircraft is experiencing a quartering tailwind. In strong winds 
reduce taxying speed and make a ll turns slowly. Turning away from a The correct control column position, 
crosswind-i.e. turning left when there is a crosswind from the right- may be relative to the wind, will aid safe taxying 

difficult as the aircraft will be trying to weathercock back into wind . Exercise 
extreme cau tion if the wind speed exceeds half the aircraft's stalling speed. Better 
still, avoid ta;,'ying until ihe wind speed has reduced. 

It is good practice to use the recommended control positions even when the winds are light. This will help you appreciate 
the wind direction, which is important during take-off. It also helps you to develop good habi ts which will be useful if you 
do taxy in stronger winds. 

When making turns with a tailwind, taxy slowly 
and use the correct control column position. A 
'quartering tailwind' will try to lift a wing, 
especially when turning 

Vj~d f,om tdic,~..,. TaJdW;l'1 

When crossing from one surface type to' another, 
cross at a 45° angle, as slowly as possible, using 
the minimum power necessary 

GRASS 

~ Effects of Ground Surface 

The slope and type of ground surface will have a marked effect on the 
control of the aircraft whilst taxying. 

A downslope increases taxying speed so less power is required, while 
taxying up a slope requires more power. Anticipate these effects to 
maintain a consistent taxying speed. 

Taxyi ng on hard surfaces requires less power than taxying on a grass 
surface. Avoid long grass, which may hide obstructions or holes. Try to 
avoid gravel or loose stones which can cause damage to the propeller and 
airframe, especially at high power settings. 

When crossing from one surface type to another (e.g. concrete to grass), 
the aircraft should be positioned to cross at an angle ofabout 45°, moving 
as slowly as possible and using the minimum power required to keep 
moving. These actions will minimise stress on the undercarriage and 
avoid the nose pitching up and down with the consequent risk of the 
propeller striking the ground. 



5.5 Background briefing 

~Apron and Manoeuvring Area Markings 

Some of the more common markings as iUustrated below: 

Orange/white marker boards or flags are placed at the boundary of an area where it is unsafe to taxy 

Two or more white crosses mark a disused taxiway or runway 

r 

r 


A marker board designating holding point 'A' for runway OS/23 

f 

, The holding point for a runway may have these 
taxiway markings. The lines can be single or 
doubleJ 

A black C on a yellow square indicates the point to which visiting pilots should report on arrival 



5.6 Exercise 5 - Taxying 

~Marshalling Signals 

You may find yourself being given marshalling signals, usually to a parking bay at the end of a flight. A few of the common 
signals are ilJustrated below: 

This bay Move ahead Turn left Turn right Stop 

...--~ 
The signals given by the marshaller are for guidance only the pilot in 
command is still responsible for the safety of the aircraft and must decide 
whether or not it is safe to comply with the marshaller's guidance . 

Stop engine(s) Marshalling finished 

Light Signal Meaning to Aircraft on Ground 

STEADY RED 
Stop. 

GREEN FLASHES 

•••• Authorised to taxi at pilot's 
discretion. 

WHITE FLASHES 

DODD Return to starting point on 
aerodrome. 

~ATe Light Signals 

It is unlikely that you will see light signals 
being used, except in the event of a radio 
failure. The principal light signals to an 
aircraft on the ground are: 



5.7 Background briefing 

~ Rights of Way on the Ground 

There are certain rules concerning rights of way and priority of traffic on the ground . Notwithstanding these rules and 
any ATe instructions, it is ultimately the responsibility of the pilot to avoid collisions. The pilot in command is responsible 
for the safety of the aircraft and for not allowing it to endanger others. 

Order of Priorities on the Ground: 

I. Aircraft landing and taking off 

2. Aircraft being towed 

3. Aircraft taxying 

4. Vehicles and pedestrians 

So, an aircraft taxying has priority over vehicles and pedestrians, but gives way to an aircraft being towed and to aircraft 
taking off and landing. 

t 
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5.8 Exercise 5 - Taxying 

When aircraft with the same priority are near each other, they shall avoid collision thus: 

Where two aircraft are approaching head-on, 
each aircraft shall alter course to the right 

"On the right, in the right" 

Pass Behind 

Turn to Left to Overtake 

~l u 

VIewed fro m aboVe Taxiway 

Viewed from above Taxiway 

Keep Straight 
Where two aircraft are converging, the aircraft on 
the right has right of way "on the right, in the 
right" 

An aircraft overtaking another on the ground 
shall alter course to the left 

~ Rudder Check 

On aircraft which have rudder pedals linked directly to the nosewheel, it is not possible to check freedom of rudder movement 
when the aircraft is stationary. A rudder check can be carried out when taxying. The aircraft must be clear of other aircraft 
and obstructions and have an area \·vide enough to allow full rudder deOection to be applied. The aircraft should only be 
moving slowly when this check is being carried out. Differential braking should not be used during the rudder check. 



5.9 Background briefing 

~ Instrument Checks 

'vVhen turning during taxying, four of the flight instruments can be checked. Your instructor will demonstrate how to 
check: 

• The turn indicator (or turn coordinator) including the balance ball 

• The attitude indicator (or artificial horizon) 

• The heading indicator (or direction indicator) 

• The compass 

T he instrument checks are usually carried out in the normal turns of the taxyvvay, each of the four instruments is checked 
in a left-hand and right-hand turn. 

r 
r 
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Flight Exercise 
f 
l Taxying 
I

I> PURPOSE 

During this exercise you will learn to manoeuvre the aircraft safely on the ground. 

I> AIRMANSHIP 

Lookout 

Before moving off, always check that the aircraft will be able to manoeuvre safely. Maintain a good lookout whilst taxying 
- especially when near runways, active or not. Always visually check before crossing or entering a runway even after you 
have received ATC clearance. Always lookout before changing direction. 

ATC Liaison 

At an airfield with an Air Traffic Service Unit (ATSU), obtain taxying instructions before beginning to taxy. Have an 
airfield chart to hand for orientation and do not hesitate to ask for help if you are unsure of a instruction or clearance (or 
if you get lost!). 

Brake Check 

Check the brakes in the first few feet of taxying and give your instructor the opportunity to check the operation of his toe 
brakes. The brakes should also be checked before entering a parking area or confined space. 

r 
r 



5.12 
.Moving off 

Taxying 

HO on
vD 0(7 Bf) 

LOOKOUT before moving off. Close the throttle and release the Increase power gradually until the 
~____ parking brake. aircraft moves forward. 

Close the throttle and test the brakes 
within five to ten metres of moving off, 

noC/o 
Use power to regulate taxying speed. 
less power is needed once moving. 



•• 

5.13 
Control of direction on the ground 

Taxying 

000 
000 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT belore turning. 

0 0 o · 
When right rudder is applied, the 

aircraft turns to the right. 

0 0· 0 
When left rudder is applied, the 

aircraft turns to the left. 

00•• 
When the rudder pedals are 

centralised, the aircraft stops turning. 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT before turning. 

® 
~ 

000 
000 

00 

When the rudder pedals are 
centralised, the aircraft straightens 

out. 

When an aircraft is fitted 
with a free-casto ring 
nosewheel, opposite 
rudder and opposite 
differential braking may 
be required to straighten 
the nosewheel and stop 
the turn. 

REMEMBER: The 
aircraft responds to 
how far and how fast 
you move the 
controls. 



5.14 
Use of differential braking 

Taxying 

~ 
~ 

000 
000 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT before turn ing. 

o 
o 

Use right rudder and brake to return 
to the original heading. 

/" 
1 ~ 

~
~, • 4 

= 
5 

~3 
~2 :J 

~ 
~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 

000 0000 00 
0000 0 0 000 

00 00o 
0 0o o 

Turn to the leh using left rudder. Use the left brake to tighten the turn Centralise the rudder pedals and 
and reduce the turning circle. release the brake to stop the turn. 

When an aircraft is fitted 
with a free-castoring 
nosewheel, opposite 
rudder and opposite 
differential braking may 
be required to straighten 
out of a turn. 



5.15 

Bf) 
Maintain a good lookout, an ticipate 

braking distance required. 
~---. 

Stopping 

Taxying 

C10 
UO 

Once at rest, set the parking brake, To stop, close the throttle, then apply 
and adjust throtlle to recommended ~___. the brakes evenly. 

RPM . 

Note: the aircraft should 

always be stopped with 

the nose wheel straight. 



5.16 
Taxying emergencies 

Taxying 

Although emergencies during taxying are very rare, there are th ree types of emergencies the pilot should be ready to cope 
with: 

~ Steering Failure 


~ Brake Failure 


~ Emergency Stop 


Background Briefing 

~ Steering Failure 

In the even t of a steering failure, the pilot should still have a degree of directional control through the use of the rudder 
and differential braIGng (where available). Stop the aircraft and request assistance. 

~ Brake Failure 

Brake failure is an unlikely event. Ifbrake fai lure does occur there will usually have been some warning signs or indications 
of an impending problem. If the brakes do fail the first priority should be to steer clear of any obstructions, close the 
throttle, and look for an open space in which the aircraft can come to a halt. If it is not possible to avoid obstructions, the 
fuel, engine and electrical systems should be shut down immediately and the aircraft steered to lessen the force of the 
impact - avoid a head-on collision with a solid obstruction. 

~ Emergency Stop 

If an emergency stop is necessary, close the throttle and apply the brakes evenly, hard enough to stop the aircraft without 
10cIGng the main wheels. Taxying fast, with a strong tailwind, on a sl ippery surface (i.e. wet grass, slush, ice), down a slope 
or through standing water will all increase the braIGng distance and increase the possibility of one or both main wheels 
10cIGng under heavy braking. 



5.17 

Conclusion 

When this exercise has been completed, which will take several flight exercises, you should: 

- be able to manoeuvre the aircraft safely on a variety of surfaces and in a variety of wind conditions. 

- appreciate some of the essential precautions and checks required when taxying. 

- understand some basic signals and right of way rules. 

You will practice emergencies throughout your flying training and should always remam alert to the possibility of a 
problem while taxying. 





Straight and level flight 

61 
Thanks to the natural stability of the aircraft, straight and level Oight is not difficult , especially once the ai rcraft has been 
correctly trimm ed. That said, to Oy straight and level accurately does take practice and the ability to Oy properly straigh t 
and level consistently wiU take tim e to achieve. 

This exercise is often divided into two nights. The first practises straight and level Oight at the normal cruising speed, the 
second practises straight and level Oight at differing airspeeds. 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~The Four Forces Acting on an 

Aircraft in Flight 

~ Equilibrium 

~ Lift and Factors Affecting Lift 

~ Drag and Factors Affecting Drag 

~ Stability in Pitch 

~ Stability in Roll 

~ Stability in Yaw 

~ Power + Attitude = Performance 

~ Slow Safe Cruise 

~ Maximum-Range Airspeed 

~ Maximum-Endurance Airspeed 

~ Flight at Critically High Airspeed 

r 

I> Purpose 

I> Airmanship 

I>To Maintain Constant Altitude 

I> To Maintain Constant Direction 

I>To Maintain Balanced Flight 

I> At an Increased Airspeed 

I> At a Decreased Airspeed 

I> Slow Safe Cruise 

Conclusion 

Lookout Supplement 
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Straight 

and level flight 


~The Four Forces Acting on an Aircraft in Flight 

The principal four forces acting on an aircraft in flight are: 

Weight 	 The weight of the aircraft 

always acts vertically down. 

Lift 	 M ost of the lift is created 

by the ai rflow around the 

WIngs. 

Thrust 	 Thrust is provided by the 

engi ne th rough the Thrust 

propeller. 	 .- - -----~-. -. 
_ _T ~ 

o 0 

Drag 	 Drag is the resistance to 

the passage of the aircraft ~____Drag " __ _ 

through the ai r. 0_ ---____ ~ 
~ Equilibrium 	 The four prinCipal forces acting on an 

aircraft in flight
When an aircraft is in straigh t and level unaccelera ted fli gh t, 

Lift is equal and opposite to Weight 

T hrust is equal and opposite to Drag. 

If the forces a re not in equilibrium, the ai rcraft will not fly truly 

straight a nd level a t a constan t speed. 

.....T 
70kg 

The four forces when an aircraft is in 
straight and level , unaccelerated flight 
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~ Lift and Factors Affecting Lift 

Lift is created by the airf10w around the wings. 


The airf10w meeting the wing is often referred to as the relative airnow. For practical purposes lift acts at about 90° to the 

relative airf1ow. 

LIFT 

~ 
\ 

------- c ~ 
\ ________ 

f90 'I~
---=-::-::::;:;-~~ 
RELATIVE AIRFLOW 

Lift acts at about 90° to the relative airflow. 

- __ _ 


The angle at which the relative airf10w meets the wing is called 
the angle ofattack. 

There are several factors affecting the amount oflift produced by 
the wings. The main two factors controlled by the pilot are the 
airspeed and the angle of attack. 

The airspeed is literally the speed of the aircraft through the air. 
A faster airspeed implies a faster airf10w around the wings, and 
more lift is produced if all other factors remain the same. A slower 
airspeed implies that less lift is produced. 

The amount oflift produced by the wing is also determined by the 
angle of attack. The wing of an average light aircraft produces lift 
over an angle of attack range from about _2° to + 14°. The greater 
the angle of attack, the greater the lift produced until the critical 
angle (about 14°) is exceeded. Typically, in cruising f1ight the 
angle of attack will be about 4°. 

So if an aircraft is f1ying at a fast airspeed, only a small angle of 
attack is needed to produce the lift necessary to maintain level 

The angle of attack is the angle at which the airflow f1ight. At a slower airspeed, a much greater angle of a ttack is 
meets the wing needed to produce the required lift. 

0 	 (2) 
Air Speed Indicator Air Speed Indicator 

(ASI) (ASI) 

High speed cruise Slow speed cruise 
angle of attack -1 • angle of attack +10' 

CS) 
Air Speed Indicator 


(ASI) 


Normal cruise air speed 

angle of attack -t4. 


As the airspeed is changed, so the angle of attack must be changed to produce the same amount of lift 

The concept of angle of attack is an important one to grasp. There is no instrument in a light aircraft to measure the angle 
r 	 of attack, and it is not necessarily the same angle as the aircraft's pitch attitude. However, changing the aircraft's attitude 

does alter the angle of attack in the same sense, i.e. pitching the aircraft nose down reduces the angle of attack. 
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~ Drag and Factors Affecting Drag 

Drag is the resistance to the passage of the aircraft through the air. There are two elements of drag; parasite drag and 
induced drag. 

Parasite Drag 

Parasite drag affects any moving D 
R object (i.e. a car). The faster the Parasite drag increases as airspeed increases A 

aircraft moves through the air, 
the greater the parasite drag 
and vice versa. 

G 

SPEED 

Induced Drag 

D Induced drag is related to the 

Induced drag decreases as airspeed increases 
R 
A 
G 

angle of attack. As an aircraft 
flies more slowly, and so has to 
fly a t a greater angle of attack to 
maintain level flight , the amount 
of induced drag increases . 

Drag acts parallel to the flight path, through a point that varies with the aircraft's attitude and configuration. 

SPEED 

Total Drag = 

Parasite Drag + D


Change of total drag with airspeed R
Induced Drag A 

G 

Total Drag 

SPEED 



I 

6.5 Background briefing 

~ Stability in Pitch 

The stability of the aircraft in pitch is largely determined by the arrangement of the lift and weight forces.~ 

Pitch ( . 
Down \ 

Most aircraft are designed to be stable in pitch. This is done by arranging the forces in such a way that weight acts through 
a point (the centre of gravity) that is ahead of the centre of the lift force. The couple between the ]jft and weight forces 
exerts a pitch down force, which is instrumental in making the aircraft stable in pitch. 

f You will recall from exercise 4 that there is 
also a couple between the thrust and drag 
forces, which exerts a pitch-up force . 

The result of the couple between the lift and 
weight is a pitch-down force 

In practice, the thrust/drag couple is not 
strong enough to counterbalance the 
lift/weight couple and the aircraft is left with WEIGHT 
a residual pitch do,vn force. 

The result of the couple between thrust and 
drag is a pitch-up force 

This pitch-down force is balanced by the tailplane or stabilator. The tail plane or stabilator can produce lift either up or 
down. Where there is a pitch-down effect, the tailplane will produce a downforce to balance the strong lift/weight couple. 

LIFT 	 The tailplane also aids stability in pitch if the 
aircraft meets a wind gust or some 
turbulence. If a gust causes the nose to rise, 

The 'balance' needed to make the aircraft stable 
in pitch is provided by the tailplane/stabilator 

for example, the tailplane (or stabilator) will 
meet the airflow at a greater angle. Therefore 
it will produce less down-force (or more lift 

t 
LIFT 

(Downforee) up) and cause the aircraft to pitch-down, 
WEIGHT back to its original attitude. 

The position of the centre of gravity is a key 
, , , , factor in ensuring stability in pitch. The CG 

position varies with aircraft loading (i.e. I~ passengers , fuel, baggage etc) and can be 
calculated by the pilot from the information ~ provided in the aircraft's POH/FM. The 
POH/FNI will state the forward and rear 
limits for the Centre of Gravity (CG) position. I I 

i i. . 
Every aircraft has a permitted forward and rear 

Forward CG limit ! : Rear CG limit CG limit 

THE AIRCRAFT MUST NEVER BE FLOWN WITH A CG POSITION OUTSIDE THE STATED LIMITS. 
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When the CG is close to the forward edge ofits permitted limit there will be a long lever arm between the CG and the taiJpJane. 
This will make the aircraft very stable as a result of the increased leverage the tailplane force exerts. 

Long Lever Arm 

The longer the lever arm, the greater the 
leverage applied 

I
I i
i" ii ii .. ~i 

If, however, the CG is forward (fore) of its permitted limit the aircraft will become overstable and the pilot will have 
difficulty in manoeuvring. In an extreme case the aircraft may become uncontrollably nose heavy, especially at slow 
airspeeds when the taiJplane is less effective, and the pilot may be unable to prevent it pitching nose down. 

A forward CG gives the tail plane a long lever 
arm, so it has a strong leverage 

Lever Arm 

When the CG is close to the per mitted rear (aft) limit there is a shorter lever arm between the CG and the tailplane. This 
will make the aircraft less stable and easier to manoeuvre. 

If the CG is behind (aft of) the rear limit the aircraft will become unstable and difficult to control. It will seem tail-heavy 
and the pilot may be unable to prevent the aircraft pitching nose-up. 

A rearward CG gives the tailplane a short lever 
arm, so irhas a reduced leverage o 

Lever Arm ... 
It is obviously important to ensure that the CG will be within its permitted limits throughout the flight. Not surprisingly, 
flying an aircraft when its CG is outside the permitted limits is illegal as well as highly dangerous. You will come to 

appreciate that in most light aircraft it is simply not possible to fill the aircraft with full fuel, full passenger load and full 
baggage load, and remain within the permitted CG range. 



6.7 Background briefing 

~ Stability in Roll 

Stability in roll is largely provided by the angle of the wings to the horizontal - the dihedral angle. 

The angle of the wings to the horizontal is the 
dihedral angle 

Dihedral 

When an aircraft is in straight flight, but not wings-level, the sideways components oflift and weight cause the aircraft to 
slip towards the lower wing. 

Higher Wing Lower Wing 
, Reduced Angle of Attack ' Greater Angle of Attack 
, and Reduced Lift ' and I ncreased Lift 

The airflow now meets the lower wing at a 
greater angle of attack than the higher wing. 
Therefore increased lift is produced from the 
lower wing, returning the aircraft to wings 
level flight. 

As the aircraft slips toward the lower wing, the 
lower wing has a higher angle of attack than the 
higher wing and produces greater lift - rolling 
the aircraft level 

As you become more familiar with different aircraft types you may notice that low-wing aircraft tend to have more dihedral 
than high-wing aircraft. The CG position in a high-wing aircraft (below the wing) gives it greater natural stability in roll, 
and so it needs less dihedral. However, the reason for the greater roll stability of high-wing aircraft is subject to endless 
debate and countless opinions and theories, that are best left unexplored for now. 

~ Stability in Yaw 

Stability in yaw is provided by the fin. When an aircraft skids (yaws) 
through the air, the airflow meets the fin at an angle (i.e. an angle 
of attack), which causes the fin to produce lift sideways. This pivots 
the aircraft around the CG to yaw the aircraft into the airflow and 
out of the skid. 

The fin gives the aircraft stability in yaw Viewed from above 
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~ Power + Attitude = Performance 

Power 	 Performance can be measured in terms of airspeed and rate of climb (or 
rate of descent). Airspeed is controlled through the control column 
(controlling the attitude). The ra te of climb or rate of descent is controll ed + 	 through the throttle (setting the power). This is an important point so it is 
worth repeating: 

Attitude power controls altitude (or height) 

atti tude controls airspeed 

To maintain level fligh t, the pilot se ts the power required for level fl ight 
and adjusts the attitude to attain the correct airspeed. If the airspeed is 
correct but the aircraft is descending, more power is required. Conversely ---~ Performance 
if the airspeed is correct but the aircraft is climbing, less power is required. 

During the flight exercise you will come to recognise the correct a ttitude For each manoeuvre there is a power setting 
and attitude that should result in the desired and normal cruise power setting to maintain level flight at the normal cruise 
performance ai rspeed. You will also come to appreciate the need to adjust both the pitch 

attitude and power setting to maintain level flight a t different airspeeds. 

It is also worth noting that if the aircraft is fitted with a fLXed-pitch propeller (which most training aircraft are) a change in 
airspeed will induce a small change to the engine RPM. Think of the fixed-pitch propeller as a car engine with only one fixed 
gear, the car moves faster the engine RPM increases, even without any movement of the throttle. Conversely as the car (or 
aircraft) moves more slowly, the engine RP:t-.{ decreases. The significance of this is that if increasing or decreasing airspeed 
significantly, it will often be necessary to make further minor corrections with the throttle to maintain the target RPM. 

~Slow Safe Cruise 

During the flight exercise you will practice cruise a t a slower than normal a irspeed, - usua lly with one stage of flap selected 
down (initial flap). This speed is known as slow safe cruise. The use offl ap allows a lower nose attitude (improving the view 
ahead) and by reducing the stall speed, use of flap ensures that safe margi n of ai rspeed remains between the slower cruising 
speed and the stall airspeed. 

Slow safe cruise has several applications, apart from occasions when the pilot just wishes to fly more slowly than normal 
cruise. In a situation \-vhere a pilot is uncertain of position, for instance, flying at slow safe cruise would make sense - giving 
more time to locate the position while using less fuel. Likewise, if bad weather (i.e. poor visibility and/or low cloud base) 
has made navigation more difficult, slow safe cruise will make map reading easier. 

It is preferable, ofcourse, to avoid getting lost or flying into bad weather in the first place - prevention being better than cure. 

~Maximum-Range Airspeed 

At the maximum-range airspeed, the aircraft will fly the maxim um distance for a given fuel load. There are many fac tors 
affecting best-range airspeed such as aerodynamic efficiency, engine 
power, propeller design, air density etc., we are not going to delve 
deeply into the subject here. 

Theoretically the maximum-range airspeed is the airspeed at which 
there is the minimum drag. In practice the maximum-range airspeed 
is a compromise between airframe (aerodynamic) considerations and 
engine (power) considerations. T he aircraft's POH/FM will have a D 
section detailing techniques and figures for maxi mum-range flying and R 

the pilot should refer to this. A 
G 

Maximum range = Maximum distance for the fuel load. 

Theoretical maximum range airspeed is the minimum drag airspeed 

I 

.Minimum Drag Speed 

SPEED 
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~Maximum-Endurance Airspeed 

At the maximum-endurance airspeed the aircraft will be able to stay airborne for the maximum time with a given fuel 
load. However, as the maximum-endurance airspeed will be slower than the best-range airspeed, the aircraft cannot travel 
as far with its given fuel load, even though it is in the air for longer. 

It is therefore important not to confuse endurance with range. 

There are many factors which affect the best-endurance airspeed. Theoretically the best-endurance airspeed is the 
airspeed at which the minimum power is required to maintain level flight. Again, in practice, the pilot should refer to the 
aircraft's POH/FlVI. 

Maximum endurance = Maximum airborne time for the fuel load. 

Theoretical maximum endurance airspeed is the 
minimum power required airspeed 

P 
o 
W 
E 
R 

I 

I Minimum Power Required Speed 

SPEED 

~ Flight at Critically High Airspeed 

Even a light aircraft is capable of flying straight and level over a surprisi ngly wide range of airspeeds. As the airspeed 
increases towards the faster end of the scale, it is important for the pilot to have a good awareness of the ai rspeed-related 
factors that restrict the operation of the aircraft. 

The aircraft will have a manoeuvring speed (called Va), which is the 
maximum airspeed at which full and abrupt flying control movements 
can be made without over-stressing the aircraft. The Va airspeed is 
specified in the aircraft's Pilot's Operating Handbook / Flight Manual and 
is usually placarded in the cockpit. The Va speed is often quite close to the 
aircraft's normal cruising airspeed, so an appreciation of this airspeed 
limitation is important. 

If you look at the Airspeed Indicator (ASI) you should notice that it is 
colour-coded , with white, green and yellow arcs. The yellow arc 
represents the 'caution' airspeed range beyond the maximum Normal 
Operating airspeed (VNO). The aircraft should only be flown in this 
range (which is above the Va airspeed) with caution. In effect you must 
avoid large or sudden flying control movements and only operate in the 
yellow arc in smooth (i.e. not turbulent) flying conditions. 

An Airspeed Indicator (ASI) and above it a 
placard stating the 'Va' speed - in this case 108 
knots indicated airspeed (KIAS) 



Flight Exercise 

Straight and level flight 

I> PURPOSE 

To learn to Dy the aircraft at a constant altitude, in a constant direction , at a specified airspeed, with the aircraft in balance. 

I> AIRMANSHIP 

VFE 

When using Dap during this exercise, ensure the airspeed is below the Dap limiting speed (i.e. VFE), that is, the airspeed 
is within the white arc marked on the airspeed indicator. Do not lower or raise Dap if the airspeed is faster than VFE, or 
allow the airspeed to exceed VFE whilst Dap is lowered. 

Location 

By the end of this flight exercise you should be finding it easier to spot the local-area landmarks pointed out by your instructor. 
Begin now to develop the habit of keeping a mental picture of your position in relation to the airfield. You should soon be 
able to find your own way back to it and have a good idea of your location within the local training area at all times. 

Lookout 

Lookout is covered in detail in the supplement to this exercise. H aving successfully spotted traffic tha t may conflict with 
your aircraft, you should be aware of the proper rules of the air to avoid collisions. When aircraft are converging and are 
of different classes, the following priorities apply: 

1st Balloons 

2nd Gliders 

3rd Airships 

4th Aircraft towing an object or glider 

5th Aircraft 



Straight and level flight 
6.12 Fli9h'6'1 
Straight 

and level flight 


It is the duty of the aircraft commander to take all possible measures to avoid a collision. In particular an aircraft must not 
Oy so close to another aircraft as to create the danger of a collision and aircraft will not fly in formation unless the 
commanders have agreed to do so. Indeed you should never attempt to fly in form ation with another aircraft until you 
have received proper instruction in formation Dying. The aircraft that is obliged to give way shall avoid passing below or 
above the other aircraft or ahead of it unless well clear. Specifically, to avoid collisions : 

Both Turn Right 

Viewed lrom abo\'O 

''''here two aircraft are approaching head on 
- each aircraft shall alter course to the right. 

I"On the right, in the right" I Keep Straight 

Turn Right and Pass Behind 

Vie'.vedfrom~':bo~ve-""--"_~~ 

Where two aircraft are converging, the 
aircraft on the right has right of way (on the 
right, in the right). 

Turn to Right to Overtake 

Viewed Irom above 

An aircraft overtaking another in the air shall 
alter course to the right. 



I 
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Straight and level to maintain constant level 

Straight 

and level flight 

-----;~~f--\·~~·~.--'--- -.~ 

'--," 

00 
00 

Maintain a good lookout. 

00 
00 

00 
00 

00 
00 

ATTITUDE TRIM 
Use the elevator to select the straight Use the elevator trimmer to relieve 

and level attitude. any force on Ihe control column. 

To summarise: 

POWER 

ATTITUDE 

TRIM 

-Cross-check altimeter and 

airspeed indicator. 

-Make minor corrections as 

necessary. 

LOOKOUT 

POWER 
Set the normal cruising power RPM. 

00 
00 

Cross-check the flight instruments. 

ALTIMETER-constant level. 


AIRSPEED·normal cruise airspeed. 
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Straight and level to maintain constant direction 

"'9 

h'ii'l
Straight 

and level flight 

00 
00 

Mainlain a goad lookout. 

00 
00 

Use the ailerons to keep the wings 
level. 

I ~ 

00 00 
00 00 

Use a d·,stant landmark to confirm fhaf Crass-check fhe flight instruments. 
a constant direction is being HEADING INDICATOR should be 

maintained. reading a constant direction. 

To summarise: 

Maintain wings level. 

Monitor a distant landmark. 

-Cross-check to the 

heading indicator. 

-Make minor corrections as 

necessary. 

LOOKOUT 



I 
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Straight and level to maintain balanced flight 

Straight 

and level flight 

l 00r 00 
~: Unless the aircraft is extremely 

out-of-balance, there is no outside 
indication of balance. 

, 

I, 
, 
r 

To summarise: 

Monitor the balance ball. ,r -Make minor corrections as 
I necessary. 

LOOKOUT00 
o 

If Ihe ball is displaced to the right, 

right rudder is required un Iii the ball is 


cenlred. 

(Tread on the ball) 


00 
00 

Maintain a good lookout. 

00 
00 

Cross-check flight instruments 

TURN CO-ORDINATOR. 


The balance ball should be in Ihe 

centre. 


00 
o 

If the ball is displaced to the left, leH 

rudder is required until the ball is 


centred. 

(Tread on the ball) 
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Straight 
and level flight 

6.16 
Straight and level at an increased airspeed 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT 

Note the normal straight and level 


atlitude. 


To summarise: 

POWER 

ATTITUDE 

TRIM 

-Cross-check altimeter and 

airspeed indicator. 

-Make minor corrections as 

necessary. 

LOOKOUT 

POWER 
Increase power. 

Compensate for the pitch and yaw 
changes. 

ATTITUDE 
As airspeed increases, the nose 

atlitude must be progressivley lowered 
to maintain levet flight until the target 

airspeed is attained. 

TRIM 

Remember to trim to relieve any 


control farces. 




I 
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Straight and level at a decreased airspeed 

Straight 

and level flight 

00 
00 

00 
00 

000 
000 

00 
00 

! 

,~ 
r 

,I 
~ 

, 

r 
I 
I 

LOOKOUT 

Note the normal straight and level 


attitude. 


To summarise: 

POWER 

ATTITUDE 

TRIM 

-Cross-check altimeter and 

airspeed indicator. 

-Make minor corrections as 

necessary. 

LOOKOUT 

POWER 
Reduce power. 

Compensate for the pitch and yaw 
changes. 

ATTITUDE 
As airspeed decreases. the nose 

attitude must be progressively raised 
to maintain level flight until the target 

airspeed is attained . 

TRIM 
Remember to trim to relieve any 

control forces. 



00 00 00 00 

6.1:8 
Straight and level slow safe cruise 

FI;9 

h'6'1 
Straight 

and level flight 

00 
LOOKOUT 


Note the normal straight and level 

attitude. 


00 
00 

TRIM 
Remember to trim to relieve control 

loads. 
Make minor corrections as necessary. 

00 
POWER 

Reduce power. 
Compensate for the pitch and yaw 

changes. 

00 
00 

Nose attitude should be similar to the 
normal straight and leval attiude. 

00 
When airspeed is within the 'white arc' 


(i.e. below VFE) 

lower initial flap. 


00 
ATTITUDE 

Adjust the nose attitude to attain the 
target airspeed. 
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Conclusion 

By the end of this exercise you will be able to Oy the aircraft accurately straight and level at a variety of airspeeds and in a 
variety of configurations. You will appreciate the design features which contribute to the aircraft's stability. You will also be 
developing your personal preferred lookout scan method, learning the landmarks of your local area and beginning to know 
the basic rules for collision avoidance. You will be able to practise straight and level night every time you Oy from now on. 



1 

Straight and level flight 
Lookout Supplement 61 
Even at this early stage you will have noticed how often lookout has been referred to as a point of good airmanship. 
Lookout is a very good example of what is meant by airmanship. It is quite possible to Dy the aircraft on a clear day barely 
looking outside at all - but it's hardly safe! 

Like any other Dying skill, lookou t has to be taught and constantly prac tised to stay proficient, and like other f1ying skills 
it may come into its own when you least expect it. 

Whilst you are concentrating on mastering the basic Dying manoeuvres, you may feel you have more than enough 
workload; however, you will find that your Dying becomes easier and more enjoyable if you lookout first and scan the 
instruments second. For now a few basic pointers and techniques to help you develop your lookout scan. 

Concentrate your scan in certain areas. 

j' ;: : - - - ........... ~--- -- - - - - - - - - .-. _-- ---- Obviously you need to lookout all around the aircraft, but 

r, the greatest threat is in an area between 100 up and 100 down1'., , 600and either side of straight ahead. Look UP before 
, , , . beginning a climb, DOWN before begi nning a descent and, . , . 

- ---, \ OVER YOUR SHOULDER before turning. 
.-- - , \ 

Concentrate your scan in an area between 10° above and below --~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~---- - ---- - --- -~ 
the horizon, 60° either side of straight-ahead 

2 Focus on distant objects. 

vVhen the eyes are not specifically focused on an object, they naturally focus a few metres ahead - not the best place to 
spot an approaching aircraftl Be sure to focus on something distant such as the horizon, or a cloud, when scanning. 

3 Develop a scanning technique. 

Simply staring straigh t ahead, or just occasionally glancing around, is no substitute for a proper lookout scan. Your 
instructor may have a preferred scan method-there is no one way to scan, just find a method that suits you. Remember 
the eyes will only be able to detect a target when they are slill, so trying to move your eyes smoothly around the sky will 
not aid look out. Here are two possible scanning methods: 

2sec 2sec 2sec 2sec 2sec 

Block method Wandering method 
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4 

Exercise 6 - Straight and level flight 

Constant bearing = constant danger. 

''\Then an aircraft is on a coJJision course with yours, it is most likely to appear as a stationary dot on the windscreen, not 
moving across the field of vision - a constant relative bearing. The problem is obvious. A stationary dot does not attract 
attention, and can be difficult to detect until it suddenly becomes very large and very frightening! If you spot an aircraft 
and it appears to be moving relative to you, the chances are you are not on a collision course, although you wiJJ want to 
monitor it. ''\There the aircraft is not moving across the windscreen, there is a very real risk: 

constant bearing = constant danger. 

1 


2 

3 

4 

Constant bearing = Constant danger 

4 

3 

2 

1 
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5 Use the clock code. 

vVhen reporting traffic to someone else, or when traffic is reported to you, the clock code is used. 

Straight ahead is 12 o'clock, behind is 6 o'clock, directly to the right is 3 o'clock etc. Traffic may also be qualified as being 
high, low or at the same level. 

12 

HIGH 1 o'clock high 
3 LEVEL 


LOW 


6 

6 Keep the windscreen clean. 

Do not Oy with a windscreen that is covered with dead nies or smears. Ensure the windscreen is clean as part of your pre
night check list. 

7 Look after your eyes. 

The military are not short of sophisticated equipment to detect and track other aircraft. Despite this, a study by the U.S. Navy 
Fighter Weapons School-Top Gun-no less, concluded that a pilot's eyes are the most important target-detection sensor. 

Tiredness, smoking or illness will all reduce your eyes' performance. If you need glasses or contact lenses for far-field 
vision-use them. Sunglasses do not specifically help, unless glare is strong enough to hurt your eyes and make you squint. 





- - - --- ---- - - - --- ----- - -

Climbing 


Having covered one basic flight manoeuvre- straight and level flight-we now move on to climbing. Initially you will 
practise climbing at the best rate ofclimb airspeed. Later (usually during a second flight exercise) you will climb at different 
airspeeds and in different configurations (i.e. using flap) and practise climbing at the best angle of climb airspeed. During 
the flight exercise the importance ofgood airspeed control becomes apparent and some of the lessons you learnt in exercise 
4 will re-surface, e.g. effects of controls at slower airspeed, effects of increased power, effect of slipstream, etc. Logically 
enough, the flight exercise for climbing is combined with the flight exercise for descending. 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~ Forces in the Climb I> Purpose 

~ The Best Rate-of-Climb Airspeed I> Airmonship 

~ Effect of Flop I> Entering the Climb 

~ Effect of Altitude I> Maintaining the Climb 

~ Effect of Weight I> Levelling Off 

~The Best Angle-of-Climb Airspeed I> The Effect of Flo p 

~The Cruise-Climb I> Best Angle of Climb 

~ Effect of Wind I> Cruise-Climb 

~ Engine Considerations 

Conclusion 



7.2 
Background brie'fing 

Climbing 

~ Forces in the Climb 

During a climb, the four forces described in Exercise 6 (straight and level night) are of course still acting on the aircraft. 
However, the relationship is changed. Thrust and drag still act parallel to the night path of the aircraft, and lift still acts 
at around 90° to the relative airnow. However, weight continues to act vertically towards the centre of the earth and so is 
no longer completely balanced by lift. 

In fact a component of weight is now acting in the same direction as drag, so that in the climb thrust has to balance drag 
and a component of weight. The steeper the climb, the greater the component of weight acting with drag and the greater 
the thrust needed for the aircraft to climb. 

It follows that climbing performance is essentially dictated by the power of the engine. Although in a climb the aircraft is 
still producing lift, this is not the major factor in climb performance. In fact, in a climb lift may be less than weight, i.e. 
less than the lift produced during level night. 

L 

\ 
~~ 


w 

In a sustained climb, thrust has to 
balance drag and a component of 
weight 

L 

\ i 
w 

10° climb 

T = D + 17% of weight 


The steeper the climb, the greater the component of weight acting with drag and so the 
greater the amount of thrust required to sustain the climb 

45° climb 

T = D + 71% of weight 




7.3 Background briefing 

~The Best Rate of Climb Airspeed 

The best rate of climb airspeed will give the maximum increase in height in a given time. As you have seen, the climb 
performance of the a ircraft is dictated by the engine power. The best rate of cl imb airspeed is the airspeed at which there 
is the maximum excess of power avialable over power required. 

P 
o 
W 
E 
R 

SPEED 

Power Required =Drag x Airspeed 

Power Available =Thrust x Airspeed 

The best rate 01 climb airspeed is the airspeed 
at which there is the greatest excess 01 power 
available over power required 

r 
I ,. 

• 
T he effect of Oap will depend on the aircraft type to a certain extent (i.e. the type of Oap and certain aspects of the aircraft f design the aircraft design). 

During the f1ight exercise, Oap is lowered during the climb and the original climb airspeed maintained. The extra drag 
created by the Oaps lead to a decrease in the rate of climb. As more Oap is lowered (intermecliate to full Oap) the further f 
increase in drag further reduces the rate of climb. In fact, if the original climb airspeed is maintained some light aircraftr 
may clisplay little or no rate of climb once fu ll Oap is lowered. 


Flap can be beneficial, however, when considering the best angle of climb. The use of initial Oap allows a slower airspeed 

to be used in the climb, which may improve the climb graclient. 


Where Oap can be beneficial in this way, details are found in the aircraft's POH/FM. 


The climbing performance of the aircraft and recommended climbing speeds wi ll be found in the aircraft's POH/FM. The 
airspeed for the best rate of climb is referred to as Vy. 

~700' 

1 minute 

~ Effect of Flap 

Best rate-ol-climb airspeed gives the 
maximum height gain in a given time 

The VSI reads rate-ol-climb or 
rate-ol-descent 



7.4 Exercise 7 - Climbing 

~ Effect of Altitude 

As altitude increases, the reduction in air density means tha t the power required increases but the power available 
decreases. This decrease in power available is true of a normally aspirated piston engine - which is the type of engine 
usually fitted to a light training aircraft. Where the engine is fitted with a turbocharger or supercharger, the engine will be 
able to maintain its maximum power output to a greater altitude. 

With increasing altitude, the excess of power available over power required is reduced and occurs at a faster speed. 
Eventually the aircraft will reach an altitude where, even at full power, power available is equal to power required. In other 
words the a ircraft can maintain level flight but cannot climb. This altitude is known as the aircraft's absolute ceiJing and 
may be noted in the POH/FM. Another ceiling, the performance or service ceiJing, may also be noted. This is the altitude 
at which rate of climb will become unacceptably low - less than 100fpm. For a training aircraft the service ceiling is 
generally a couple of thousand feet lower than the absolu te ceiling. 

For example, from a PA-38 Tomahawk POH/FM: 

Service Ceiling - 12 ,000ft 

Absolute Ceil ing - 14,OOOft 

As altitude increases, air density reduces. 
Therefore engine power reduces, but the power 
required increases 

P 
When the maximum power available = minimum 
power required, the aircraft cannot climb any 
higher and has reached its absolute ceiling 

o 
W 
E 
R 

SPEED 

~ Effect of Weight 

T he effect of an increase in weight is much the same as the effect of an increase in altitude. Climb performance is reduced, 
a faster airspeed is required to maintain climb performance and eventually, if the aircraft is overloaded, it may not climb 
at all. The aircraft will have a certified maximum weight, and climb performance will be calculated using this weight. If 
the aircraft is overweight it will not be able to match the expected climb performance. As you would expect, overloacling 
an aircraft so that its weight exceeds the permitted maximum is both highly dangerous and illegal. 



7.5 Background briefing 

~The Best Angle of Climb Airspeed 

So far we have considered climbing performance in terms of rate of climb. The best angle of climb airspeed gives the 
maximum height gain over the shortest distance and in practice is used to clear obstacles. Best angle of climb occurs when 
there is the maximum excess of thrust over drag, which will be at a slower airspeed than the best rate of climb airspeed. 

Best angle of climb airspeed is that airspeed 
where there is the maximum excess of thrust 
over drag 

D 
R 
A 
G 

Maximum excess 

of thrust over drag 


SPEED 

~600'
Where there is a practical clifference between best angle of climb airspeed 
and best rate of climb airspeed, it wi ll be detailed in the POH;FM. Best 
angle of climb (sometimes also referred to as best graclient of climb) 
airspeed is referred to as Vx. Vx 
Quite often the best angle of climb is achieved with initial flap Maximum angle of cli mb 

extended-which allows the slower climb airspeed. This depends on 
1 minute

aircraft type so check the aircraft's POH/FM for details. You will 
appreciate that obstacle clearance (for which the best angle of climb 

Best angle-ol-climb airspeed gives the 
airspeed is used) is most vital immediately after take-off, so the POH/FM maximum height gain in a given distance 
wiU often recommend the flap setting and airspeeds to be used to obtain 
the shortest take-off clistance and the best angle of climb in the initial 
climb. Once the obstacles are safely cleared, the aircraft is accelerated to 
the best rate of c1im b airspeed and the flap is retracted. 

~600,~700' 

Ai rspeed Vx gives the best Angle of climb. 
Airspeed Vy gives the best RATE of climbA7C

1 minute 

~The Cruise Climb 

Your instructor may demonstrate the cruise climb, which is flown at a higher airspeed than Vy or Vx, probably the normal 
cruise airspeed. Cruise climb can be useful when there is no pressing need to gain altitude quickly and the reduced climb 
performance is acceptable. 

Because the airspeed is faster than the normal climb airspeed, the groundspeed is faster, the view ahead is improved (due 
to the lower nose attitude) and the increased airflow helps keep the engine cool. 



7.6 Exercise 7 - Climbing 

~ Effect of Wind 

When nying into wind, the aircraft will attain a better climb angle or gradient than when nying in zero wind or with a 
tail wind. 

The rate of climb is not affected by the wind. 

~700' 

~ ~ilWind 
~700' 

The prevailing wind direction and wind speed 
will have a marked effect on the climb gradient 
(angle of climb) 

Belter climb angle (or climb gradient). 10 Knots Headwind 

~700' 

~ Engine Considerations 

During a climb the engine is working very hard, but due to the slower airspeed there is less airf10w cooling the engine. It 
is important to monitor the engine's gauges carefully. Should the engine temperatures approach their permitted limits, it 
may be necessary to reduce power or increase airspeed to reduce the temperatures. 



i 
Flight Exercise 
Climbing 

r 

[> Purpose 

To learn to climb the aircraft at a specified airspeed, in a variety of configurations, and level off at a specified level. 

[> AIRMANSHIP 


Lookout 


As well as the standard lookout scan, visually clear the area the aircraft will be Oying into before starting the climb. During 
the climb the nose-high attitude may cause a blind spot ahead; weave the aircraft regularly (every 500 feet or so) to check 
visually the area ahead. Alternatively 'clip' the nose to check ahead. Visually clear the area you are Oying into as you level off. 

/ / 

/ 
 / 

I / 
I I Field of 

I 
I Field of View 

ViewI 

During the climb, the higher nose attitude reduces the forward visibility 

Engine Considerations 

Monitor the engine instruments carefully during the climb (every 500 feet or so) and do not allow the maximum permitted 
temperatures to be exceeded. 

VFE 

When using Oaps, remember to check the airspeed in relation to the VFE - airspeed must be within the white arc. 



000 
000 

7.8 
Entering the climb 

Climbing 

00 
00 

00 
00 

I 

LOOKOUT before beginning the climb 
especially ahead and above. 

Choose an outside reference such as a 
cloud or position of the sun to monitor 

direction. 

To summarise: 

POWER 

AHITUDE 

TRIM 

NOTE: Do not 'chase' the 
airspeed. After selecting 
a pitch attitude allow the 
airspeed 5/10 seconds to 
settle before making a 
further adjustment. 
LOOKOUT 

~ 

00 
00 

POWER TRIM 
Set full power. anticipate the effect of yaw Trim to relieve any control forces. 

and use the rudder to stay in balance. 

00 
00 

ATTITUDE 
Pitch up to the climbing atti tude. 



7.9 
Maintaining the climb 

Climbing 

00 0000 00
00 0000 00 

Maintain climb airspeed through the Maintain wings level. Maintain balanced lIight by reference Maintain lookout scan. 
nose attitude. Cross-check outside reference and to the balance ball. Weave the nose regularly 10 check 

heading indicator. ahead. 

00 
00 

Monitor the engine temperatures and 
pressures. 

00 
00 

Monitor the altimeter to anticipate 
required level. 



7.10 
Levelling off 

Climbing 

00 
00 

000 
000 

00 
00 

--
00 
00 

00 
00 

POWERATTITUDE TRIM 
Anlicipate required level by about As airspeed reaches normal cruise, Trim to relieve any control forces.Lower the nose to the stra ight and 

50-100 feet. reduce power to normal setting. 
Maintain balance. 

level attiude. 

00 
00 

Make minor corrections as necessary 
to maintain straight and level flight. 

To summarise: 

ATIITUDE 

POWER 

TRIM 

-Cross-check altimeter and 

airspeed indicator. 

-Make minor corrections as 

necessary. 

LOOKOUT 



7.11 
The effect of flap 

Climbing 

00 00 00 00 
00 

In an established climb, note the nose 
attitude and rate of climb. 

00 00 
00 

As more flap is lowered, the nose attitude 
becomes lower to maintain airspeed, and 

rate of climb reduces further. 

00 
Check airspeed is in 'white' arc. 

Lower first stage (initial) flap. 

00 
Raise flap in stages. 


To maintain airspeed, pitch nose up, 

rate of climb improves. 


00 00 
Pitch nose down to maintain climb Note the lower nose attitude and 

airspeed, trim. reduced rate of climb. 

NOTE: With full flap 
lowered, some light aircraft 
will be unable to climb at 
the flaps-up climbing 
airspeed. 



7.12 
Best angle of climb 

Climbing 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT before beginning the 
climb. 

POWER 0000 00ATTITUDE 00 0000 TRIM 
Note the rate of climb is less than in aNose attitude will need to be higher to 

The slower airspeed will require morenormal climb, but the angle at climb ismaintain the slower best 
accurate airspeed control.steeper.angle-at-climb airspeed. 



7.13 

Cruise climb 

Climbing 

f 

l 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT before beginning the 
climb. 

00 
POWER00 

ATTITUDE 
Main tain cruise TRIM 

arispeed. LOOKOUT 

00 
00 

Nose attitude is only slightly higher 
than for straight and level flight. 

00 
00 

Note normal cruising airspeed, 
better view ahead and 
reduced rate-of-climb. 



7.15 

Conclusion 

At the end of this exercise you will be able to safely and accurately climb the aircraft at a given airspeed and level off at a 
pre-dete rmined level. You will find that your airspeed control and flying control co-orclination is improving, and you will 
have learnt that accurate trimming can greatly reduce your workload. You should appreciate the factors that will affect 
the climbing performance of the ai rcraft, and which climb airspeeds are appropriate in clifferent circumstances. 





Descending 

81 
vVhat goes up must come down - preferably in a controlled manner! \Nhilst practising this basic flight manoeuvre you will 
first learn how to control the aircraft in what is referred to as a glide descen t. In fact, for the purposes of the flight exercise 
the engine is still running in the 'glide' descent, but is throttled back to idle power. 

Once you are proficient at the glide descent, the effects of power and flap will be explored and you will be able to fly the 
aircraft down the final approach to land. 

You will come to appreciate how efficien tly the aircraft does fly even with little engine power and you should become fully 
aware of the dangers of carburettor icing at low power settings. 

This fligh t exercise is usually flown in two parts and is combined with the previous exercise (climbing). 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~ The Forces in the Descent !> Purpose 

~ Gliding For Best Range !> Airmanship 

~ Effect of Wind !> Entering the Glide Descent 

~ Effect of Weight !> Maintaining the Descent 

~ Gliding For Best Endurance !> Levelling Off 

~ Effect of Flap !> Effect of Flap 

~ Effect of Power !> Effect of Power 

~ Sideslipping !> Descending With Flap and Power 

~The Cruise Descent !> Sideslipping 

!>The Cruise Descent 

Conclusion 

Carburettor icing supplement 



8:2 

81 Background briefing 

Descending 

~The Forces in the Descent 

In the previous exercise ~ climbing ~ we saw that an excess of power over that needed for level flight allows the aircraft to 
climb. Not surprisingly the reverse is also true . If power is below that needed for level flight, the aircraft wi ll descend. 

In a descent one of the four forces ~ thrust ~ has been reduced or removed altogether. In a glide the nose-down attitude 
of the aircraft allows a component ofweight to act in the same direction as thrust would normally (i.e. ahead of the aircraft) 
so balancing drag and maintaining a safe airspeed. Weight is balanced by the resultant of the lift and drag forces. 

L \.. 

-.-.~.- . 
In the descent, a component of weight replaces r-......-a------ 
thrust to balance drag - ---

\ 
\ 

w w 

The glicting range of the aircraft is governed by its aerodynamic efficiency ~ specifically its lift-to-drag ratio. v"hen gliding 
the ideal is for the airframe to produce the maximum amount of lift for the minimum amount of drag, this is known as a 
good lift/drag (L/D) ratio. 

~ Gliding For Best Range 

In a glide descent, the pilot wou ld normal ly 
want to travel the maximum ctistance over 
the ground with the minimum height loss 
i.e. the best (most shallow) glide angle. The 
glide angle is ctictated by the L/D ratio. 

. -'- a-----·-- -. 

-- l!--- - XO 
~- --- Horizontal 

The gliding angle of the aircraft is the same as 
the angle between the lift vector and the 
resultant 

w 



8.3 Background briefing 

An aircraft that has a good LID ratio (i.e. the maximum lift produced for the minimum drag penalty), will have a narrow 
angle between the lift vector and the resultant. The gliding angle is flat and gliding range is good. An aircraft with a poor 
LID ratio has a steeper gliding angle and gliding range is less. 

..... j\ 
",." I \ 

\../ I 

The greater the lift generated and the less the 
drag produced, the smaller the angle between 
the lift vector and the resultant. This eqates to a 
more shallow gliding angle and therefore a 
greater gliding range 

w w 

A typical training aircraft will have a best LID ratio of around 10:1, meaning that it is producing 10 units of lift for every 
I unit of drag. This ratio can also be interpreted as the aircraft travelling 10 feet forward for every I foot lost in height; or 
10000 feet horizontally (about 1.6 nautical miles) for each 1000 feet lost in height. So the gliding angle and the gliding 
range are determined by the aerodynamic efficiency of the aircraft, providing it is flown at the recommended gliding speed 
at which the best LID ratio occurs. 

It is important to appreciate that the best LID ratio will only occur at one specific airspeed. If the aircraft is flown at an airspeed 
faster or slower than this best gliding speed, the best possible LIP ratio will not occur and gliding range will be reduced. 

Maximum Glide Range 

Only at the recommended glide airspeed can 
the maximum glide range be attained 

Too Slow '- :::;mended Glide Speed 



----- - - -------------

8.4 Exercise 8 - Descending 

~ Effect of Wind 

]n looking at gliding angle and range, we have not yet considered one of the prime factors that will affect the gliding range 
- the prevailing wind. Gliding with a tailwind increases glide range, whereas gliding in to a headwind reduces glide range. 

Glide into wind ~"" "'" ~Q Glide with wind 

/'':'''~~----- -----------I-- - -----------------------'~~':,,-::,,-,~--.. 
, / 

The prevailing wind will have a marked effect on glide angle (and therefore glide range) . Gliding with a tailwind INCREASES glide 
range. Gliding into a headwind DECREASES glide range 

When encountering strong head or tail winds, the glide range may be increased by altering airspeed, i.e. reducing airspeed 
by about 5 knots when gliding with a strong tailwind, or increasing airspeed by about 5 knots when gliding into a strong 
headwind. Although this practice does have some benefits, it is not often taught in the early night exercises because 
maintaining a stable ai rspeed is more important at this stage of your training. 

The rate of descent is not affected by the prevailing wind. ] n other words, whether gliding into a headw~nd or with a 
tai lwind, the aircraft will still reach the ground in the same time. vVhat wi ll alter is the distance it covers in the glide. 

- ,

~ Effect of Weight 

At first thought the effect of weight is obvious; the greater the weight the 
less the glide range, right? WRONG. ]n fac t, weight does not affect the 
gliding angle. Remember that the glide angle is governed by the LID ratio. 

Returning to the forces in a descent, you will see that an increased weight 
merely alters the length of the lift and drag vectors and the resultant; the 
gliding angle is not changed . 

What has changed is the gliding speed. A heavier aircraft will have a faster 
best glidi ng speed than a lighter aircraft. 

A training aircraft, with a small range of take-off weights, will not benefit - --.--- significantly from being Oown at different glide airspeeds for different 
weights. Normally just one gliding speed (that for maximum weight) will 
be noted in the aircraft's POH/FM. 

Weight does not alter Ihe glide angle, only the glide airspeed. At a higher 
weight the length of the weight vector is longer. Therefore the length of the lift 
vector is longer, and because of the faster airspeed the drag vector is longer. 

w The lid ratio is unchanged and so the glide angle is unchanged 



8.5 

Effect of Flap at a Constant Airspeed 

~\'l>,<'" 
~$' 

Background briefing 

~Gliding For Best Endurance 

It is possible that on occasion a pilot might want to glide with a view 
to staying airborne as long as possible (i.e. with the minimum ra te of 
descent) even though the gliding range will be reduced. The best glide 
endurance (minimum height lost in a certain time) occurs at a slower 
airspeed than the best gliding range airspeed-in fac t at the minimum 
power required airspeed. P 

o 
Gliding for best endurance is not common in powered aircraft, and a W 

Especific speed is rarely quoted in the POHjFM. R 

~ Effect of Flap 

The use of n ap will increase drag and so worsen the LjD ratio, leading to a steeper descent. Although this may seem an 
undesirable effect, it does have a major advantage. Using n ap in the descent will allow the aircraft to descend more steeply 
without increasing airspeed, which is a major consideration when approaching to land. 

Flaps increase drag and so can be used to 
steepen the descent without increasing airspeed 

-~--------~---~~ 
~ Effect of Power 

'When power is used during the descent, the increased thrust means that a reduced component of weight is required to 
balance drag. T he aircraft can be pitched nose-up to maintain a constant airspeed and the descent angle is reduced (and 
descent range increased). 

At a Constant Airspeed 

As power is increased, the rate of descent and 
0% Power angle of descent decrease (if a constant 

airspeed is maintained) 

40% Power50% Power 

In practical terms, power is used to control the rate of descent, whilst the elevators control the attitude and therefore the 
airspeed. As this is an important point, it is worth repeating: 

power controls altitude (in this case rate of descent) 

attitude controls airspeed 

•
I 

I Minimum Power Required Speed 

SPEED 

The best glide endurance (the greatest time 
airborne) is achieved at the minimum-power
required airspeed 



8.6 Exercise 8 - Descending 

~ Sideslipping 

Flaps can be used in the descent to increase drag and steepen the descent. There is also a manoeuvre known as sideslipping 
which will give a similar effect. 

To sideslip, the aircraft is banked and rudder applied in the opposite 
direction to the bank, so that the aircraft does not turn towards the lower 
wing. The result is that the a ircraft slips sideways through the air. This 
causes a marked increase in drag and so leads to a steeper gliding angle 
and an increased rate of descent, without the airspeed increasing. 

Before aircraft were fitted with naps, sideslipping was a standard 
manoeuvre- especially during the final approach to land. Sideslipping 
does have several disadvantages, however. Flying the aircraft in such an 
out-of-balance condition can be uncomfortable for passengers and 
requires some skill on the part of the pilot to keep the aircraft descending 
in a straight line whilst maintaining the correct airspeed. Airspeed control 
can also be more difficult because the airspeed indicator may give 
incorrect readings in this ou t-of-balance situation. R ates of descent can 
become very high in a sideslip, and when the sideslip is corrected (and so 
the drag reduced) the airspeed can increase rapidly. 

Not all aircraft are cleared to sideslip, especially with naps down. The 
aircraft's POH/FM will advise if sideslipping is restricted or prohibited 
and there may be a warning placard in the cockpit.II 

In a sideslip, the increased drag gives a steeper 
descent without increasing airspeed (until the 
aircraft is flown in balance again) 

~The Cruise Descent 

Although the night exercise concentrates on the glide descent and controlling the approach to land with power and nap, 
often you may wish to lose height in a more gradual descent. In a cruise descent, the engine power is reduced (typically by 
200-300 RPM), but the airspeed is maintained at the cruising speed by pitching the nose down to a shallow descent 
attitude. The result is a gradual descent (typically 500 feet per minu te) whilst maintaining the cruise airspeed which gives 
a faster groundspeed. It is also kinder to the engine. In this type of descent you can use a simple rule of thumb to gauge 
at what point to start the descent toward an airfield. Read the height above the ground in thousands of feet, multiply by 
3, and the resul t is the distance required (in nautical miles) to descend to ground level, i. e. at height 5000', sta rt the descent 
15 nautical miles from the destination. 

Be careful - all sorts of factors such as groundspeed, aircraft type, prevailing wind etc. will affect this rule of thumb , but 
it will give you an appreciation of where to start your descent. 



I 
f Flight Exercise 
~. 

Descendingr 

t 

t> Purpose 

To learn to descend the aircraft at a specified airspeed, using a variety of power settings and configurations and to level 
off at a specified level. Also to practise controlling the final descent to land. 

t> Airmanship 

Lookout 

Visually check the area you will descend into before you start the descent. Maintain a good scan whilst descending - this 
should be aided by the low nose attitude, but it will help to 'weave' the nose regularly the check the area ahead. Be 
especially vigilant as you level off at your new altitude. 

It will be difficult to spot an aircraft below you, because it may merge with the ground features from time to time. 

The Altimeter 

During the early flight exercises you will usually be using an altimeter pressure setting called 'Qj.'IH'. When QNH is set 
on the altimeter, the altimeter will read Altitude, that is vertical distance Above Mean Sea Level (N\1SL). You will 
appreciate that the altitude read on the altimeter is not necessarily your height Above Ground Level (AGL). Mostly the 
ground you are flying over will be higher than sea level and so your height above ground level (AGL) may be considerably 

Altimeter 
1,500 feet 

1,500 feel 
AMSL 

Altimeter 
1,500 feet When set to QNH the altimeter reads ALTITUDE 

Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL), NOT the height 
above the ground 

less than your altitude above mean sea level (N\lISL). Your instructor will point out the terrain markings on your map and 
give you an appreciation of the average ground level in the training area above sea level. 

If you are descending towards an airfield, you can check its altitude (in feet N\1SL) which will be shown on the chart. 

VFE 

When using flap, be sure that the airspeed is slower than VFE (i.e. within the white arc on the airspeed indicator). 

Engine considerations 

In a glide descent, or with a low power setting, the engine will cool and becomes susceptible to spark-plug fouling - oily 
deposits build up on the spark plugs and reduce engine efficiency. The engine will also be particularly vulnerable to 
carburettor icing. The subject of carburettor icing is covered in the supplement to this exercise. 

It will be standard practice to 'warm' the engine every 1000 feet or so in the descent by gently increasing the power for a 
few seconds and then reducing power again. When increasing power to level off, remember again to operate the throttle 
smoothly - be kind to the engine' 



S.S 
Flight aExerCise I Entering the glide descent . 

Descending 

.I 

POWER 
Seleci carburelter heat to hot. ATTITUDE TRIM 

LOOKOUT before beginning the Reduce power to idle, anticipate pitch 
Pitch down to the glide altitude. Trim to relieve any control forces. 

descent. down and yaw, use the rudder to stay in 
Establish glide airspeed. 

Select an aiming point ahead. balance. 

To summarise: 

POWER 

ATIITUDE 

TRIM 

Minor corrections. 

NOTE: Do not 'chase' the 
airspeed. After selecting 
a pitch attitude allow the 
airspeed 5/10 seconds to 
settle before making a 
further adjustment. 
LOOKOUT 



I 
8.9FalightExercise 

Maintaining the descent 

Descending 

00 
00 

Maintain a good tookout. 

00 
00 

Maintain airspeed with attitude. 

00 
0 0 

Check external landmarks and 
headi ng indicator to maintain 

direction. 

00 
00 

Maintain batance by referen ce to the 
balance ball. 

NOTE: Remember to 
'warm' the engine at 

regular intervals. 

00 
00 
Monitor altimeter to anticipate 

required level. 



8.10 FlightsExercise I Levelling off 

Descending 

00 
00 

~ 
~-----, 

~ 000
/' 000 

00 
00 

~

ATTITUDE 
Pitch up to the normal straight and 

level attitude. 

~ 
'-.--

~ 
' 

00 
00 

TRIM 
As airspeed reaches normal cruise, 

trim to remove control loads. 

Anlicipate required level by 50 to 100 
feet to allow for the aircraft's inertia. 

• LOOKOUT 

00 
00 

Make minor corrections as necessary. 

POWER 
Set carburetter heat to cold. 

Increase power to normal cruise power 
setting. Anticipate pitch and yaw. 

To summarise: 

POWER 

ATTITUDE 

TRIM 

Minor corrections. 

LOOKOUT 
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8.11Fali9htExerciseEffect of flap ,. 

Descending 

I. 

f 

1'. 

00 
00 

In an established descent, note the 
nose al1itude and rate of descent. 

00 
00 

As more flap is lowered, nose anitude 
becomes lower to maintain airspeed 

and rate of descent increases. 

00 
00 

Check airspeed is slower than VFE . 
Lower 'initial' flap. 

00 
00 

Raise flap in stages to return to the 
normat glide. 

00 
00 

Pitch down to maintain airspeed. 
Trim. 

00 
00 

Note the lower nose attitude and 
increased rate of descent. 



8.12 

Descending 

Effect of powerFlight EaxerciseI 

00 
00 

00 
00 

00 
00 

00 
00 

In an established descent, note the 
nose down atti tude and rate of 

descent. 

00 
00 

As power is increased further, pitch 
nose up further to maintain airspeed, 

rate of descent reduces further. 

Increase power to abou112-1400 

RPM. 


Anticipate yaw and pilch changes. 


00 
00 

Power is reduced again to return to 
Ihe normal glide and attitude 

adjusted . 

Pitch nose up 10 maintain airspeed. Note the higher nose attitude and 
Trim. reduced rate of descent. 

In Summary: 

When maintaining a 

constant airspeed in the 

descent, power is used 

to control the 

rate-ot-descent. 




I 

I 
8.13Fali9htExercise

Descending with flap and power 

Descending 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT before beginning the 
descent. 

00 
00 

POWER 
Reduce power to about 1400 RPM , 

Check airspeed is below VFE , 
Lower 'initial' flap. 

00 
00 

Power is used to control the rate of 
descent. 

00 
00 

ATIITUDE 
Maintain approach airspeed. 

.", 
t 

' 

r 

00 
00 

Flaps allow a steeper descent and 
betler view ahead (because of the 

lower nose attitude). 

00 
00 

TRIM 
Use the trimmer to relieve any control 

loads, 



8.14 

Descending 

SideslippingFlight aExerCise I 

00 
00 

In Ihe slandard glide descenl, note 
airspeed and rale of descent. 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT before beginning Ihe 
manoeuvre. 

00 
00 

Apply aboul 15° angle of bank. 

0 0 
o 

Apply 'opposile' rudder to prevent the 
aircraft turning. 

Note: Check in the 
aircraft's POH/FM that 
sideslipping is permitted. 
Restrictions may apply to 
the aircraft you are flying. 

00o· 
Make minor corrections to mainlain 

airspeed, angle of bank and direction. 

00o· 
Note increased rate of descent. 

00 

Centralise the controls to return 10 fhe 
normal descent. 

LOOKOUT 



8. 15 

I
Fali9ht Exercise

The cruise descent 

Descending 

00 
00 
From straight and level flight, 

LOOKOUT before beginning the 
descent. 

00 
00 

POWER 
Reduce power by about 200/300 RPM 

from the normal cruise setting. 

00 
00 

ATTITUDE 
Pitch down to maintain the cruise 

airspeed. 

00 
00 

TRIM 
Use the trimmer to relieve any control 

loads. 

I 
r 00 

00 
Make minor corrections to maintain 
cruise airspeed and rate of descent. 

00 
00 

Note the nose attitude is higher than 
in a glide and rate of descent is less. 



8.16 

Conclusion 

By the end of this exercise you will be able to descend the aircraft as appropriate to the circumstances, controlling the rate 
of descent and airspeed accurately enough to fly the aircraft down the final approach to land. As a result of practising 
differing attitudes and airspeeds, your airspeed control and particu larly the use of the trimmer will be coming to you 
without much thought. Keep working at trimming - it will reduce your workload considerably. 

You have now covered three of the four basic flight manoeuvres and it is time to brush up the fourth manoeuvre that you 
will already have been flying in a fashion - turning. 

------ - --- ---- ----- - - _ . 




Descending 
Carburettor icing supplement 81 
It is well established that the most common cause of engine rough running and complete engine failures is carburettor 
jcing. Despite this, carburettor icing remains a widely misunderstood subject, with many pilot's knowledge of it being 
limited to a feeling that the carb heat should be used regularly in flight, without really knowing the symptoms of carb icing 
or the conditions most likely to cause its formation. 

~ How Corburettor Icing Forms 

IMPACT ICING occurs when ice forms over the external air inlet (ai r filter) and inside the induction system leadi ng to 
the carburettor. This type of icing occurs with the temperature below GOC whilst flying in cloud, or in precipitation (i.e. 
rain, sleet or snow). These conditions are also conducive to airframe icing and most light training aircraft are NOT 
CLEARED FOR FLIGHT INTO Kl~OWN ICING CONDITI ONS, which clearly these are. So, assuming the aircraft 
is operated legally within its limitations, this form of icing should not occur and is not considered further. 

Carburettor icing is caused by a temperature drop inside the carburettor, which can happen even in conditions where other 
form s of icing will not occur. The causes of this temperature drop are twofold: 

1 Fuel Icing - the evaporation of fuel inside the carburettor. Liquid fuel changes to fuel vapour and mixes with the 
induction air. This evaporation of fuel causes a large temperature drop within the carburettor. If the temperature inside 
the carburettor falls below GOC, water vapour in the atmosphere condenses into ice, usually on the walls of the carburettor 
passage adjacent to the fuel jet and on the throttle valve. Fuel icing is responsible for around 70% of the temperature drop 
in the carburettor. 

2 Throttle jcing - the temperature drop caused by the acceleration of air and consequent pressure drop around the throttle 
valve. This effect may again reduce the temperature below O°C, and water vapour in the induction air will condense into 
ice on the throttle valve. 

As fuel and throttle icing generally occur together, they are considered just as carburettor icing. 

To Engine 

Carburetor 

Fuel/air 

Discharge Nozzle 

Ice 

Incoming Air 



Exercise 8 - Descending8.18 

~ Conditions Likely To Lead To Carburettor Icing 

Two criteria govern the likelihood of carburettor icing conditions; the AIR TEMPERATURE and the RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY 

The ambient air temperature is important, BUT NOT BECAUSE THE TEMPERATURE NEEDS TO BE BELOy" 
O°C, OR EVEN CLOSE TO FREEZING. The temperature drop in the carburettor can be as much as 30°C, so 
carburettor icing can (and does) occur in hot ambient conditions. No wonder carburettor icing is sometimes referred to as 
refrigeration icing. Carburettor icing is considered a possibility within the temperature range of _10°C to +30°C. 

The relative humidity (a measure of the water content of the atmosphere) is the major factor. The greater the water content 
in the atmosphere (i.e. the higher the relative humidity), the greater the risk of carburettor icing. That said, the relative 
humidity (RH) does not to have to be 100% (i.e. visible water droplets - cloud , rain), for carburettor icing to occur. 
Carburettor icing is considered a possibility at relative humidity values as low as 30%, but it is rare that the RH becomes 
this low in Europe. Herein lies the real danger of carburettor icing, that it can occu r in such a wide range of conditions. 
Obviously the pilot must be alert to the possibility ofcarburettor icing at just about all times. Flight in or near cloud, or in 
other visible moisture (i.e. rain) might be an obvious cause ofcarburettor icing, but - VISIBLE MOISTURE DOES NOT 
NEED TO BE PRESENT FOR CARBURETTOR ICING TO OCCUR. 

~Symptoms Of Carburettor Icing 

In an aircraft fitted with a fixed-pitch propelJer, the symptoms of carburettor icing are straightforward. A loss of RPM will 
be the first symptom, although this is ofte n first noticed as a loss of altitude. As the icing becomes more serious, engine 
rough-running may occur. 

Carburettor icing is often detected during the use of the carburettor heat control. Normally, when the carburettor heat is 
used a small drop in RPlvf occurs. When control is returned to cold (of0 the RPM reverts to its value before the use of 
carburettor heat. If the rpm returns to a higher figure than before the carburettor heat was used, it can be reasonably 
supposed that some form of carburettor icing was present. 

~ Use Of Carburettor Heat 

Apart from the normal check of carburettor heat during the power checks, it may be necessary to use the carburettor heat 
on the ground if carburet tor icing is suspected. Safety considerations apart, the use of carburettor heat on the ground should 
be kept to a minimum because the hot air inlet is unfiltered and so sand or dust can enter the engine, increasing engine wear. 

Carburettor icing is generally considered to be very unlikely with the engine operating at above 75% power, i.e. during the 
take-ofT and climb. Carburettor heat should not be used 'with the engine operating at above 75% power (i.e. full throttle) 
as detonation may occur. Detonation is the uncontrolled burning of fuel in the cylinders-literally an explosion-and will 
cause serious damage to the engine very quickly. Apart from th e danger of detonation, the use of carburettor heat reduces 
the power the engine produces. In any situation where full power is required (i.e. take-off, climb, go-around) the 
carburettor heat must be off (cold). 

Carburettor heat control Carburettor heat control 
COLD HOT 

AIR 
FILTER 

CARBURETTOR 

OVERBOARD 

CARBURETTOR 



8.19 Carburettar icing supplement 

Very few operators recommend the use of anything other than FULL carburettor heat. A normal carburettor icing check 
wi ll involve leaving the carburettor heat on (hot) for 5-10 seconds, although the pi lot may wish to vary this according to 
conctitions. The use of carburettor heat does increase the fuel consumption, and this may be a factor to consider if the 
aircraft is being flown towards the limit of its range/endurance in possible carburettor icing conditions. 

With carburettor icing present, the use of carburettor heat may lead to a large drop in RPM and rough running. The 
instinctive reaction is to put th e carburettor heat back to cold (of0 quickly - this is, however, the wrong action. The chances 
are that this rough running is a good thing and the carburettor heat should be left on (hot) until it clears and the RPM 
rises. In this instance the use of carburettor heat has melted a large amou nt of accumu lated icing and the melted ice is 
passing through the engine, causing temporary rough running. 

Care should be taken when flying in very cold ambient conditions (below -10°C). In these conditions the use ofcarburettor 
heat may actually raise the temperature in the carburettor to that most conducive to carburettor icing. Generally when the 
temperature in the carburettor is below -BoC, moisture changes directly into ice crystals which pass through the engine. 

The RPM loss normally associated with the use of carburettor heat is caused by the redu ced density of the hot air entering 
the carburettor, leading to an over-rich fuel/air mixture entering the engine. If the carburettor heat has to be left constantly 
on (hot)-i. e. during flight in heavy rain and cloud-it may be advisable to lean the mixture in order to maintain RPM and 
smooth engine running. 

I t is during the descent (and particularly the glide descent) tha t carburettor icing is most likely to occur. The position of 
the throttle valve (almost closed) is a contributory factor, and even though the carburettor heat is normally applied 
throughout a glide descent, the low engine power will reduce the temperature of the hot a ir selected by the carburettor 
heat control. In addition, a loss of power may not be reaclily noticed as the propeller is likely to windmill even after a 
complete loss of power.So a full loss of power may only be apparent when the throttle is opened at the bottom of the 
descent. This is one good reason for opening the throttle to 'warm the engine' at intervals during a glide descent. 

I 
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Turning 


~ . 

Having covered three of the basic flight manoeuvres - straight and level, climbing, and descending - turning is the one 
basic manoeuvre left. Initially you will fly level turns. Once proficient at them you will practise turns whilst climbing and 
descending. Obviously the ability to turn the aircraft smoothly and roll out accurately in a given direction will be needed 
in all phases of flight, especially during the circuit flying you will soon be learning. 

During this exercise your control co-ordination will continue to develop, as will your ability to think and plan in three dimensions. 
This exercise may be referred to as medium turns, that is turning at 30° angle of bank - the normal angle for a level turn . 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~The Forces in the Turn 

~ Use of the Controls 

~ Effect of Turning on Stall Speed 

~The Climbing Turn 

~The Descending Turn 

f 
r 

r 

~ Effect of Offset Seating 

~Turning on to Selected Headings 

- Using the Heading Indicator 

~Turning on to Selected Headings 

- Using the Compass 

I> Purpose 

I> Airmanship 

I> Entering the Turn 

I> Maintaining the Turn 

I> Returning to Straight Flight 

I>The Climbing Turn 

I>The Descending Turn 

I>The Slipping Turn 

Conclusion 



9.2 
Background briefing 

Turning 

~ Forces in the Turn 

An aircraft in straight and level flight has inertia, which will act to keep it flying in the same direction unless some other 
force is applied. To turn the aircraft, the pilot has to create centripetal force, which acts in the direction of the turn to 
overcome inertia. Centripetal force is provided by banking the aircraft so that a horizontal component of lift now acts in 
the direction of the desired turn. 

By banking the aircraft, the pilot provides the 
centripetal force needed for the aircraft to turn Centripetal Force 

w 

~ Use of the Controls 

To turn, the a ilerons are used to roll the aircraft and so supply the horizontal component of lift into the turn. To turn to 
the left, the control wheel is moved to the left. This causes the aileron on the left wing to move up, reducing the angle of 
attack, and so reducing the lift from the left wing. On the right wing the aileron moves down, increasing the angle of attack 
and so increasing lift from the right wing. This causes the aircraft to roll to the left. 

You will remember from earlier exercises that increased angle of attack results in increased induced drag. T hi s means 
that, as the aircraft rolls, there is more drag created from the up-going wing than from the down-going wing. 

Adverse Yaw .....--..... 

Viewed from behind 

As the aircraft is rolled into the turn, aileron deflection causes adverse yaw 

The in creased drag from the upper wing causes yaw away from the direction of the turn; this is known as adverse yaw. 
Adverse yaw is at its greatest as the aircraft is rolling and the ailerons are deflected. Once the ai rcraft reaches the desired 
angle of bank and the ailerons are centralised, the roll stops and most of the adverse yaw also disappears. 



9.3 Background briefing 

To the pilot, the important point is that whilst rolling into a tu rn (and rolling out of the turn) rudder may well be required 
in the same direction as the roll to overcome adverse yaw and keep the aircraft in balance. How much rudder? Simple- just 
check the balance ball and use the rudder to stay in balance. Once the turn is established, and adverse yaw is no longer a 
major factor, little (if any) rudder pressure will be required. 

In Balance Slipping into the turn Skidding out of the turn 

Viewed from behind 

During the turn the pilot should check the balance ball to keep the aircraft in balance 

During the turn , the upper wing-bei ng on the outside of the turn-is travelling faster than the inner wing and so IS 

producing more lift, causing the aircraft to keep rolling to a steeper angle of bank. To counter this the ailerons may have 
to be used to 'hold orr bank to maintain a constant angle of banJe 

During a turn the aircraft has to produce more li ft than in wings-level flight. During a turn this is because lift is now split 
into horizontal and vertical components. The VErtical component still has to balance weight but, because the wings are not 
level, greater total lift is needed to provide the necessary vertical component. The steeper the angle oCbank, the more lift 
is needed to produce the required vertical component. 

f 
During a turn, the aircraft has to produce more 
lift than during wings-level flight, so that the 
vertical component of lift will still balance weight 

r ,. 

I 
The pilot produces this extra lift by increasing the angle oC attack i.e. by increasing the back pressure on the control column 
to attain a slightly higher nose attitude. 

w w 



Exercise 9 - Turning9.4 

~ Effect of Turning on Stall Speed 

During the turn the increased angle of attack required leads to increased induced drag, this slows the aircraft if thrust is 
not increased to compensate. Typically, in a level 30° angle-of-bank turn, the airspeed will reduce by about 5 knots. This 
small reduction from normal cruise speed is not a problem and so is accepted as a temporary effect. The increased lift in 
a turn also increases the load factor (felt by the pilot as 'g' force); in effect the aircraft is made heavier. An increase in load 
factor leads to an increase in stalling speed. 

In a 30° angle-of-bank turn the increase in stall speed is somewhere in the region of 7%-not yet a major factor. However, the 
increase in stall speed coupled with the reduction in airspeed means that there is now a reduced margin over the stall speed . 

" Level Flight During Turn 

<' Stall Speed 
Stall Speed 

\ / ,. \ \ / '\ 
During a turn, stall speed increases and \, . 

, \ , 
I Aedvced margin 

airspeed decreases. This reduces the speed I Speed margin(Q) Q\ / / ..-.....,~,margin over the stall speed v / / / above 'he stall 

'. Airspeed 
" Airspeed 

~The Climbing Turn 

To accomplish the climbing turn you will fir st establish a straight climb and then enter the turn. Usually the angle of bank 
does not exceed 15° in a climbing turn, but even so there will be a small reduction in airspeed which is more significant 
at the slower airspeed used in a climb. Therefore the pilot has to pitch the nose down to a lower nose attitude to maintain 
the climbing airspeed, leading to a reduced rate of climb. 

During a climbing turn, the outer wing has a Climbing 
greater angle of al1ack than the inner wing and 
so produces more lift 

In a climbing turn, each wing follows a slightly different path up the 'spiral'. Whilst both wings travel the same vertical 
distance, the wing on the outside of the turn travels a greater horizontal distance than the inner wing. This means that the 
outer wing has a greater angle ofattack and so produces more lift than the inner wi ng. This causes the aircraft to roll further 
into the turn. To prevent this happening, bank has to be 'held air with the ailerons to prevent the ai rcraft rolling further 
into the turn so for example, in a climbing left turn, a little right aileron may be needed to maintain the angle of bank. 



---

9.5 Background briefing 

~The Descending Turn 

To carry out a descending turn, the descent is es tablished first, then the turn is entered. Up to 300 angle of bank may be 
used, leading to an inevitable loss of airspeed. To maintain the airspeed, the aircraft has to be pitched to a lower nose 
attitude and so the rate of descent will increase (unless the power setting is increased). 

As in a climbing turn, the wings travel the same vertical distance, but differing horizontal distances. This spiral path followed 
by the wings means that the inner wing has a higher angle of attack than the outer wing. The increased lift on the inner wing 
tends to roll the aircraft out of the turn. This means that in a descending turn, aileron may have to be 'held on' to prevent the 
aircraft rolling out of the turn; i.e. in a descending left turn, a little left aileron may be needed to maintain the angle of bank. 

During a descending turn, the inner wing has a 
greater angle of attack than the outer wing, and 
so produces more liftDescending 

-

~ Effect of Offset Seating 

Most modern training aircraft have side-by-side seating. One practical effect of this is that, when viewed from the left-hand 
seat, the nose attitude appears to be higher in a left turn than in a right turn. 

Seated on the left-hand side of the cockpit, the 
nose attitude appears to be higher in a left turn 
than in a right turn 

~Turning on to Selected Headings 
- Using the Heading Indicator 

Initially you \.VilJ turn on to a new heading using external references, such as 
a major landmark, to mark the new heading. As you become more practised 
at turning, you will turn on to selected headings using the heading indicator 
as a reference. You will need to anticipate your roll-out before reaching the 
desired heading. As a rule of thumb, halve your angle of bank and use that 
figure to anticipate your roll-out. So, in 300 bank turn, start rolling out of the 
turn when within 150 of the desired heading. 

Required 
heading 

During a 30° angle of bank turn , start rolling out 
of the turn within 15° of the required heading 



Exercise 9 - Turning9.6 

~Turning on to Selected Headings 
- Using the Compass 

During a turn, the magnetic compass is subject to errors,-meaning that it 
is not displaying the actual heading. These errors are not significant on 
Easterly or Westerly headings - so you can just turn until the compass 
shows East (090) or West (270). When turning on to Southerly or 
Northerly headings, the errors are at a maximum. The rule of thumb to 
allow for these errors is summarised as UNOS: 

Undershoot North Overshoot South 

The amount of under/overshoot should be 300 less or more than the 
heading, so for example when turning from West (270) to North (360), you 
should undershoot by rolling out of the turn when the compass reads 330. 
When turning from East (090) to South (180) you should overshoot the 
heading by rolling out of the turn when the compass reads 210. 

The UNOS rule applies only in the Northern hemisphere . In the 
Southern hemisphere the rule is reversed, so that you should undershoot 
South and overshoot North. 

UNDERSHOOT 

NORTH 


330 030 

W:-+------"'------I- E 

When turning with reference to the compass: 
Undershoot North 

OVERSHOOT 

SOUTH 


N 

W Tt------,,;:----t-" E 

210 s 150 

When turning with reference to the compass: 
Overshoot South 



Flight Exercise 

Turning 

!> Purpose 

The purpose of this exercise is to learn to tu rn the aircraft on to selected headings during level, climbing or descending flight. 

!> Airmanship 

Lookout 

/0- - - -0- - - - -0 - - -0...... 

Complete a full lookout BEFORE starting a turn 

As always, lookout is the primary airmanship consideration. Always look out before turning, every time. Do this lookout 
in an ordered way. Start by looki ng over your shoulder in the direction of the turn. Then scan across, to look over your 
other shoulder and back across for a final check in the direction of intended turn. 

Maintain the lookout scan throughout the turn and visually check the area you will be flying into as you roll out on to the 
new heading. If you are flying in high-wing aircraft, a lot of visibility is lost into the turn once the inner wing lowers. 

When flying a high-wing aircraft it is common practice to 'lift' the wing slightly to clear the area visually before turning. 

Lookout BEFORE turning is particularly 
important in a high-wing aircraft 

Orientation 

During a series of turns, it is quite possible to get disorientated and to lose some of your sense of direction. After each turn, 
orientate yourself by reference to local landmarks and keep a mental check of the heading required to return to the airfield. 



9.8 
Entering the turn 

Turning 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT before starting the turn. 

0 0 

Use the ailerons to roll in the 
desired direction, with a litlle 

rudder in the same sense. 

To Summarise: 

BANK 

BALANCE 

BACK PRESSURE 00 
00 
 LOOKOUT 


When 3~' angle of bank is atlained, 
centralise the control cotumn, (with a litlle 
increased back pressure). to stop the roll 

and reduce amount of rudder applied. 



9.9 
Maintaining the turn 

Turning 

,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------, 

, 

I 


r 

r. 

00 
00 

Maintain LOOKOUT 
especially into the turn. 

00 
00 

Maintain angle of bank using the 
ailerons. 

Note: It is not usual to trim 

during the turn because it is a 

transient manoeuvre. 

To Summarise: 

BANK 

BALANCE 

BACK PRESSURE 

LOOKOUT 

00 
0 0 

Maintain balance with the rudder 
pedals - reference to the balance 

ball. 

00 
00 

Maintain level flight through back 
pressure on the control column. 



----

9.10 
Returning to straight flight 

Turning 

~. Q ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.-~ 

-- 000
.000 \'\ 

00 00 00 
00 00 D el 

LOOKOUT into the area you will be Use co·ordinated aileron andAnticipate rollout by 15', by
flying into. nudder to roll out of the turn. reference to an external landmark 

or heading indicator. 

@J 0 

.'.'~ 

000 
000 

00 
00 

As the wings level, release the back 
pressure to return to the level attitude. 
Make minor corrections as necessary. 

LOOKOUT 



9.11 r 
The climbing turn 

Turning 

~., 

,t ' 
00 
00 

In an established climb note the nose 

attitude and rate·of·climb. 


LOOKOUT before starting the lurn. 


00 
00 

Use co-ordinated aileron and rudder 
to roll into the lurn. 

Limil angle of bank to 15°, 

00 
00 

Pitch to a lower nose atlilude to 
maintain the climb airspeed. 

00 
00 

Note the lower nose at1ilude and 
reduced rate of climb. 

00 
0 0 

Maintaining balance with the rudder 
pedals is important. 

000 
0 00 

00 
00 

When rolling oul of the lurn, pitch up 
to the climbing attitude to maintain the 

climb airspeed, 

LOOKOUT 



9.12 Fli9htgl The descending turn 

Turning 

00 
00 

Note the lower nose attitude and 
increased rate of descent. 

00 
00 

In an established descent, note the 
nose attitude and rate 01 descent 

LOOKOUT belore beginning the turn. 

00 
00 

When rolling out 01 the turn, adjust 
nose attitude to maintain the glide 

airspeed. 

LOOKOUT 

00 
00 

Use co-ordinated aileron and rudder 
to roll into the turn. 

00 
00 

Pitch to a lower nose attitude to 
maintain the glide airspeed. 



9.13 
The slipping turn 

Turning 

! 

I 

r 

00 
· 0 

00 
00 
In an established descending turn, 

note nose attitude and rate of 
descent. 

The greater the 'slip', the greater 
the rate of descent. 

o00· 
Gradually introduce 'top' rudder 

(opposite to direction of turn) until 
slipping sensation is lelt. 

Use rudder to bring the aircraft back 
into balance, adjust nose aWtude to 

maintain glide airspeed. 
LOOKOUT 

00 o00· o · 
Pitch to a lower nose attitude to Note increased rate of descent. 
maintain airspeed, use aileron 

to maintain angle of bank. 



9.15 

Conclusion 

During this exercise you will have learnt to turn the aircraft smoothly and accurately on to selected heaclings. In climbing 
and descencling turns, the extra element of levelling out at a selected level will be introduced and so you wi ll learn to plan 
ahead and co-orclinate your actions. 

You should apprecia te some of the aerodynamic factors affecting an aircraft when turning, particularly adverse yaw and 
the reduced airspeed margin over stall speed. 

During the circuit f1ying that will soon follow, all the basic f1ight manoeuvres will be practised in each short circuit and 
you will soon be able to f1y with increasing ease, confidence and accuracy. 





Slow flight 


t 

During this exercise you will learn to ny the aircraft at slow airspeeds, just 5-10 knots faster than the stall speed. The stall 
airspeed is that at which the angle of attack at the wing becomes so great that lift begins to decrease and the aircraft can 
no longer sustain level night. This is a rather broad definition for now, but the whole subject of stalling is explained more 
comprehensively at the supplement to this section and in the next exercise (lOb - Stalling). 

To control the aircraft safely at slow airspeeds you will have to develop your co-ordination skills, particularly in keeping 
the aircraft in balance using the rudder and co-ordinating the use of power and attitude to maintain the specified airspeed 
in level, climbing, descending and turning night. T his exercise is all about awareness of slow night. It is not intended to 
encourage you to regularly ny at such slow airspeed. Rather, it fulfils two purposes: 

1 To become aware of the symptoms of night at a critically slow airspeed. 

2 To be able to control the aircraft safely at a slow airspeed whilst accelerating to faster airspeed i.e. when recovering from 
an unintentional loss of airspeed. 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~ Definition of Slow Flight I> Purpose 

~The Forces During Slow Flight I> Airmanship 

~ Effect of Controls During Slow Flight I> Controlled Flight Slowing to Critically 
Slow Airspeed 

~Manoeuvring In Slow Flight 
I> Application of Full-power to Achieve 

~ Distractions During Slow Flight 
Normal Climb 

Conclusion 

Principles of flight supplement 



Background briefing 

~ Definition of Slow Flight 

For the purposes of this flight exercise, slow flight means an airspeed 5 knots faster than the stalling speed. Stalling speed is 
most often defined as VsO or Vs I, which are the stalling speeds of the aircraft under a defined set ofcircumstances. VsO relates 
to the stalling speed at maximum weight, with full flap, wings level and power off. Vs I is the stalling speed at maximum weight 
with nil £lap, wings level and power ofT. VsO and Vsl will be stated in the aircraft's POH/FM and are also marked on the 
airspeed indicator (AS!). Vsl marks the slowest end of the green arc and VsO marks the slowest end of the white arc. 

VSO ( Bottom of White Arc) 

.(P\r--- VSI (Bottom of Green Arc) 

The VsO and Vs1 stalling speeds as marked on 
the Air Speed Indicator (ASI) 

~The Forces During Slow Flight 

To !ly level at a slow airspeed, an aircraft still has to produce enough lift to balance weight. As the airspeed has been 
reduced, the pilot has to increase some other lift-producing fac tor to compensate - this other factor is the angle of attack. 

L L 
- - - ---~------- ------------~----------

OIl ~4J ~"3ll-
__ 100 

__ L::~ 

o 

Normal cruise airspeed Slow Flight 

angle of attack +40 angle of attack +100 

The slower the airspeed, the greater the angle of 
attack required to produce the same amount of lift 

At the normal cruising airspeed, the wing will need an angle of attack of only 40 or so to produce the lift required for level 
!light. Once at these critically slow airspeeds, the angle of attack \vill need to be nearer 100 to produce the lift required for 
level flight. This increase in angle of attack increases the INDUCED drag created by the wing. 
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l
r SPEED 
r 
~ 

To see why this is important, we must look again at the power-required curves. 


Slow flight can be regarded as flight when the airspeed is below the minimum power-required airspeed (power required = 
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t Parasite Drag 
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Parasite drag increases with speed 

Induced drag is greatest at the slowest airspeed 

drag x airspeed). 
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Total Drag 

SPEED 

I 

The distinct shape of the total drag curve means 
that once slower than-the minimum drag speed, a 
reduction in airspeed leads to an increase in drag 

Slow flight primarily concerns flight at less than 
the Minimum Power Required airspeed 

I Minimum Power Required Airspeed 
I 

I 

SPEED 
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When the airspeed is faster than the minimum power-required airspeed, a reduction in airspeed leads to a DECREASE 
in drag (and therefore a decrease in power required) . Thrust is now greater than drag and so the aircraft will accelerate 
back to its original airspeed. In this conclition the aircraft is speed-stable. 

PWhen flying faster than the Minimum Power o
Required airspeed, the aircraft is speed-stable W 

E 
R 

SPEED 

I 

I Minimum Power Required Speed 
I 

SPEED STABLE 
To fly more slowly, LESS power is 
required. 

When the airspeed is slower than the minimum power-required airspeed, a reduction in airspeed leads to an INCREASE 
in drag (and so an increase in power required). Drag is now greater than thrust and the aircraft will con tinue to decelerate. 
In this conclition the aircraft is speed-unstabl e - to fl y more slowly you actually need more power! 

PSlower than the Minimum Power Required o
airspeed, the aircraft is speed unstable W 

E 
J Minimum Power Required Speed 
.I

R 

SPEED 

SPEED UNSTABLE 
To fly slower, MORE 
power is required. 

Pilots of high-performance aircraft often refer to this conclition as 'Oying on the back of the drag curve' - which conveys 
the feeling well. 
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~ Effect of Controls During Slow Flight 

You will remember from exercise 4 that at slow airspeeds the flying controls are less effective. They feel 'sloppy' and bigger 
control movements are needed. 

The ailerons can be very ineffective at slow airspeeds. Furthermore, in a slow airspeed/high angle-of-attack situation, 
adverse yaw (described in exercise 9) is far more pronounced, especialJy with large aileron deflections, i.e. when rolling 
into or out of a turn. 

The rudder is also less effective at slow ai rspeeds and coarser use of the rudder pedals may be necessary. 

The elevator/stabilator is the most powerful of the three primary flying controls. As well as controlling the attitude, the 
tailplane or stabilator provides stability in pitch. The elevator or stabilator is, of course, less effective at slow airspeeds. In 
addition the high angle of attack of the wing can produce a considerable 'downwash' over the tail, altering its angle of 
attack and therefore the lift force produced by the tailplane. The effect of downwash is generalJy more noticeable on a 
high-wing aircraft than a low-wing aircraft. 

A high angle of attack increases the down wash 
over the tail, altering the effectiveness of the 
elevators. This is particularly noticeable in high 
wing, low-tailplane aircraft 

The slipstream will alter the feel and effectiveness of the rudder and the 
elevator/stabilator (except on a 'T'-tail aircraft where the elevator is 
outside the slipstream). At slow airspeeds the helix of the slipstream is 
much tighter around the fuselage and its effect more pronounced . 
Changes in power setting at slow airspeeds will have a more noticeable 
yawing effect, which the pilot will have to anticipate and correct. 

Raising and lowering of flap is another factor to consider more ca.refully 
during slow flight. The change in drag (and therefor change in airspeed) 
is more critical at these slower airspeeds. Do not raise the flaps if the 
airspeed is below Vs I - the flaps-up stalling airspeed (ie the bottom of the 
green arc on the ASI). 

All control movements should be smooth and co-ordinated. Harsh and 
excessive control movements must be avoided. 

Slow Airspeed 

Fast Airspeed 

At slow airspeeds the helix of the Slipstream has 
a greater yawing effect 
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~ Manoeuvring in Slow Flight 

During flight at slow airspeed, maintaining the selected airspeed and balanced flight are all-important. Any change in 
power setting will have a pronounced yawing eITect, which the pilot must anticipate and correct. Similarly, when turning 
the increased adverse yaw needs to be compensated for by the pilot. 

We return to the maxim that Power + Attitude = Performance. To Oy level, the required power is set and the attitude 
adjusted to attain the target airspeed. It may be necessary to make small adjustments to the power and attitude to stay level 
at the selected airspeed. An excess of power will cause the aircraft to climb, while too little power will cause the aircraft to 
descend. Attitude is controlling airspeed, power is controlling height/altitude. 

During a turn, the small loss of airspeed normally acceptable is no longer safe so , the aircraft is pitched nose-down to 
maintain airspeed and power is added (during a level turn) to stop the aircraft descending. During slow flight , turns are 
normally made at no more than 15° angle of bank due to the increase in stalling speed as angle of bank increases. 

It is worth repeating that during all these manoeuvres, keeping the aircraft in balance using the rudder and maintenance 
of the selected airspeed through attitude are all-important. 

~ Distractions During Slow Flight 

With practice you will soon be able to control the aircraft safely a t these slow airspeeds, albeit with some concentration. 
However, the danger of Oying too slowly often manifests itself when the pilot is distracted from the primary task of Oying 
the aircraft by some secondary factor (i.e. radio calls, talking to passengers, map reading, positioning in the circuit etc.). 
Your instructor will simulate a number of distractions to demonstrate to you how important it is to make the actual Oying 
of the aircraft your Number one priority at all times. 



Flight Exercise 

Slow flight 

t> Purpose 

To learn the symptoms of flight at a critically slow airspeed and to learn to control the aircraft at this slow airspeed. 

t> Airmanship 

HASElL checks 

All the major airmanship points relating to this flight exercise are covered by use of the HAS ELL check. Before beginning 
the flight exercise you should carry out a HASELL check. In detail the check is as below: 

H Height 

A Airframe 


S Security 


E Engine 


L Location 
r 
r. 

A 

B 

C 

C 

L Lookout 

sufficient height above the ground must be maintained - your instructor will decide the 
minimum height for fl ying this exercise. 

Height = Safety 

flaps should be set as required. Brakes should be ofT (this may be very important on some 
aircraft types). 

check there are no loose articles in the cockpit , and nothing to impede the full and free 
movement of the controls (i.e. f1ightboards on the knees etc.). Hatches should be secure and 
harnesses reasonably tight. If possible the Oight instrument gyros (the HI and Al) should be 
caged (i.e. locked in position). This is often not possible in modern aircraft. 

mixture should be rich and carbu rettor heat will need to be set to hot at low power setting. Due 
to the slow airspeed, engine temperatures and pressures should be closely monitored. If the 
aircraft has an electric fuel pump, this should be switched on and the fuel tank with the greatest 
conten ts selected. 

ABCC 

you should remain: 

not in the vicinity of an active Airfield 

not over Built up areas 

clear of Clouds 

outside Controlled airspace 

maintain a good lookout. Visually clear the area you will be manoeuvring in by looking all 
around. This is usually done by a complete 3600 turn, or two 1800 turns, checking at your level, 
above and below. 
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flight 

As the exercise progresses, an abbreviated 'HELL' check can be used 
between each manoeuvre: 

Height 


Engine 


Location 


Lookout 


The full HAS ELL check may seem a little excessive fo r this flight 
exercise. However it does need to be learnt for the following flight 
exercises when its use is most important. 

During the HAS ELL checks it will be necessary 
to turn the aircraft to visually clear the area all 
around the aircraft; checking at the aircraft's 
level , above and below 



Controlled flight slowing to 
critically slow airspeed 

10.9 

Slow 

Aight 

~, ~I ~ ~I 
~. 


00 
00 

Complete HASELL checks before 
beginning slow flight 

Select an aiming point ahead. 

00 
00 

POWER 
Reduce power to slow flight seHing. 

Maintain balanced flight 

ATTITUDE 
Pitch up to maintain level flight until 

target airspeed is reached. 

00 
00 

TRIM 
Trim to relieve any control forces. 

r 

, r 
r 00 

00 
Note slower airspeed and less 

effective flying controls. 

To summarise: 

POWER 

ATTITUDE 

TRIM 

-Cross-check altimeter and 

airspeed indicator. 

-Make minor corrections as 

necessary. 

LOOKOUT 



Application of full-power 
to achieve normal climb 

00 
00 

00 
00 

ATTITUDE 
Maintain altitude to allow airspeed 
to increase. Once target climbing 
airspeed is attained, pitch up to 

climb attitude. 

000 
000 

00 
00 

TRIM 
Trim for the new airspeed. 

POWER 
Steadily increase to full power. 

In slow flight, LOOKOUT before Mainlain balanced flight using 
beginning the manoeuvre. extemal.reference and balance 

indicator. 

To summarise: 

Power 


Attitude 


Trim 

- Cross-check airspeed indicator 

and balance indicator. 

- Make minor corrections as 
necessary. 

LOOKOUT 



I 
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Conclusion 

The most immediate benefit from this exercise will be fe lt during the next few flights. You will recognise the symptoms of 
a critically slow airspeed and be able to control the aircraft safely a t this speed. These skills will be needed during the 
approach to a stall and recovery from a stall. 

Soon, when you begin circuit flying, the period just after take-off and just before landing will also require the use of your 
slow-flight skills. 

Slow flight is not an operational exercise - except in the training syllabus you "vould not want to fly deliberately so close 
to the stalling speed for any length of time unless you had a very good reason. 

t 

; 

r 

, 
, r 
t 



10.13 Principles of flight supplement 

The pressure differential is not evenly clistributed around the aerofoil. In fact, the greatest pressure clifferential both above 
and below the wing is concentrated towards the forward part of the wing. As the angle of attack changes, so the 
clistribution of the pressure clifferential changes. Lift is said to act through a point known as the centre ofpressure (CP). A5 
the angle of attack increases, the lift force is concentrated closer to the leading edge of the wing and the CP moves forward. 

This all takes place because of the viscosity of the air. Air is not as viscous (sticky) as, say, treacle; but it is viscous enough 
to follow the contours of the wing and so curve the airflow. Lift is created in this fashion until the angle of attack becomes 
too high and the airflow stops following the contours of the wing and separates from it. Once the airflow has separated 
from the wing, lift is no longer being efficiently created from that part of the wing. The type of wing section used on a 
training aircraft is designed to have reasonably mild and preclictable stalling characteristics. With this type of aerfoil, 
separation of the airflow starts at the rear of the wing, as the angle of attack increases. With an increasing angle of attack, 
the separation point moves forward and more lift is lost from the rear of the wing until the total lift produced by the wing 
begins to decrease. Note that lift does not completely vanish, but there is a marked reduction in lift and the aircraft is no 
longer producing enough to sustain level flight. The angle of attack at which this marked reduction in lift occurs is called 
the critical angle ofattack. 

The contribution to lift attributed to the 
angle of attack is most commonly referred to 

CRITICAL as the coefficient of lift - Cl. Drawn on a 

ANGLE OF ATTACK graph, you can see that as the angle of attack 
increases, so the Cl increases. This confirms 
what the pilot already knows from the slow 
flight exercise; if one of the factors that affects 
lift (e.g. airspeed) is reduced, another (e.g. 
angle of attack) has to be increased for the 
same amount of lift to be produced. 

Increasing the angle of attack to increase the 
Cl works well- up to a point. That point is the 
critical angle of attack. Once the critical angle 
of attack is reached and passed, a further 

C 
L 

increase in angle of attack actually leads to a 
DECREASE in Cl as the airflow separates 
from the wing and so total lift is reduced. The 
critical angle of attack marks the stall. 

As angle of attack increases, lift increases - up 
to a certain point. As the angle of attack 
approaches the critical angle, airflow begins to 
separate from the rear of the wing. As the angle 
of attack increases past the critical point, 
increased airflow separation means that lift 
begins to reduce 

-2 0 5 10 

Angle of Attack 

Jt 
----::::.-~. 
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10;14 Exercise 100 - Slow flight 

~ Angle of Attack 

It is obvious from the foregoing that angle of attack is a vital factor in the production of lift, so we should explore it a little 
more closely. 

T he basic definition of angle of a ttack used until now has been tha t it is the angle at which the airflow meets the wing. To 
be more precise, angle of attack is the angle at which the relative airflow meets the chord line of the aerfoil. T he chord 
line is a straight line drawn through the aerfoil section from its leading edge to the trailing edge. 

Now it can be seen tha t the pilot ac tually has two ways of alter ing the angle of attack. He can alter the aircraft's 
attitude, thus prese nting the wings to the ai rflow at a different angle, or he can in principal alter the shape of the 
leading or trailing edge of the wing to move the chord line, thus altering the angle of attack even though the airflow 
is still coming from the same direction. 

Altering the trailing edge of the wing is, of course, exactly what the pi lot does when he lowers the flaps or moves the 
ailerons . The same is true of other flying controls not attached to the wing, such as the elevator. Even the fin/rudder is, 
after all , essentially a wing, but mounted vertically on the aircraft instead of horizontally. When the pilot deflects the 
rudder, the change in the chord line (and so the angle of attack) and the change in camber (curvature) of the fin/rudder 
produces lift in one rurection or another. 

Chord line 

---------~-- --~ 
~D 

Angle of Attack 

By altering the shape of the wing (e.g. with flaps 
or ailerons), the pilot can alter both the camber ~ (curvature) of the wing and the angle of attack. 

--- -- --- -- - - --~ ~-... 
Angle of Attack 

Chord line 
--~----------~ 

-- - - -- ~~-----
Angle of Attack 



10.15 Principles of flight supplement 

~In Summary 

You should now appreciate that lift is created by airflow above and below the wing. It is the pressure difTerential that is 
the essence of lift. 

Creation of lift works over a fairly limited range of angles of attack. The exact limits depend on the shape and design of 
the wing'. Once the critical angle of attack is exceeded, there is a marked loss of lift and the wing has stalled. 

~And Finally 

The concept of lift is not a simple matter. A detailed exploration of the subject is well outside the scope of this book and 
well into gas laws, physics, advanced mathematics and serious head-scratching. 

Ifyou want to know more about lift, without leaving the ground, you will need access to either: 

A A functional wind tunnel, or 

B A friend with a car 

Assuming that B is more likely, get your friend to drive the car at a reasonable speed, whilst you hold your hand out of an 
open window (maybe you did this last as a child). Keep your fingers together with your hand flat and hold it level to the 
airflow. As you slowly increase the angle of attack of your hand, you can FEEL the lift - your hand may even try to float 
up. Increase the angle of attack too far and you will feel a great resistance (drag), your hand will stop floating and instead 
try to pull your arm right back - your hand has exceeded its critical angle of attack. Reduce the angle of attack, the drag 
reduces, lift returns and your hand is floating once more . 

..aotLift 
Learning about lift the easy way. 

~ 
Airflow 

And this is what you really need to know about lift and stalling. 


There are two important things to remember whilst you are discovering lift in this way: 


r 1 Your arm is likely to be longer than when you last did this as a child. Lookout for hedges, lamp-posts, other cars etc. 
~.. 

r 2 If somebody asks what you are doing with your arms stuck out of a moving car, think twice before telling them that you 

, 
t 
~ 

are learning to fly. 

, 
, ~ 

r 
~ .. 





Stalling 


A well-known aviation writer was once asked what he considered the three most important factors in night safety. He 
replied "Airspeed, airspeed and airspeed"; and he's got a point. Whilst the aircraft is being flown at a safe airspeed, the 
pilot is able to control the aircraft and remain in command of the situation. If the aircraft is allowed to stall, the rapid 
descent and possible control problems mean that th e pilot has in fact lost control of the aircraft; until tha t is rectified, 
nothing else really matters. 

The flight exercise is normally split over two nights, beginning wi th basic stalls and recoveries, later moving on to stalls in 
various configurations and manoeuvres. Once you are able to make safe recoveries from full stalls, the emphasis will be 
on recovering to normal night at the first symptom of the approaching stall-recovery at the incipient stage. 

Many students approach this exercise with some trepidation-which is basically fear of the unknown. In fact you will find 
that stalling is not a violent manoeuvre . Your instructor may have demonstrated a stall to you in a previous night exercise, 
so you will have seen how gentle the whole process can be. 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

I 

~The Forces in a Stall 

~ Control Effectiveness During the Stall 

~ Factors Affecting Stalling Airspeed 

~Wing Drop at the Stall 

~ Symptoms of the Approaching Stall 

~ Symptoms of the Stall 

~The Standard Stall Recovery 

~The Secondary Stall I, 
~The Departure Stall 

! 
r 

~The Recovery From the Incipient Stall 

~The Quasi-stall 

~ 

I> Purpose 

I> Airmanship 

I> The Stall and Recovery Without Power 

I> The Stall and Standard Stall Recovery 

I> The Stall With Power 

I> The Stall With Flap 

I>The Stall With Power and Flap (the 

Approach Configuration) 

I> Recovery At the Incipient (Developing) 

Stall 

Conclusion 



6~1 Background briefing 

~The Forces In a Stall L 

The stall occurs when there is a marked loss of lift from the wings, 
leading to a rapid loss of height and aircraft control problems. 
AI though stalling is usually referred to in terms of airspeed, the stall 
in fact occurs whenever the critical angle of attack is exceeded. As 
few light aircraft carry an angle of attack indicator, the primary 
reference becomes airspeed. In quoting a stall airspeed we are actally 
referring to an airspeed a t which the critical angle of attack occurs 
under a defined set of circumstances (e.g. wings level, power off, 
maximum weight etc.). You must appreciate that the stall can occur 
at Al"\TY airspeed, if the critical angle of attack is exceeded. 

In normal f1ight, as the angle of attack increases the Centre of 
Pressure (CP) moves forward. As the critical angle of attack is 
reached, the CP moves rapidly rearwards. The rearward movement 
of the CP and the marked loss of lift at the stall cause the aircraft to 
pitch nose-down - even if the control column is held fully back. This 
pitching nose-down (sometimes referred to as the 'g' break) is a 
symptom of the full stall. 

As angle of attack increases, Centre of Pressure (CP) moves forward. At 
the stall , the centre of pressure moves rapidly rearwards. The slower the 
airspeed, the greater the angle of attack required to produce the same 
amou nt of lift 

~ Control Effectiveness During the Stall 

At slow airspeeds the flying contro ls are less effective, larger control movements are needed and the controls feel 'sloppy'. 

vVhen we refer to the stall , we could more accurately refer to the wing stall because it is the wings that produce most lift, 
and the stall occurs when the lift from the wings reduces markedly. The flying controls themselves do not necessarily stall 
when the wing does; in fact the aircraft designer will take great care to try to ensure that they do not. 

The fin and rudder a re mounted vertically, so they do not stall in the same axis as the wing and should remain effective 
throughout the stall and recovery. H owever, this is not to say that it is no t possible to stall th e fin and rudder. In certain 
circu mstances (such as a very steep sideslip using full rudder) it may be possible to stall the fin and rudder, leading to a 
loss of directional control. 

The tailplane and elevator (or stabilator) is the primary control for recovering from the stall. The aircraft designer will 
ensure that even after the wings stall, the tailplane and elevator (or stabiJator) remains effective so that the pilot retains the 
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means to recover from the stall. 

The situation in respect of the ailerons, being mounted on the \vings, is a little more complex. Ailerons operate by altering 
the angle of attack of part of the wing, thereby increasing or decreasing lift of that wing. "Vhen an aileron is lowered, the 
angle of attack is increased. If the angle of attack of the wing was already close to the critical angle, lowering the aileron 
could actually cause the angle of attack to exceed the critical angle, stalling that part of the wing. As a result of this and 
also the effect of aileron drag (which causes adverse yaw) the ailerons tend to be ineffective throughout the stall and are 
not used during the stall recovery. 

~ Factors Affecting Stalling Airspeed 

The stall airspeeds quoted in the flight manual and marked on the airspeed indicator as VsO (bottom of white arc) and Vsl 
(bottom of green arc) are only valid in a very specific set of circumstances. Many factors can affect the actual stall airspeed 
(i.e. the speed at which the critical angle of attack is reached). Remember, the aircraft "VILL stall, whatever the airspeed, 
if the critical angle of attack is exceeded. 

- flaps/slats/slot 

The use of \'ling trailing-edge flaps or \ving leading-edge slats increases lift at a given airspeed and so the aircraft can be 
flown more slowly before stalling - the stalling airspeed is reduced. Fixed slots, built into the wing leading edge, have a 
similar effect. 

- power 

"Vhen power is applied, a component of thrust acts in the same direction as lift to oppose weight. In addition the propeller 
slipstream increases the airflow speed around the inner \ving, increasing lift a little there. 

As power is increased, stalling speed is decreased. 

- altitude 

L 

\\ 
A component of thrust acts in With power applied in the approach to the stall, 
the same direction as lift. a component of thrust acts with lift, so the 

stalling speed is reduced ~·{.::c-~~l~·.~~-i ·- - u-- · 0 \QJ 

w 

I Regardless of increased altitude and reduced air density, the stalling speed in terms of indicated airspeed-lAS-i.e. the 

I 
t airspeed reading on the airspeed indicator (ASI) remains the same. 

Indicated stall airspeed at sea level Indicated stall airspeed at 10,000 feet. 

The INDICATED stalling speed remains the 
same regardless of altitude 

ASI ASI 
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- load factor & manoeuvring 

The load factor acting on an aircraft has a clirect effect on the stalling speed. In normal level flight, Lift = Weight and the 
load factor is I. The VsO and Vs I speeds are calculated on the basis of a load factor of l. 

If a pilot wants the aircraft to follow a curved path-such as a turn, pulling out of a dive or some other manoeuvre-he 
increases lift (by increasing angle of attack) to provide the necessary centripetal force. The force is felt by the pilot as 'g'. 
Even in a moderate turn the total lift is greater than weight and so the load factor is greater than I. At small angles of 
bank, few pilots will notice the small increase in loading ('g'). However, as load factor increases, stall airspeed increases. 

\.. 

Pulling out of a dive, the increase in lift 
increases the load factor and the stall speed 
increases 

Stalling an aircraft by increasing the load factor (perhaps by suddenly pulling back on the control column) is known as an 
accelerated, high speed or dynamic stall. This type of stall is less likely than a slow-speed stall because of the greater control 
forces needed to reach the critical angle of attack. Intentional stalling in this way may be prohibited in the aircraft you are 
flying because of the stresses imposed on the aircraft structure. 

- turning flight 

When the aircraft is turning, the load factor is increased. The steeper the 75 0 Angle of Bank 
Wings Level Level Turn 

angle of bank in the turn, the greater the load factor. At around 75° angle 
of bank in a level turn the load factor is 4 (or 4 'g') and the stall airspeed 
is doubled. 

- effect of weight 

Increased weight has to be opposed by increased lift to maintain level 
flight. At any airspeed, more lift must therefore be produced by the 

Stall Airspeed 45 Knols. Stall Airspeed 90 Knots.aircraft. This increase in lift is created by increasing the angle of attack. It 
follows that a heavier aircraft has a higher angle of attack at a set airspeed As angle of bank is increased, in a turn stall 
than a lighter one and, as the aircraft slows down, the heavier aircraft speed increases 

reaches the cri tical angle ofattack at a faster airspeed than the lighter one. 
The heavier the weight, the faster the stalling speed. 

Lift 700 Kg 

lift 500 Kg 

ir 
Angle of Attack 6° _ '. AngleofAtt~~ 4°_ ~ 

~---,
The greater the weight, the greater the angle of 

Weight 500 Kg Jattack at a given airspeed.Therefore the critical 
angle of attack is reached at a faster airspeed 90 Knots Airspeed Weight 700 Kg 

by a heavy aircraft than by a lighter one 90 Knots Airspeed 

L 

jJe 
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- effect of centre of gravity 

The position of the centre of gravity \¥ill alter the amount of downforce produced by the tailplane/stabilator. As this 
downforce opposes the lift produced by the wings, a greater downforce from the tailplane/stabilator reduces the total lift 
opposing weight; the stalling speed is faster. 

I 

At a forward centre of gravity, the stalling speed 
is increased 

FORWARD CENTRE OF GRAVITY REAR CENTRE OF GRAVITY 

Greater downlorce from tail plane. Less down force from tailplane. 


The greatest downforce is needed at the most forward centre of gravity. So a forward centre of gravity INCREASES stall 
speed. Within the permitted centre of gravity range, the actual difference in stalling speeds is little more than a couple of 
knots. 

- effect of ice/wing damage 

If there is any ice or frost on the wing, or if the wing is damaged in any way (especially at the leading edge) the aerodynamic 
qualities of the wing will be altered. The stall speed will be increased and the stall characteristics will be altered -usually 
for the worse. 

- gusts/turbulence 

The effect of a sudden gust can be to increase the angle of attack of a part of the wing, causing it to exceed the critical 
angle. In practice this effect is momentary and it is highly unusual for an aircraft to enter a fu ll stall because of a gust. 
However, it is common practice to increase airspeed slightly during the climb after take-off, or during the approach to 
land, if conditions are gusty. 

--- ---~ 

- --'- - ----~ - ----.
.,MiH' a 

A gust from a different direction than the main 
airilow may momentarily cause the wing to 
exceed the critical angle of attack 

~Wing Drop at The Stall 

It is desi rable for the \'lings to stay level throughout the stall and recovery. If one wing stalls before the other, the aircraft 
will roll and yaw towards that \'ling-this is referred to as a wing drop. A wing drop will increase the loss of height during 
a stal l, and the recovery from the stall takes longer. Several factors make a wing drop at the stall more likely. 

- the use of power 

The use of power increases the ya\'ling moment (usually to the left when the propeller is rotating clockwise). This ya\'ling 
moment is mostly caused by the slipstream effect, which is more' pronounced at slow airspeeds although other factors such 
as gyroscopic effect and torque effect are also present. In addition to these effects, the slipstream around the inner wings 
increases lift there and makes it more likely that an outer wing section will stall first. All these factors make a \'ling drop 
more likely during a power-on stall, usually to the left (in an aircraft \'lith a clockwise-rotating propeller). 
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- the use of flaps 

The lowering of flap a lters the lift 
distribution over the wings. This change in 
the lift distribution across the wingspan 
makes a wing drop at the stall more likely. 

Lowering flaps alters the lift distribution across 
the wing span and makes a wing drop at the 
stall more likely 

- unbalanced flight 

Unbalanced flight is possibly the prime factor leading to a wing drop at 
the stal l. Unbalanced flight during the approach to the stall greatly 

Unbalanced (un-coordinated) increases the chance of one wing stalling before the other. The solution is 
flight makes a wing drop at the quite simple. Use the rudder to keep the balance ball central and the 

stall more likely. aircraft in balance. 

- turning flight 

·When turning there is an increased tendency for the wing to drop at the stall, but not in the way you might expect. In a 
balanced level turn, the higher (outer) wing has a higher angle of attack than the lower wing. Therefore the higher wing 
will reach the critical angle of attack first and stall, actually roUing the aircraft out of the turn. Some older aircraft types 
(not modern training ai rcraft) may literally 'flick' out of a turn at the stall. 

However, the effect of power may also present in the turns. At a hig·h power setting, wi th the propeller rotating clockwise, 
the chances of the left wing dropping are increased, whichever way the aircraft is turning. Bear in mind, however, that it 
is impossible to give hard and fast rules about stall characteristics. The amount of power applied, the angle of bank, fuel 
tank balance, fl ying control positions etc can all have a marked effect on stalling behaviour in terms of a possible 'Acing 
drop. 

'Vith experience you will come to appreciate that different aircraft types have differing stall characte ristics and even 
individual aircraft of the same type often have their own handling 'quirks'. 

~ Symptoms of the Approaching Stall 

The pilot should become aware of the symptoms of the approach to the stall. The sense developed in this way will act as 
an early-warning system should you eve r get into a stalting situation unin tentionally. During the approach to the stall, one 
or more of the following symptoms should be e\cident: 

• criticallyislow airspeed, airspeed decreasing 

• stall warner operating 

.• sloppy, iAeffective controls 

• reduced Loise 
I 

• buffetingi as the airflow separates from the wing 

• unusuall~ high nose attitude for the manoeuvre being flown 
I 

(Note. the aircraft1s nose attitude is not directly related to the angle of attack. It is possible for the aircraft to stall with a 
nose-low attitude, or indeed any nose attitude, if the critical angle of attack is exceeded). 
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~ Symptoms of the Stall 

All of the symptoms of the approach to the stall continue right up to the stall itself. The stall is usually marked by the 
aircraft pitching nose-down (the 'g' break) even though the control column may be held fully back i.e. applying full up
elevator. A wing may drop and the aircraft will lose height. In addition to the symptoms present during the approach to 
the stall, one or more of the following symptoms will occur at the stall: 

• increased buffet 

• aircraft pitches nose-down 

• possible wing drop 

• aircraft descends 

~The Standard Stall Recovery 

By now you will appreciate that an aircraft stalls when the pilot brings the wings to the critical angle of attack. It follows 
that, to recover, the pilot must reduce the angle of attack to unstall the wings. This is done by moving the control column 
forward (although in practice you may only need to release the back pressure) even though the aircraft may already be 
pitching nose-down. If power is not being used in the recovery, the nose is lowered to the gliding attitude and the aircraft 
will accelerate back to flying airspeed. It is the unstalling of the wings that is the critical factor in the stall 
recovery. 

If you also experience a wing drop at the stall, you will realise from what has gone before that the use of aileron may make 
the situation worse rather than better. However not using aileron is easier said than done, because all your training up until 
now has taught you to use aileron to control roll. To contain the wing drop at the stall you should use opposite rudder 
while keeping the control column centralised (i.e. the ailerons neutral). Sufficient rudder should be used to prevent further 
yaw, and to minimise any further roll. Do not try to level the wings using the rudder-this will lead to excessive yaw, which 
is precisely what should be avoided at this point. When the wings have unstalled and the aircraft begins to accelerate, the 
ailerons can be used in the normal way to level the wings. 

The wing with the lowered aileron produces 
more drag than the other wing 

Adverse Yaw , 
~ 

D 
D 
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Use of aileron at the stall may have the reverse 
of the intended effect, REDUCING lift on the 
wing with the lowered aileron as the critical angle 
of attack is exceeded and causing the aircraft to 
roll the opposite way to the aileron applied 

High angle of attack 

Low angle of attack 

In the first recoveries you practise, the power will be left at idle throughout the stall and recovery. Once you have practised 
some recoveries without power and learned to appreciate that it is the uns talling of the wings with the elevator/stabilator 
that is the crucial factor, power can be used to accelerate the recovery and reduce the height loss. The use of power means 
that the aircraft does not have to ·be pitched nose-down as far during the recovery and the aircraft accelerates back to a 
safe airspeed quicker. 

Taking these elements together, a technique known as the Standard Stall Recovery has evolved. Learn the S.S.R. by heart, 
you should be able to use it instinctively: 

• move the control column forward (or release back pressure) 

• apply full power 

SIMULTANEOUSLY 

• use rudder to prevent further yaw and roll 

When the wings have unstalled and the airspeed is increasing: 

• level the wings using aileron 

• centralise the rudder 

• recover (gently) to the climb 
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~The Secondary Stall 

If the controls are handled too harshly during the recovery from the stall, it is possible to stall again-a secondary staJl. This 
can occur if the contro l column is moved back too quickly or too early when recovering from the descent, thus increasing 
the load factor and stalling the aircraft. Stalling the aircraft at a higher than normal stal l airspeed is also known as an 
accelerated, high speed or dynamic stall. Some aircraft are prohibited from intentionally stalling in this way. 

The Secondary Stall ~ 

~ ~ / -----------
/ ---~ 

~ Too fierce a pull up increases the load 
factor and the aircraft enters a 
secondary stall 

~The Departure Stall 

Stalling in a climb with full power is sometimes referred to as the departure stall because it may occur just after take-off if 
the pilot is not controlling airspeed properly. A feature of the departure stall is the very steep nose high attitude of the 
aircraft at the stall, much steeper than the normal climb attitude. 

A Departure Stall 

/ 
~ 

~ 

Runway 

~ The Recovery From the Incipient Stall 

Once you are thoroughly familiar with various stalls and the Standard Stall Recovery (SSR), the emphasis will be placed 
upon recovering at the incipient (developing) stage of the stall. After al l, there is no point in recognising that the aircraft is 
about to stall, then waiting for the full stall to develop so that you can do something about it! 

Your instructor will decide which symptom of the approaching stall should be taken as your signal to begin the recovery 
- normally stall-warner activation is chosen as the signal to begin the Standard Stall Recovery. The main differences in 
the SSR at the incipient stage are that the aircraft will not need to be pitched as far nose-down to get the aircraft 
accelerating and the height loss may be virtually nil. 

Your instructor will want to see that you can safely recover at the incipient stage, with the minimum loss of height, before 
moving on from this exercise. 

~The Quasi-Stall 

During the flight exercise your instructor may demonstrate a condition known as the quasi-stall-a semi-stalled condition. 
Usually the quasi-stall is set up using initial Oap and a small amount of power (i.e. the approach configuration) and then 
reducing the airspeed until the stall warner isjust about to activate. This is the sort offlight condition that might occur during 
a balloon after a badly handled landing or in the late stages of an approach if the pilot is not monitoring the airspeed closely 
enough. The aircraft does not appear to be stalled and some of the usual symptoms of the stall (e.g stall warner opera ting, 
nose drop, stall airspeed etc) are not present. However, you will find the flying controls are very ineffective and there is an 
excessive rate of descent. It is obvious that if you meet the runway at tIlls rate of descent, the aircraft could come off 
considerably the worse. The lessons of this demonstration will become apparent when you begin your circuit flying. 



Flight Exercise 

Stalling 

!> Purpose 

To. learn the symptams af the appraach to. the stall and the fuJI stall. To. learn to recover from a fully develaped sta ll and 
recaver at the incipient (developing) stage, in various canfiguratians and during variaus manoeuvres. 

!> Airmanship 

HAS ELL checks 

Carry a ut the HASELL checks as detailed in the previaus exercise and use HELL checks in between each stall. In terms 
af minimum height, the mast often quated is 'sufficient height to. be able to recover by nat less than 3000 feet above the 
ground'. 

This will nat be the same as 3000 feet QNH (i.e. abave sea level) so be aware of the level af the ground you are Oying aver. 
Practising stalling with insufficient height is plain dangerous: 

Height = Safety. 

The mare height yau have , the more time you have to. recaver from a stall and sort out any unexpected problems. 

Keep yourself orientated and stay aware of your locatian . It easy to. drift out of your intended operating area, especially 
when a strong wind is blowing. Remember that the wind at, say, 4000' is likely to. be much stronger than the surface wind. 

Aircraft loading 

The aircraft's POH/FM may place weight and CG Iimitatians for certain manoeuvres. Ensure that the aircraft is properly 
laaded for the manoeuvres you in tend to Oy and that thase manoeuvres are permitted. 

Be considerate 

The sound af an aircraft practising stalling may not be appreciated by those on the ground . As well as avaiding built-up 
areas, try to avoid using the same location for more than 10 to. 15 minutes a[ a time. 
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Stalling 

The stall and recovery without power 

00 
00 
Complete HASELL checks. 

Note altitude. 

LOOKOUT 

00 
00 

Select carb heat to hot. 
Close the throttle completely. 

Maintain bafanced flight. 

I ~ 

Gradually raise the nase attitude to 
prevent desent. 

Note reducing airspeed. 
Maintain balanced flight. 

Note symptoms of an approach to the stall: 
Critically slow airspeed 

Ineffective controls 
Buffeting 

Stall warner operating 

00 0000 
0 0 0000 

Release back pressure on the control 
column to unstalilhe wings. As airspeed increases note loss ofAt the stall the aircraH pitches 

Prevent any further roll or yaw with height-probably at least 500 feet. nose-down, even with the control 
the rudder pedals. column held back. 



The stall and standard stall recovery 
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Stalling 

00 
00 
Complete HAS ELL checks. 

Note altitude. 

LOOKOUT 

00 
0 0 
Recover gently to the climb. 
Note much reduced loss of 
height-probably 200 teet. 

00 
00 

Select carb heat to hot. 

Close the throttle completely. 


Maintain balanced flight. 

Approach stall as before. 


00 
0 0 S.S.R. 

At the stall-Standard Stall Recovery. 
Move control column forward. 

Apply full power. 

Use the rudder to prevent further yaw. 


00 
00 
Check airspeed is increasing. 
Use aileron to level wings if 

necessary. 
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Stalling 

The stall with power 

00 
00 

Complete the HASELUHELL checks. 

LOOKOUT 

00 
00 

00 
00 

" 

Reduce power to the specified Rudder and elevator are more 
Note airspeed slows at a much effective because of the propeller s9"ing. 

reduced rate.Maintain balanced flight. slipstream. 

00 
00 

Aircraft will reach a higher nose 
attitude before the stall and stall at a 

slower airspeed. 

00 o 
S.S.A. 

At Ihe stall: Standard Stall Recovery. 
There may be an increased tendency 

for a wing to drop. 

Note: In a'T-tail' 
aircraft the elevator is 
unaffected by the 
propeller slipstream. 

The greater the power 
setting, the higher the 
nose attitude prior to 
the stall and the slower 
the stall airspeed. 
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The stall with flap 

Stalling 

/ 

00 
00 

Select carburelter heat to hot.
Complete the HASELUHELL checks. 

Close the throttle completely . 
LOOKOUT Maintain balanced flight. 

00 00 
00 o 

S.S.R. 
Aircratt will stall with a lower nose At the stall: Standard Slall Recovery. 

attitude and at a slower airspeed. There may be an increased tendency 
for a wing to drop. 

With airspeed slower than Note, airspeed reduces at a much 
VFE, lower flap. greater rate. 

I 

00 
00 

With the extra drag of the flaps, the 
aircraft will take longer to accelerate 

to Ihe climbing airspeed. 

LOOKOUT 
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The stall with power and flap 
(the approach configuration) 

Stalling 

00 
00 

Complete HASELLJHELL checks. 

LOOKOUT 

00o 0 At the stall : 

Standard Stall Recovery 
There will be the greatest tendency 

yet for a wing to drop. 

LOOKOUT 

00 
00 

Reduce power to specified setling. 
Lower flap. 

Maintain balanced flight. 

00 
00 

Note rate at which airspeed reduces. 

00 
00 

Stall airspeed will be slowest yet. 
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Recovery at the incipient (developing) stall 

Stall ing 

-----~~;~~

00 
00 

''-.... 

Complete HASELUH ELL checks, 

LOOKOUT 

00 
00 

There should be li~le (it any) height 
loss, 

00 
00 

Approach the stall in the configuration 
and manoeuvre advised by your 

instructor. 

00 
o 0 S.S.A. 

Use a specilied symptom (usually stall 
warner) 01 the approaching stall as a 

signal to start 

Standard Stall Recovery. 

00 
00 

During the standard recovery at the 
incipient stage, Ihe aircraft does not 

need to be pitched as far nose-down. 
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r 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, we come back to the three most important factors in flight safety-airspeed, airspeed and airspeed. You 
should be able to use the SSR instinctively to recover from the stall, and- more importantly- be able to recover a t the 
incipient stage with minimum height loss, before the full stall develops. 

You should also appreciate that different aircraft types have different stal ling characteristics. Even individual aircraft of the 
same type can behave quite differently in a stall. 

The most important lesson though is to avoid an unintentional stall by ensuring that flying the aeroplane is your number 
one priority-always. Stalling at 3/4000 feet above the ground offers plen ty of safety margin to the pilot. However, stalling 
at low level is extremely dangerous as the height and time available to recover are very limited . By making the flying of 
the aircraft your number one priority (maintaining control of the aircraft) and remembering the three most important 
factors in fligh t safety (airspeed, airspeed and ai rspeed) you can avoid ever having to make an unexpected stal l recovery. 

The emphasis of this exercise on avoidance of the stall situation is neatly summed up by an old aviation adage: 

"A superior pilot is one who uses his superior judgement, to avoid situations that might require the use of his superior skills!" 



Spin avoidal1ce 


For an aircraft to spin, it has to stall. 'fhe incipient spin is, for the purposes or this exercise. the transition between the fu 1] 

stall with a wing drop and the point whcre the aircraft has rolled through more than 90° angle of bank. 

All the factors that increase the likelihood of a wing drop at the stall increase the risk of a spin developing, an aircraft can 
spin if it stalls with a significant amount of yaw present. A fully developed spin can lead to large height loss, so being able 
to recover at the incipient stage is vny important. 

Background briefing 

~Causes Of a Spin 

~ Recovery From the Incipient Spin 

~Accidental Spinning 

Flight Exercise 

t> Purpose 

t> Airmanship 

t> Spin Entry 

t> Spin Recovery 

Conclusion 



creates more 

11 :2 
Background briefing 

Spin -1 
avoidance I 
"Causes Of a Spin 

wing drop at the stall increase the risk of a 

Autorotation is caused by the differing amount of 
lift and drag being created by the up-going and 
down-going wings 

L 

Yaw \ 
L ~Oll ~11 

Typically, a spin will occur if an aircraft an un-coordinated manoeuvre, usually caused by misuse of the 
rudder to the aircraft out of balance. \,\'hen a is eauscd in this way, it usually occurs in the 
direction in which the rudder is trying to correct a drop at the stall with 
aileron) also increases the risk of a spin. As well as control UU"l<HH1Ulj~, all the other factors that increase the risk of a 

~. ~ 
Drag 

The dowll-going wing has a higher angle of attack than the up going 
and less lift than the up-going, escalating the yaw and roll towards the 

---_.. _--
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This not the case and indt"ed your instructor may demonstrate 

... Recovery From the Incipient Spin 

is to unstall the 
to prevent further yaw. vVith the controls used in a eo-ordinated 

manner to controlled In summarv:

comrol column forward to unstall the • move 

• 	 sufficient rudder to prevent further yaw 

with the 
dt"sired 

un-stalled, usc the elevator, rudder and 111 coordil:ated manner to recover to the• 

Power is not used until the recovery is a>surccl. Your instructor the aircraft's POH/Fi\.I may have 
advice on this 

... Accidental Spinning 

the flight exercisc, it is easy to imagine that it is almost to spin an aircraft accidentally except 
in somc violent manoeuvre. 

you how an accidental entry to the spin can be 
the aircraft. One 	 that can go wrong is a descending turn - sav a 

situation during the turn to line up with the 
extended centre-line. In an attempt to increase the 

NOT directional 
as first seen in exercise 4) and the 

This case of mishandling leading to an un-coordinated manoeuvre; ancl if the airspeed slow our 
unfortunate pilot has not been paying attention to IS chance that the aircraft will stall and enter a 

Cnless there is sufficienl height to make a rccowry, this will have a swift and unpleasant termination. 

Of course, prevention is better than cure. A skilful avoids the stall/spin situat:on. The 
exercise is as much as anything else an exercise in av\)ar'en,ess~,lmO\\img the symptoms that can lead to a and 
~l1U"WJ" how to avoid them. 

00 
00 

One possible scenariO leading to an accidental stall/spin 



-
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Fli ht Exercise 
Spin avoidance 

f>Purpose 

To learn to recover from the incipient and to the symptoms and flight situations leading to an lHL"]J"'CllL spin. 

f> Airmanship 

The airmanship considerations for stalling lOB) are all applicable to this exercise. Because of the possibility of a 
greater height loss than during stalling, you should be aware of the need for greater height to ensure a greater safety 
so as to recover to level flight by at least 3000 feet above leveL 

Height Safety 
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Spin entry 

Spin 

ovcidance 

o o 
Complete the HASELUHELL checks. Proceed as for ,he approach te the The aircraft 'NBI enter an incipient 

:uJl rudder anc mcveLOOKOUT stall. spin.
co:umn fully bacK. 

Your instructor may demonstrate 
the incipient spin through 

simulated accidental mis-handling. 
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Spin recovery 

Spin 

avoidance 

00 
00 

00 
00 

Increase power. 
Recover to climb at a safe airspeed. 

Move the control column forward to With the wings unstalled, use 
unstall the wings. co-ordinated control actions to regain 

Use sufficient rudder to prevent 
The incipient spin. 

controlled flight. LOOKOUT 
further yaw. 
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Conclusion 

This exercise should you the skills to recover the aircraft from an spin before a full You should 
develop an awareness of the factors which \",ill cause a spin, and know how to avoid them, Being able to control the aircraft 
at more unusual attitudes than you are used to will also give you greater confidence in the aircraft and your ability to it. 

It is worth that the objective of the slow stalling and spinning exercises is ~o develop your 
awareness of how NOT to get into such a situation, It is sad fact that a large proportion of serious accidents involving 

aircraft are caused losing control of the aircraft in a s~all/spin situation, with insufficient to recover. 

Such accidents ARE a.V<Jl",aU'lL. prevention IS better than cure. 



The fully developed spin 


This exercise may not be a you are \Vhe11 exerCIse IS 

be carried out in an aircraft aircraft arc. In a 
aircraft is rolling- and up to 5000 Ject per minute, From outside an 
aircraft in a looks rather like a sycamore seed falling li'om a tree; the aircraft is out ofcontrol. The recovery, 
however, is very much within the control of the the recovery al.:tions are taken, 

Betclre this exercise, study aircraft's POH/FM carefully fe)r restrictions and limitations applicable to S])lllllLlll!2.'. 

The POH!Fi'v[ lIlay also stale the recovery actions and these should overrule advice here, 

Not 
which can surround this 

of spinning. 
flying instructor, you will become confident in your 

As is often the case, this the fear of the unknown. 
more often than not 

~_~ckgroun~,briefing 

... The Wing Drop 

... Autorotation 

... Characteristics of the 

Fully Developed Spin 

... Factors Affecting Spin Characteristics 

... The Spin Recovery 

"'The Spiral Dive 

of the principles involved and the guidance 
CCl.ll',lJL1'C the full spin and recover from it. 

Flight Exercise 
- _._-' ...-~~-

I> Purpose 


I> Airmanship 


I> Entry to the Spin 


I>The Fully Developed Spin 


I>The Spin Recovery 


Conclusion 



11.12 1 Background briefing 
Thefully 
de.veloped 
spin 

~The Wing Drop 

'When an aircraft stalls, the may not stall at the same time across the whole span, jf the aircraft is out of 
balance) and the result is a to roll towards the that stalls first. The suddenness of the stall and how far the 
critical of attack is exceeded will determine the rate of this roll. Revise exercise lOb and 11 a factors that 
increase the risk of a wing drop at the stall (and therefore the risk of a spin developing). 

~Autorotation 

When a has droppecl, the aircraft rolls towards that lower wing and the down-going wing now has a higher of 
attack than the up-going wing, Where this higher of attack is beyond the critical angle, the down-going IS 

producing less lift than the ''\iing and so the roll continues, This is called autorotation, 

Additionally, the increase in drag from the down-going wing causes the aircraft to yaw towards it. This yaw further 
exacerbates the increasedJift from the wing (by it faster than the down-going wing) and without any 
further pilot input, the aircraft autorotates in to the full spin. 

Up Going Wing Down Going Wing 

Entering a spin the down going wing has a 
higher angle of attack than the up going wing, 
Thus the down going wing is creating less lift 
and more drag than the up going wing, 
encouraging the aircraft to roll and yaw towards 
the down going wing 

Angle of Attack 

~Characteristics of the Fully Developed Spin 

Each aircraft type has its own spinning characteristics, so you should study the aircraft's POH/FJ\1 for advice 
the type ofaircraft you are The advice given here is necessarily of a nature and may not apply to all aireraft 
types you will 

During the first two turns of the ~pin there are usually marked changes in the rate of roll, the rate and the pitch 
attitude. After these first turns the aircraft should settle into a spin until the recovery actions are initiated, At first 
you may find the view outside is little more than a blur. After a few you "vill be able to make more sense of the outside 
indications, particularly look towards the horizon rather than ahead over the nose of the aircraft. You may 
find it useful to count the turns of the spin by reference to a good landmark or the sun, which will help you stay orientated. 
It is also helpful to keep your head still, looking ahead to the horizon, 

During the the AI and HI may well topple if they cannot be caged and so those instruments will give no useful 
indications. The altimeter and \lSI will show a high rate of descent. The airspeed will be very slo,v (remember this is a 
stalled condition) and the turn coordinator \'vill show the direction of the turn - ignore the indications of the balance ball. 
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... Factors Affecting Spin Characteristics 

There are several factors that w-ill have an effect on the aircraft's 

CG position 

A forward CG makes the aircraft more reluctant to 
and the resulting will be flatter. A flatter spin one with a 
the recovery as well as recovery more difficult. Before 
permitted range for 0iJ,.'H'H'~. 

- weight 

characteristics. 

A rearward CG makes the aircraft more likely to spin 
nose attitude) is generally considered to prolong 

ensure that the CG position will be within the 

Heavier tend to make the initial spin rate the spin rate does increase as continues andthe 
recovery may take '['he distribution of weight is Weight at the extremes ofthe 
tend to flatten the and make recovery more difficult. 

- fuel balance 

It is important that the fuel tanks should be as balanced as possible. A marked imbalance between the tanks 
can have an adverse affect on the spin. The worst case is a full fuel tank in the wing on the outside ofthe and an empty 
one in the on the inside of the turn. 

- height 

The reduced air density at higher altitudes tends to lengthen the time taken to recover compared to lower altitudes (and 
denser air). This is not an argument to reduce the altitude for however. The difference in recovery times between 
the highest and lowest permitted altitudes for a light aircraft is very small compared to the safety factor of extra 
height to recover from the 

- power 

Unless the aircraft's POH{FM advises otherwise, the use I'.'-."'-"""'Y considered to be unhelpful to recovery. 
Most light training aircraft are not cleared to spin power Oil. 

- flaps 

Most aircraft are prohibited from intentional spinning with flaps down. recovery may not be possible if the 
art lowered. 

- aileron position 

Most often the pilot is recommended to keep the ailerons neutral the spin and recovery. Again you should ref{:r 
to the POHjFM for information to tht aircraft you are 
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"'The Spin Recovery 

There are two over~riding factors to remC'mi1er when considering the rrcovery £i'0111 

tht' aircraft \lVILL recover from that is in accordance with thc POE/F)VI and limitations, 
providing the correct recovery action takell. 

tbe recovery actions may not be innllC'diately. Q.uitc Oftell the up and the aircraft 
nme~down when the correet recowry actions arc taken and befr)re the recovery Th" POEjFNI 

and your instructor will you recovery characteristic> aireraft you are flying. 

aided with the power at idle, the flaps up and the aikrons held neutraL 

You will need to know the direction of the If the spin is deliberate should not be a problem. If you haw ente'rcd 
the spin accidentally, the turn coordinator should confirm the direction the balance baiL 

The action is to remove the yaw 
full rudder to the direction 

The turn co-ordinator will confirm the direction of moving the' control column !(lr\'mrd 
the spin - in this case to the left until the unstall and the spin stops. The 

rudder is then centralised, the le,-elled with 
aileron and the aircraft gently eased out of the 
dive and climbed to regain lost altilude, 

To summarise: 

• Conflrm: direction power ailerons ccntralised 

• 	 apply full rudder ODno,mt' to spin 

direction 


PACSE 

• 	 move the control column ce'ntrally 

!orward until the stops 


• 	 centralise the rudder 

• 	 level with aileron and ease 

gently out of the dive 


Remember, the POHiF.v1 may list 
different recovery actions which will over
rule this advice. 

"'The Spiral Dive 

Some aircraf1 reluctant to spin 
and may enter dive rather than a 
proper The difference is very apparent 

clive the airspct'd will be fast 
rapidly. Full details of the spiral 

clive and recovery are giVE'll in exercise 15. 

The difference between a spin and a spiral dive. Spin to the Ley 
The principal difference noticeable to the pilot is 
the rapid increase in airspeed during a spiral dive / 

http:POHiF.v1
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Forward CG limit 

Flight Exercise r 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

The fully developed spin 

I> Purpose 

To learn the symptoms of the and the correct recovery procedure. 

I> Airmanship 

HASELL 

Tbe full H..i\SELL checks should be carried out before each your instructor will advise on the minimum height for 
this exercise: 

Height = Safety. 

Particular reference should also be made to the look out 
the exercise and avoid 

below loss of up to 1500 feet is quite possible in a multi-
turn spin. Do make a positive effort to stay orientated your head during the spin. 
To aid orientation, spinning in poor over the N\1mr,lc'lp cloud cover is not recommended. 

'9' tolerance 

During the spin your tolerance to 'g' load may be reduced. As you recover from the be careful to make a gentle pull
out from the dive to avoid excessive 'g' load factor. 

Airsickness 

If you do feel at all unwell during this exercise do not hesitate to tell instructor. The exercise will be discontinued and 
returned to another time. 

Aircraft limitations 

Once 
listed. Know these limitations and abide 
PX1,f'T'lpr>rpn test and flight-test en.gm:eers 

Recovery instructions 

between the student pilot and instructor 
"recover now", You should respond 

you are referred to the aircraft's POH/FM, Here to will be 
and have been researched by 

I I is that there should be clear communication and 

the recovery actions and saying "recovering now". 
he will 

I 
, I 

In the aircraft you are flying, spinning may only 
Rear CG limit be permitted with the aircraft loaded to a narrow 

CG range. Weight limitations may also apply, 
Utility Some aircraft have a 'Utility' category, imposing 

Category loading restrictions for certain manoeuvres 
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The fully developed spin 

The funy 
developed 

spin 

Note low nose attitude and direction Note high rate of descent. Note turn co·ordinator showingNote slow. steady airspeed. 
olepin. Height decreasing rapidly direction 01 spin. Ignore balance bali. 
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1 The spin recovery 

The Fullv 
developed spin 

Confirm direction of 
Check throttle 
Ailerons centralised. 

Apply and maintain full rudder 
opposite to spin direction, 

PAUSE 

Level the wings with ailerons. 
Gently ease out of the dive. 

Centralise the rudder. 
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to~a stalled condition. Having seen the amount of h(·ight lost in a you will realise that it is essential to 
avoid the spin accidentally when there may be much less in hand. In the situation of an accidental spin, 
recovery at the incipient stage is of v~tal importance. 

Conclusion 

You should appreciate that accidental spinning can result from 1l1l'"dlUlll~ 

an accidentalexercises to Cll'P'U"" Imnnl'!""lf of 
but to summarise 

1 The No I priority at all times fly the aircraft 

2 The three most important factors in flight 



Take-off and climb to downwind 


Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~ Forces During Take-off t> Purpose 

~Take-off Distance, Take-off Run t> Airmanship 

~ Factors Affecting Take-off Distance t>The Standard Take-off 

~The Pre-Take-off Checks t>The Climb to Downwind 

~ Effect of Power During Take-off 

~ Use of Power During Take-off Conclusion 

~ Use of Rudder During Take-off 

~ Use of Elevators During Take-off 

~ Checks During Take-off 

~Air Traffic Control and Radio Procedures 
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Exercise I Background briefing 
Take off:::;~~:"d12 

~ Forces During Take-off 

At the start ()j'the take-ofT run. the engine thrust overcomes the inertia of the stationary aircraft and makes it accelerate 
along the rull\\<l\ ..\s spet'ci increases the thrust also has to o\TITmne and the rolling friction of the tyres. At the point 
of rotation, the pilot increases tilt' angle of attack of the by pitching the aircraft nose-up and cnullgh lift is produced 
for the aircralt to leave the ground. Once established in lhe climo, the excess of thrust over drag governs the angle ofclimb 
as the aircraft clears obstructions and climbs to the required level. 

~Take-off Distance, Take-off Run 

The take-off run is the distance needed for the aircraft to become airborne. The take-oJT distance is the distance needed 
for the aircraft to become airborne and make its initial climb to clear an imaginary SOlt barrier. 

STARTING 
POINT 

The take-off performance can be divided into ~ .... 

two sections: / 

///// ~~ 
The TAKE-OFF RUN (or Take-Off Ground Roll), 

. TAKE-OFF /
the distance taken for the aircraft to become 

airborne, and; 

50ft I 
SCREEN' 
HEIGHT 

~---~~ 
>">::'/ 
/ 

The TAKE-OFF DISTANCE, that is the total 
distllnce required for the aircraft to become /~:KE-OFF DISTANCEairborne AND clear a 50' barrier 

The main physical characteristics of the runway. Extended Centre Line 
Not all runways have a marked centre line. The 
runway designator is the magnetic direction of Runway Threshold Runway Centre Line Extended Cer,tm Line 
the runway to the nearest 10°, so runway 09 has 
a magnetic direction of 090 (i.e. East) 

-

I

[{
~ 

Runway Designator Runway Designator 

~ Factors Affecting Take-off Distance 

- weight 

As weight is increast'd, acceleration is reduced; rotation ,peed i, increased; and climb performance is reduced. So as weight 
is increased, hoth take-ofT run and take-off distance are lengthened. 

- flap 

A smail amount of Hap may increase lift without increasing drag too much. The aircraft is able to become airborne at a 
slower airspeed and so the take-off run is shortened. However, once airborne, !lap may \Yell reduce the climb performance. 

Where Hap is hcrwi'icial ro take-oilperformance the aircraft's POlljF\I \\ill recommend a take-offf1ap sclting amI specific 
speeds. There is no h('Jlefit in increasing the Hap setting that recommended. This will only increase drag 
significantly I;)r little extra lift, thus lengthening the take-off nm and take-off distance. 
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air density 

Air density has 3U';HHi,-"cUll effect on periC)l'l1naLlCl::. An 'aircraft' a machine of the air. The more dense the 
air, the better the aircraft will less denst' the worse the and n{"rtn"-,,,,""'{' 

An increase in temperature 
reduces both the lin gt'lleratcd 

the climb 

- runway surface 

Differing runway surfaces have marked effect on t he take-off nm. 
ofT distance up to 25%. If the grass is 

to the aircraft airborne 

contamination such slush and also the take-off run and Inakes directional control 
more difficult. 

runway slope 

A runway aids acceleration and so shortC'ns the ta ke-off run. An upslCljXt1,g rumvay reduces acceleration and 

the take-off rlm is """',",'""~'"~'" 

- wind velocity 

The wind and direction IS I,\,'"h"hl" the most HY,nn.rt',)nt III rlpcPl"n.,n,n{r take-off run and 

take-otT distance. 

a reduced gT()Ulld~;peed therefore shorter ,Q;round and steepens the climb 
a better climb la.Klrl![-Orr with a tail-wind will have a adverse effect on takf'-off()'l",)nlpl'li' 

leng'Lllen take-off distance 20%. 

Nil Wind 

Taking-off into wind is always the best option both 
for take-off periormance and aircraft handling 
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reasons for this 1'<11\,:

Exercise 12 Take-off and climb to downwind 

nm with an element of 
off into a Ei knot headwind, for the 

Once it has reached 50 knots the has 

wind also the aircraft easier to control, because the 
the wind airflow over the aircraft. \ Vhen 

Taking off into wind enables the aircraft to get 
airborne at a slower groundspeed. although the 
airspeed is unchanged 

Groundspel8d =65 
= 65 

15 Knots Headwind 

... The Pre-Take-off Checks 

You will be familiar with the use of the check to power checks and the actions worth 
re-·el11.jJ.ha:SlSllng that all these checks have a purpose. Do not rush these or them out witbout 

has unlimited time in 'Nhidl to make decisions. In 
to be rushed and do not hesitate to 

iyith any aspect of the power checks or yital actions. ::\105t take-off accidents 
decision a take-off in the circumstances . 

... Effect of Power During Take-off 

During the take-off, use of full power will cause the 
so the aircraft \vill lend to y<l\\ to the left 

slipstream effect 

Cllccla.ng each item. At this the 
not to take-off Do not allow 

we are rptprlnno· back to the lessons learnt in exercise '1. sllj)strC2U11 meets the and rudder at 
an O'Plnp'''A11".o-lift to the \Vhere the is 

the 
,Il"dl'p"nl meets the fin alld rudder 

pronouncecl at slow '''I''''n.ppr'l~ and high power 

Yaw 
-4 24 

The slipstream and power effects are most 
pronounced at slow airspeeds and high power 
settings, 
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- torque effect 

As the rotates 
clock\\'ise, (and the Torque effect causes a downward pressure on 

one side of the aircraft, increasing the rolling aircraft attached to it) will try to 
friction on the wheelan that side rotate in the direction, 

This creates a fi)I'Ce 
dmvn on the left main 

which causes a 
yaw force to the left. 

.'pl'AT,,,,,,II,, Imv pUINer of most the total yay\, created 
the rudder 

of others 
is not excessive and direction is controlled 

~Use of Power During Take-off 

aircraft the use of full power. The power should and 
less than two seconds. Considerate of the throttle 

will aid directional control the y;m- effect increases ll1creases life and avoids the of a 
'rich-cut', Your instructor \vill the of a 'rich-cut' in relation to the aircraft you are 

DnJl2'Jl'eSSl\'el\T~~rOlnQ' from idle to full pmver should never take 

a hand on the throttle until abuve 300 feet AGL after take-oil This is to avoid the 
back to idle power if the throttle fi'iction is not set. 

~Use of Rudder During 
At the beginning of the take-off run, ensure that Take-off your feet are well clear of the toe brakes, with 
your heels on the floor 

The rudder are used to maintain 
directional control the take-ofT 
run and to the aircraft in balance 
once airborne. The ofmost 
nosewheel aircraft steer the nosewheel as 

U.JJ.JLl'UllJ.U", the rudder. \V11ilst the 

up, 
rudder to 

nose-

Use a landmark beyond the runway to judge 
modern light aircraft are fitted 

directional control during the take-off 
Ivvith 'toe brakes' as described in 

".i,i".'''<-.U the take-off run. 

5, It is your feet \vell 
the take-ofT, 

the toe brakes can make directional control difficult 

Look \\'ell ahead of the aircraft to a distant landmark the take-off 

directional control. focus your eyes too dose to the aircraft, 
rudder control will be erratic and you may overcontrol. 
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POH/F.\f), the aircraft: is nnn(nl-p~Q1\,cpl\! 

the lift needed to 
should 

airfield \\ill be 
and circuit pattern in force, so do not 

Irrnl1PIl('," 

by your instructor. It is the to 

to ask for hdp 
of the lraiTic .31LI,lCllHJ1J. 

Exercise 12 - Take-off and climb to downwind 

.... Use of Elevators During Take-off 

no question 
reduce and ruin 

()v,~r_I'()1:1i1'110' The aim~ is rather to reduce the 

At the recommended rotate speed (in [he 
sufficient angle of for the wings to 
not a recommended rotate a 
be used a o'",,-,r'111-\(, 

TAKE-OFF RUN ROTATION INITIAL CLIMB 

Use back pressure on the Establish the climb attitude. Increase 
control column to reduce 

The correct use of the elevators during the take-off nosewheelloads. 
becomes airborne. 

to get the airborne at the s]mvest This may lead to control 
au'sp'ce(j. In addition the aircraft: may settle back on to the runway and the take-oiT distance 

too fast an \vill the take-off run and increase 

.... Checks During Take-off 

the take-ofT run you can make a fi~\\ checks of the and tlw aircraft's periCJlTOance. These checks 
final decision before the aircraft is airborne and commiued to The checks 

• nsmg 

• temperatures and pressures within limits 

• RPr.I) 

checks should no more than you see or if sOll1etlllng- else 
appears to be wrong, do not hesitate to abandon 

.... Air Traffic Control and Radio Procedures 

The specific ATe at your 
conform to the 
for take-off you should listen on the ae:Slgm11tecL 

naI)D'emlll[! around the aircraft-situational 'H.\,,,,',pn,f"<Q~~~_l" 

rhe radio call. 
you enter 

Whilst look around to check 



The full aspects of lookout 

Fli ht Exercise 

Take-off and climb to downwind 

I> Purpose 

To learn to make a ')tandard take-off and initial climb. 

I> Airmanship 

Lookout 

covered in the Ql1f.nlpn1Pl1j- to this section. Prior to the to check before 

for del)artm'e are the runway and areas. You should also make a final check of the 
IHlln(J'-llln on the runway. 

LOOKOUT 

Look out along the approach path and the runway 
itself before requesting departure clearance; look 
out again before entering the runway 

Checks 

The of the power checks and pre take-off vital actions has 
off run and any after take-off checks should be from memory. ensure that you are "P"~"'rl" chec]ang 
each item and the checklist fashion'. 

ATC liaison 

It is the to into the circuit pattern and the role of ATe the 
the pilot in doing this. It is not uncommon for student to feel intimidated by but remember 

request ATC to 

that it is 
assist you. Do not hesitate to query any instruction or message that you do not fully understand 

If in doubt - 'shout'. 
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The standard take-off 

Take-off 

and climb 

to downwind 

1 

00 
00 
Check airspeed increasing, 


power/RPM OK. 

Engine temperatures and pressures OK. 


00 
00 

LOOKOUT before entering the 
runway. 

00 
00 

At the rotation speed, increase 
back-pressure on the control column 

to pitch the aircraft nose up. 

00 
00 

Lined up on the runway, choose a 
landmark to monitor direction. 

00 
00 
Once airborne, progressively 

establish the normal climb attitude. 

00 
00 

Increase to full power. 

Control direction through the rudder 


pedals, apply some back pressure on 

the control column. 
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The climb to downwind 

Take-off 

and climb 

to downwind 

Not below 500ft, LOOKOUT and Level out at 1 ,000ft on the crosswind leg. 

ATIITUDE POWER TRIM 
I LOOKOUT and turn on to the downwind 

leg (at 30° angle of bank). 

o o 



should had the 
have flovvn all the other basic manoeuvres that 

nr>''';Pll'Prl descents. The task novv 
-

Circuit, a proach and landin 


fe\\ 
up the circuit - turns, le\'el 

to put all of these manoeuvres t'nrl'ptf,pr 

take-off and 

part of your course. Your first the landmark event 
continues you 'Nill extend your solo ex}:)enlenl::e and different lake-off 

At first, circuit will seem very and you may feel that you are mentcdlv behind the aircraft. It is 
get frustrated at However, as your skill you will find that circuit 

Bac~9round briefing .. Mislanding} the Balloon or Bounce 

"The Standard Circuit Pattern 

.. Use of local landmarks 

.. Effect of Wind on the Circuit Pattern 

..Judging Distance From the Runway on 

the Downwind leg 

..The Pre-landing Checks 

.. Spacing in the Circuit 

.. Judging the Turn onto Base leg 

.. Cockpit Workload - A.N.C. 

.. Noise Abatement 

.. Forces in the Descent and landing 

"landing Distance} Ground Run 

"The Initial Approach to land 

.. Controlling the Descent Angle 

.. Decision Height 

..The landing 

"The After-landing Checks 

"The Touch and Go 

"The Go Around 

.. Air Traffic Control and Radio Procedures 

~Iig I~~_~~erci~~~____ 
t> Purpose 

t> Airmanship 

t>The Standard Circuit Pattern 

t> Purpose 

t> Airmanship 

t>The Initial Approach to land 

t>The landing 

t>The Go Around 

Conclusion 
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ExerciseI 

'ppmoeh 0,71 3
landing Id I 

Background briefing 

~The Standard Circuit Pattern 

The circuit pattern consists of a rectangle, with the runway running down one side. The circuit direction is normally left
hand, that is all turns are to the left. If a right-hand pattern is in force, ATe and/or ground signals will indicate this. 

During circuit flying the QFE pressure setting is used on the altimeter, so that the altimeter indicates height above the 
airfield. The circuit height will vary at different airfields, but is usually 800, 1000 or 1200 feet above the airfield. For the 
purposes of this flight exercise we will assume a circuit height of 1000 feet. 

The principal elements of the standard circuit; in 
this case runway 09, left-hand circuit 

BASE LEG 

DOWNWIND 

RUNWAY 09, LEFT HAND CIRCUIT 

FINAL 0,.---------- ....... 

N 

t 
CROSSWIND 

~--------------~ ~------------ <: I(0 C\I 

WIND 
DEAD SIDE 

The circuit pattern starts by climbing straight ahead after take-off to at least 500 AGL before starting a climbing turn on 
to the crosswind leg. \Vhen the circuit height is reached the aircraft is levelled off and turned on to the dmvnwind leg. The 
downwind leg is flown parallel to the runway whilst the pre-landing checks are completed. At the end of the downvvind 
kg a turn is made on to the base leg and the descent to land is started. From the base leg a gentle turn is made on to the 
final approach to align with the centreline of the runway. The aircraft should be stabilised in the landing configuration 
once it is established on the final approach to the runway. 

Begin riocl',:::.nt 

..... rc'_'''''nrl'nn checks Turn onto downwind leg 

1 ,000 feet AGL 
level out 

Circuit, 

Descending 
turn onto 

final 

The aircraft's path around a standard circuit pattern 

Initial climb 
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Background briefing 

.. Use of Local Landmarks 

Landmark 

Landmark 

<: J 
WIND Landmark 

C9 Landmark 

The use of a landmark to maintain direction on each leg of the circuit 

:rvlaintaining correct direction each of the is made easier by reference to a on)ml1l14=:nt 
than by constant reference to the runway or the indicator. As the turn on to each of the circuit 

necessary to look for a landmark around the left circuit) or around the 
before is valid at any airfield of course the landmarks 

accurate circuit flying however, it still necessary to monitor the runway to ensure 
is being maintained during each of the circuit. 

The use of a landmark to judge the turn from 
crosswind to downwind 
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~ Effect of Wind on the Circuit Pattern 

Flying an accurate circuit pattern would be much easier if there was no wind. In effect the pilot could just fly a series of 
90° heading changes until established on final approach. 

Crosswind Crosswind 
Nil wind no drift correction drift correction made 

\+ T 
Ground Track G""dT",k \ 

+ +\ ¢:::J 

\ ---1 WIND 

Angle of drift -\ i 
\
\ I 

, 

+ 
In practice, nil wind conditions are rare and not necessari ly desirable. If allowance is not made for the prevailing wind 
velocity the aircraft will drift away from the intended ground track. By making a small adjustment of heading into wind 
(say 10°), the ground track should more closely resemble that required. 

ATe will normally state the su rface Q Landmark,,"vind velocity when the take-ofT or 
landing clearance is given, although 
the pilot can request a wind check at 
any time. The windsock should be e -4+,( ----+
Landmark .. 
visible from the air and you will . i- +jlearn to judge the surface wind 
velocity from the windsock. 

" - - - -"----~~L---'--=..:'-----'~~ ¢:::::::J G 
WIND Landmark 

C9 Landmark 

___________ __L . _______ ____ ____ , 
, T' ' 
~ Compensating for the effect of wind ~ 

If allowance for the prevailing wind is not made, 

the aircraft will not follow the correct ground - - - - - ~LI__--'-__--.J~~ - -- ¢::::::J
- - - - -- - " 

track around the circuit WIND 
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...Judging Distance From the Runway 
on the Downwind Leg 

During the dmvllvvind leg it is ,YY'r."'~tr'nt to maintain the ground track 
parallel to the runway. This is 
rumvay to the 

done by reference to the of the 

"'The Pre-Landing Checks 

The are carried out on the downwind and are 
checks will be memorised 

the pilot. You can save a lot of time and trouble if you learn the 
nn~_I'>nr"n(" checks before you start circuit 

Rather than trying to the checks all in one go: it hetter to 
break up the checks with scan outside to look out for aircraft and 
to check the around the 

... Spacing in the Circuit 

Avoid the downwind for reasons, you 
lIlay soon be \vell outside the normal circuit pattern and the 
Aerodrome Traffic Zone. 

/ 

I 

?tc 


o ...... 
(.0 •......... --------------.1 N 

LOW WING From pilot's seat 

HIGH WING From pilot's seat 

The downwind leg ground track can be judged 
in relation to a landmark and the distance from 
the runway. The position of the runway in 
relation to the wing enables the pilot to maintain 
a ground track parallel to the runway 

Avoid orbiting in the circuit to increase spacing 
unless specifically instructed to do so 
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"
\ 

The turn on to base leg is judged in relation to 
the position of the aircraft relative to the runway / 

threshold 

From pilot's seat 

...Judging the Turn on to Base Leg 

The position to the turn from dowmvind on to is when the is an imaginary 
drawn out at 30° from the runway threshold. \Vhen aircraft is flying \,vith little drift, this is when the run-way 

threshold is at a of about 30° behind wing trailing in a left-hand circuit this is about the 8 o'clock position. 

If there is a strong tailwind on the downwind it may be necessary to start the turn on to base leg sooner than this to 
compensate for the effect of the tailwind. 

"'Cockpit Workload - ANC 

\Vhen you first start the circuit, 'workload is once apparent. The combined tasks of mcmc)cuvnnQ" the 
aircraft, the checks, liaising with distances and 
almost at first. 

Life will become more simple ifyou establish a set nl-'I{),-,tll~Q and organise your workload in accordance 'vvith 
them. are, in order: 

Aviate. Navigate. Communicate. 

1 Aviate the aircraft. your first all times. 

2 Navigate I'{)rr/'rrll\! position the aircraft in the circuit. 

3 Communicate use of the radio comes the first t\VO n'-·Ir.rltll~Q are established. 

Navigate, Communicate carries into all Stick with this prmC:IPle at all times most 
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in the too fast an airspeed has no benefit and 
alrspt:ed Itt1prF'hu 

Background briefing 

.. Noise Abatement 

In(:TcaslngJly airfields have specific noise abatement procedures as part of a re(:og:m~;cd need for airfields to be good 
U'"":'L"J'-,".HJ. Noise abatement procedures consist of avoiding certain areas (e.g. a and may slightly 
alter the standard circuit pattern. It is to be aware particular noise abatement 
where you fly. Your instructor will advise of at the training airfield and 

at the airfields 

U[)VlOUSIV in any emergency you should over-ride if necessary. 

Noise abatement procedures normally involving 
altering the standard circuit pattern to avoid 
specific towns or villages 

.. Forces in the Descent and Landing 

The final to land is flown at a speed fast enough to control of the aircraft, but slow 
to land within a reasonable distance. The recommended aPIPrc)ach ~'" "I'~"U. is usually a figure in the 

reducing the above the 

of 1.3 


and it to achieve 

in airspeed will make the aDDn)ac:n 


so avoiding obstructions around 
the control the rate and 

At 15-20 feet above the runway the rate of descent is reduced by nose-up to the level attitude, the throttle is 
and the aircraft allowed to decelerate as the nose is pitched further up, to make a controlled touchdown on the main 
wheels. As the aircraft slows the nosewheel is io'wered to the runway and the brakes are used if necessary. Once the aircraft 
has slowed to a safe it is taxied clear of the runway. 
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it comes to a stop. 

Exercise 13 Circuit, approach an..d~__~ 

.... Landing Distance, Ground Run 

landing distance the total distance from the where aircraft clears an Imag'trl2lrV 

stop. The run is the distance fl.-om the aircraft touches dovY11 

The landing periormance is calculated as the 
LANDING DISTANCE, that is the total distance 
from 50' over the runway to a full stop. The 
ground run (or ground roll) the distance from 
touchdown to full stop may also be calculated 

STOPPED 

I 50 ft 
y 

LANDING DISTANCE 

Several f~lctors ,;vill affect the landing npl'tr;,"lY1'Af1rp of the aircraft: 

- weight 

The heavier aircraft, the faster the As a result aTypn)(:l(:u will have to be £10W11 at a faster airspeed, 
the touchdown will be faster and 

flap 

The use a slower appn)aC11 
and allov\/s slower touchdown 

air density 

'Yith reduced air density the aircraft will have a faster true and so a faster gn)U11d~;peed all the approach, even 

with the will lead to a marc shallov\ the rate of 
descent 
reduced 

gn)U11di;peed which will ,pnn'r,',pn 
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runway surface 

The rumvay surface affects the ground run of the in long ,vet grass, can lerlgtl1en 
distances bv 3fHi) or more. contamination~such as standmg water-snow and slush, the 

distance and makes directional control more difficult. 

runway slope 

A rumvay significantly the 
this direct effect on the ground run, a 
an upsloping rumvay, a pilot tends to believe he is too and may 

runway shortens the ground run. In addition to 
ofthe approach angle. Wl1en aPlJrC1acnmlg 

too luw in an attempt to correct this illusion. 
\Vhen approaching a dovvnsloping runway, tbe pilot may believe he is too low and, in correcting, approach too 

wind velocity 

The ,,vind velocity obviously has a marked effect on distance. The pilot should always be aware ofthe wind 
reference to the ,,,1.ndsock and ATe reports or incidental clues such as smoke, wind streaks on water etc.. 

into-wind runway if at all smce so the during the approach, a slower touchdown 
OUtlCl~spc:eCl and shortens the landing distance. 

The effect of wind on the approach and landing. 

Landing into wind is always the preferred option 


Nil Wind 
Groundspeed =65 

Ai rspeed = 65 

10 Knots Headwind 

Airspeed =65 

10 Knots Tailwind 

Groundspeed -75 
Airsoeed 65 
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... The Initial Approach to land 

well~executed circuit. 
is not a matter of extraordinary skill and luck. 1\ is almost always the result of a stable 

The descent to land is started on the base leg, ·when the threshold is an of about 45° between the nose and the 
about the 10 o'clock position in a left-hand circuit. 

I 

/ 

Judging the correct position to commence the 
descent on base leg 

This point may vary delpeI1d],n,g on the ,vind conditions and the pilot's judgement as to whether the aircraft is or 
low relative to the ideal descent 

From pilot's seat 45° 

Usually initial is lowered this and the aircraft is trimmed to maintain the required approach 
is to settle the aircraft into a stabilised n(\liATP1CPri descent at the correct approach speed as early as 

T'he turn on to finals is started at 
when a IS to 20° turn will turn 

Aiming point ~ 
! 

of bank should be maintained until the 
aircraft is on a to 
extended centre line. 

\ 

\ 

Ideal \ 

the aircraft on to the extended runway 
line. It is to use up to 30° 

but not more. If it be(~Onl1es 'Ann'Arp,ot 

extended centre line' 

Do not exceed 
30° angle of 
bank 

The turn on to final approach. If the aircraft drifts 
through the centre line, do not exceed 30° angle Extended 
of bank in regaining the centre line Centre Line 
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Once established on the extended centre line the controls are used in the normal way to maintain this ground track. 

On Centre Line Left of Centre Line Right of Centre Line 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

+I 

The pilot should not have any difficulty visually 
assessing if the aircraft is on the extended 
centre line, or to one side 

, 
On final approach (final s), the landing flap (intermediate to full flap) is lowered, the aircraft is pitched nose-down to 

t maintain the approach airspeed and trimm ed. Again the aim is to stabilise the aircraft at the correct approach speed, in 
l the correct configuration, as early as possible. 
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13.12 Exercise 13 ~ Circuit, appraach and landing 

~Controlling the Descent Angle 

The pilot's task during the final approach is to maintain a constant ckscclll anglt in rt'lation to the nlllway, so as to tOllch 
down ill ncafi a prc-dclcrmim:cl point 011 the runway. If the pilot docs not cuntrol tlle" clescenl angle lhe aircraft may 
u1ldershoot and touchdmnl Iwi()!"t' rtacl>ing tIlt' runway. or OH'TSi1oot and tOllchclmn1 Iwvond the runway. 

It is important, for the pilot to be ahle to judge the position of the aircraft rdati\t' to tllf" irlf'al rlf''t'c'nt angle, so as 10 make 
any corrcctions nec('ssar\'. Thisjuclgenwlll is based on a series oJ\'isual Clif'S thalltlOst p'jlfTiCl]cecl pilots take If)r granted. 
For the student pilot the \isual cue,s ncedto 1)(' examined further. 

Once established on the final approach, tllt' pilot should look for the: sckcte:d diminC'-puint "ISU,dh a spot about LiO metrt's 
lwv()Jlcl the rum\~a\~ thresllOld, and ll1('11 f'stahlish the perspeuin: e)f this aimiw-i'-poillt ill rdmioll TO [he horimnlal, 
!lonnai!: judged in rt'lalioll to the horizoll, If the approach is £10\\'11 at a constant descent dle aiming-point \\·ill stay 
at a fixed angle relalive to the horizo11 and the aircraft \\'ILL reach this point. If the aill1inc;-poilll mows relaLi\'(' to the 
hO}'izon the aircraft is not g'uing to tOllchdo\\~1l OJl it but somewhere else imtc;jcl. 

Ideal Runway Perspective 

Descent angle correct 

~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... Descent Angle 

:~-- =:ar --

Too Low 

Descent angle too shallow 

~~ ~ ~ - ~ - ... Descent Angle 
~========== 

Too High 

Descent angle too steep 

~~=,~ent=A=ng=le========= 

Once established on finals, the pilot can make an initial judgement of the runway perspective to decide if the aircraft is high, low or 
on the ideal descent angle 



-----------

Background briefing 13.13 

If the aJ.mmg-point mm-es up towards the horizon the descent angle is becoming more shallow; the aircraft is 
UNDERSHOOTING and will touchdown before reaching the aiming-point_ If the aiming-point moves further down 
beloll till' horizon, the descent angle is becoming steelwr; the aircraft is OVERSHOO'1'If\G and will touch down after 
passing mer the aiming-point. The constant-angle approach can also be referred to as a 'constant aspl'n' approach. 

Detecting the appawTlt movement of the aiming-point is only the first step in judging the descent angle. During a constant
aspect approach till' runway perspective will also remain comtant. If the perspective of the runway changes during the 
approach, the ainTaH is under- or overshooting the aiming-point. i\n apparently shortening runway indicates that the 
aircraft is undershooting. An apparently lengthening rurl\\ay indicates that the aircralt is U\Trshooting. This change of 
perspective is the vital yisual cue to the pilot that a change in power setting is probably required. 

Finally, the position of the aiming-point in relation to the aircraft should also remain constant. Once established on final 
approach, at the correct airspeed and in the landing configuration, the nose altitude should remain virtually constant until 
the flare. This implies that the aiming-point should appear 'fixed' on the windscreen throughout the approach. If the nose 
attitude is constant, but the aiming-point is moving relative to the aircraft, the aircraft is under- or overshooting the 
aiming-point. An aiming-point appareml,) moving up the windscreen indicates that the aircraft is undershooting. An 
aiming-point apparently moving down the windscreen indicates that the aircraft is Q\·enhooting. The movement of the 
aiming-point position indicates that a change in pO\\er settinc;' is probably required. This \isllal clIe is, however, only valid 
for a fixed attitude. ICthe aircraft's attitude is changed significantly, the position of the aiming-point on the windscrcen will 
also changc, even if a constant aspect approach is Iwing maintained. 

All these \'islIai cucs to the aircraft's progress down the approach are valid to a height of aronnci .')() ll:ct. Below this height 
the runwa\ ,md ground features will 'flatten out' around the aircraft and the pilot will lw transierring attention to depth 
perception to judge the flare and hold-off. 

Although this may all seem rather complicated, in practice it is quite simple; during a stabilised, constant aspect approach 
the aiming-point remains at a fixed angle relative to the horizon, the runway perspective remains constant as the runway 
gets closer and the aiming-point remains fixed in relation to the aircraft. 

As the pilot learns to take in all these visual cues, the whole process becomes automatic and subconscious_ Ask an 
experienced pilot how he judges the approach descent angle and chances are he will say "It just looks right". \Vitll 
experience you will soon come to know when an approach "just looks righI". 



..... Maintaining Correct Descent Angle 

----------=-~-~==---

During the ideal stabilised approach and 
at the correct descent angle, the aiming 
point remains at a constant angle relative 
to the horizon 

Undershooting ..... Overshooting 

..... -------~ '-' 

; 
i. 

l.t.f .•Lui,j' ... IIIIt; ~ 

If the aircraft is UNDERSHOOTING the If the aircraft is OVERSHOOTING the 
runway, the aiming point moves up runway, the aiming point moves down 
towards the horizon - the angle to the away from the horizon - the angle to the 
aiming point becomes too shallow aiming point becomes too steep 
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- ..... ~ .......-- ~ .-~__r_~--... ----- --,.. -~~---~ __________ ,.. 

The runway perspective remains constant 

The aiming point remains fixed in relation 
to the aircraft 

_""""'" 

If undershooting the runway, perspective 
flattens out 

If undershooting, aiming point moves up 
in relation to the aircraft 

If overshooting the runway, perspective 
elongates 

If overshooting, aiming point moves down 
in relation to the aircraft, possibly even 
disappearing under the nose 
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13.16 

Attitude controls airspeed 

Maintain. the correct If airspeed is too slow, pitch It airspeed is too fast, pitch 
airspeed through attitude. nose down. nose up 

Having now t'stablishcd how tht' pilot is going to judge progress dmm the approach, we can look al hm\" this jll(lgcment 
is put into practice. Airspeed is controlled by the attiLUde of the aircrall and should remain constant at the concct 
approach speed. If airspeed is too slow, the aircraft is pitched nose down to accelerate. If the airspeed is too fast, the aircraft 
is pitched nose up to slow. Mter each change in attitude re-trimming may be necessary. 

Having stabilised at the correct airspeed, the pilot can concentrate on the approach angle, which is controlled by power. 
Iftlw pilot judges that the aircraft is too low on the approach, power is increased; iCtoo high, power is reduced. Mter each 
change ofpower setting it may be necessary to alter the nose attitude to maintain the correct approach speed and to retrim. 

Effect of Wind on Descent Angle 

Airspeed = 65 
Nil Wind 

1500 RPM 
Rate of Descent 500 feet per minute 

~======~~~~~hl=""~ 
At a given airspeed and rate of descent, the 
descent angle is determined by the headwind 
component 

~ Airspeed = 65 
~te of Descent 500 feet per minute 

10 Knots Headwind 
~ 1500 RPM 

~~ JY 
~~ 

~ 

~ " Airspeed =65 
20 Knots Headwind~fD~", 500 ree' P" mfoo', 

c=c=c==1=5=00c=R=PMc=c=c=c=c=c=c=c===~~ 
Airspeed remains constant, so when landing 
into a strong headwind, more power is required 
to reduce the rate of descent and maintain the 
correct descent angle 

Airspeed = 65 20 Knots Headwind 
Rate of Descent 400 feet per minute 

1600 RPM -----C)~ 

_~.____ =~L=== 

1 

i 



Background briefing 	 13.17 

Power controls rate of descent and thus descent 
angle 

Maintain the correct descent 	 If overshooting , decrease 
angle wilh power 	 power. 

The rule is 'atti tude to control airspeed, power to control the rate and angle of descent', or more simply: 

attitude for airspeed 

power for height 

The key to making a smooth, stabilised approach is to make the necessary corrections as soon as you judge that the ai rcraft is 
not on the ideal approach. A series of minor corrections is greatly preferable to a couple of major changes ofpower and attitude. 

~ Decision Height 

At a height of 300ft on the approach, the pilot should be able to make an informed decision as to how well the approach 
is progressing. This decision can be made in accordance wi th the 'A.N .C.' principle: 

Aviate: Is the aircraft properly under control, at the correct approach speed, in 

the landing configuration and tr immed? 

Navigate: Is the aircra ft properly positioned to make a safe landing? 

Communicate H as any necessary landing clearance been given by ATC? 

, 

If aU looks well, the approach is continued, keeping one hand on the 

control column and the other hand on the throttle. lffor any reason there 

is doubt about the approach, the correct procedure is to go around, re

enter the circuit and try again. By initiating the go-around at 300ft there 

is plenty of time and height to make an orderly cl imb away. When flying 

dual , the instructor may allow an approach to continue if he considers 

r that the approach can be safely completed (with his assistance if required). I-
However, when flying solo it is not wise to press on in the hope that all will I A height of 300 feet makes a good 'decision 
come right - it almost certainly wiU not. A go around can be made at any point' at which the pilot can assess the progress 
time during the approach, it is never too late. However, 300ft is a good key 	 of the approach and the likelihood of making a 

safe landing point at which to assess the progress of the approach. 

~The Landing 

The landing can be divided into three stages, the flare (or roundout), the 

hold-off and the ground run. 	 "' =~=========-=---=:::::::.-"""' ~'"~==	 ~=. 
T he flare begins at a height of 15 to 20ft when the ai rcraft is steadily 
pitched nose-up to arrest the rate of descent, and the throttle is closed fully. 	 . , 
The aircraft should nQW be in a level attitude, flying a couple of feet above Tho== 
the runway. From the poin t where the flare begins, the pilot's fu ll attention 
should be ou tside the cockpit as visual judgement during the flare and hold 
off is governed by depth perception. To achieve the best depth perception, ~ 
the pilot should look at an intermediate point down the side of the aircraft's To judge height during the flare and hold-off the 
nose . If the pilot looks too close to the aircraft, the ground is blurred and pilot should look in an arc to the side of the 
he may level off too high. If the pilot looks too far ahead of the aircraft he aircraft. The correct height to flare is variously 
may level out too la te or even fly on to the runway wi thout flaring. 	 described as the height of a double-decker bus, 

or the pOint at which the runway comes up 
around your shoulders 

If undershooting, increase 
power. 



--------------------------------------13 .18 Exercise 13 - Circuit, approach and landing 

Learning where to start the n are and the rate of pitching up needed to arrive in the hold-off is a matter of trial and error 
initially. It is the instructor's task at this stage to demonstrate the manoeuvre and correct the student's mistakes whilst the 
student pilot learns the correct visual cues and control movements. 

The hold off is a process of slowing the aircraft while f1ying level a few feet above the runway. This is done by gradually 
pitching the aircraft nose-up as the aircraft slows, bu t without gaining height. In effect the pilot is increasing the angle of 
attack to keep the aircraft f1ying level whilst it decelerates and ensuring that the aircraft touches down on the main wheels 
in a nose-high attitude. The hold-off is often a matter of feeling the aircraft sinking and responding with a slightly higher 
nose attitude - sink, check; sink, check. The aim of the hold-off is to ensure that the aircraft touches down at the correct 
airspeed (slightly faster than the stall), on the mainwheels with the nosewheel sti ll in the air. 

FLARE 

~ 15/20 feet 
HOLD OFF GROUND RUN• ~seThrottle 

~~~~~~~~~ 
The three stages of the landing 

After touchdown the control column should be held as it is (probably aft of the neutral point) and used to control the gentle 
arrival of the nosewheel on the runway. Once the nosewheel is on the runway, directional control is aided by nosewheel 
steeri ng and the brakes can be used to bri ng the aircraft to a stop or slow it to a safe ta),:ying speed. T he landing is not over 
until the aircraft has stopped. An otherwise safe landing cou ld be ruined if the pilot's attention was distracted by doing 
after-landing checks during the ground run or by trying to turn off the runway at too fast a speed . 

The correct landing technique will come with practice. Landing is one manoeuvre that cannot be taught by numbers. It 
takes time to a llow instruction and experience to build up judgement and skill. 

~ The After-Landing Checks 

Once the landing is complete, the a ircraft is taxyed clear of the runway, stopped and the after-landing checks are 
completed from the checklist. Do not attempt to do the after- landi ng checks during the ground run. The landing is not 
over until the a ircraft has cleared the runway and stopped. 

At some airfields it may be necessary to request taxy clearance back to the parking area once the checks have been completed. 

~ The Touch and Go 

During training, it would be very inefficient if each circuit culminated in a full-stop landing, after which the aircraft 
cleared the runway, taxied back to the holding point and took off again. It is normal during training to make 'touch and 
goes'- that is, during the ground run before the aircraft has slowed too much, full power is reapp lied, a take-off is made, 
and another circuit begins. 

The 'touch and go' 

After touchdown, with aircraft under control 
- raise flaps to take-off pOSition 
- full power - Garb heat to cold 
- continue with normal take-off. 



Background briefing 	 13.19 

For a touch-and-go the landing is made as normal, but once the nosewheel has lowered on to the runway, the pilot actions are: 

raise the flaps to the take-off position 

apply full power (maintaining direction) 

continue with a normal take-off 

Slightly different procedures may apply depending on the aircraft type and local procedures. When flying touch and goes, 
the available runway length is an important consideration as a touch and go uses more runway than either a normal take
off or a normal landing. If, during the ground run, there is any doubt that enough runway remains to take-off again, a 
full-stop landing should be completed instead, using brakes as necessary. 

The touch and go is sometimes referred to as a ' roller'. 

~ Mislanding, the Bounce or Balloon 

Having described an ideal landing, it is not surprising to know that it does not always work out that way. Problems 
in th e landing are often caused by arriving over the runway at the wrong approach speed or over-controlling the 
aircraft during the landing. 

Failure to flare or hold-off sufficiently, or touching down too fast, may cause the aircraft to bounce back into the air. If 
the bounce is only few feet high, it may be possible to complete the landing by continuing with the hold off and making 
a second , slower touchdown. 

A bounce, controlled by the pilot, leading to a 
second, safe landing 

If the bounce is higher or if there is any doubt about the outcome of the landing, the pilot should go around without 
delay. During a bounce the major piloting error to avoid is pushing the control column forward in an attempt to force 
the aircraft on to the ground. In fact, the aircraft 'Nill touchdown on the nosewheel, possibly causing a furth er bounce, 
another landing on the nosewheel and so on. T he nosewheel is not as strong as the main undercarriage and wi ll not 
take this kind of treatment for very long. This is one reason why the aim of the la nding is to touch down on the main 
wheels with the nosewheel still off the ground . 

The danger of allowing the aircraft to touchdown 
on the nose wheel. After a series of touchdowns 
of this nature, the nose wheel may well be 
damaged or even collapse 

"?'------

A balloon can be caused by pitching nose-up too quickly during the flare or hold-off, by approaching too fast, by failing to 
close the throttle or possibly by a gust of wind. During a balloon, the ai rcraft will climb back up to perhaps 20ft above the 
runway. The correct action is to go around immediately. Failure to go around will leave the aircraft decelerating rapidly \\o1th 
the aircraft running out of airspeed and height and the pilot running out of ideas and options. The aircraft will probably 
enter a semi-stalled (quasi-stall) condition, the rate of descent increases rapidly (or as the pi lot sees it the runway suddenly 
comes up to meet the aircraft) and the end result wi ll be a touchdown that will probably register on the Richter scale. All of 
this is completely avoidable if the pilot starts the go around without delay, rejoins the circuit and makes another approach. 
\%ilst flying round that circuit, the pilot can also analyse what went wrong and resolve to correct the errors next time. 

?
• 	 The balloon. The correct action at this stage is 

to GO-AROUND 



13.2;0, . Exercise 13 - Circuit, approach and landing 

~The Go Around 

The importance of the go-around when the pilot is uncertain of a safe approach and landing is paramount. A go-around 
can be made at any time during the approach, though an early decision to go-around makes life much easier and is a sign 
of good airmanship. When a go around is necessary, carry out the following actions: 

1 Apply full power (carb heat to cold if necessary) and correct any yaw 

2 Adopt a shallow climb attitude (aim for a n a ttitude and airspeed appropriate to amount of Oap 
extended). 

3 Check airspeed, raise the Oap in stages (do not raise flaps all in one go) adjusting attitude and trim and 
maintaining a safe airspeed. Establish the climb with take-off flap extended. 

4 Retract remaining flap to 0° in stages at a safe height-normally not below 300ft AGL 

5 Integrate into the circuit pattern - climbing ahead to circuit height and then following the normal 
cross-wind leg path. Do not turn early on to crosswind as this may cut ahead of other circuit traffic 
already downwind and conflict with aircraft joining the circuit. 

When full power is applied for the go-around, there is often a strong pitch-up force. The pilot may need to be firm to stop 
the aircraft pitching up too high, and the trim will have to be adjusted. The application of full power also causes the aircraft 
to yaw, so the pilot must keep in balance 
using the rudder. Once established in the 

~-- ---------------- - -- -- - ---- --------

I 'climb it is normal to position to the deadside 
I Active Circuit 

of the runway i.e if a left-hand ci rcuit is in 
force, position to the right of the runway. 
This will give the pilot a good view of the 
runway and climb out path during the go 
around. Once established in the initial cl imb 
of the go around, the "going around" radio 

\ - - - - - - - - -~I,--__~_~-,f:;;--f---)call can be made. 

Oeadside 

During the go-around the aircraft is positioned to 
the 'dead side' of the runway 

~ Air Traffic Control and Radio Procedures 

The first radio call within the circuit is usually the "downwind" call, made when the aircraft is abeam the upwind end of 
the runway at the beginning of the downwind leg. If for any reason it is not possible to report at this point (e.g. if the radio 
is busy) a "late downwind" call may be more appropriate. 

ATC may allocate a priority for landing e.g. "G-BD you are number two to the Cessna on base leg" . This priority must 
be adhered to and the other aircraft kept in sight at all times. A further cal l may be requested e.g. "Report ready to tu rn 
on to base leg" or "report on base leg". The "final" call is made once the aircraft is established on the final approach, 
stating the runway and intentions e.g. touch and go, to land, to go around etc. 

Most ATC controllers and radio operators are very good at not overloading the pilot with radio work or making inappropriate 
calls at busy moments. However, should 
someone choose to make a non-urgent call 
while you are, say, in the middle of a landing 
or go around, remember your priorities 
AN.C. Do not be afraid to not reply to ATC 

immediately, and instead get on with the job of "BASE LEG" 
flying the aircraft. ATC can usually wait a 
moment or two; flying the aircraft cannot. 

The radio position reports in the standard circuit 

pattern 


r-----···---------------------------------

"LATE DOWNWIND" "DOWNWIND" 

t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

o 

"FINAL" 



Flight Exercise 

Circuit, approach and landing 

I> Purpose 

To Oy a standard circuit pattern and position the aircraft on to final approach. 

I> Airmanship 

Lookout 

As well as the usual requirement to visually clear the area all around the aircraft before making a turn , there are two key 
lookout points in the circuit to make note of: 

Before turning from crosswind to downwind 

2 Before turning from base leg on to finals 

LOOKOUT 

"I 

r-----~~~-----,~ 

'----- .,-----',;-------'N 

Two key lookout pOints in the standard circuit 

These are the points where there is the greatest ri sk of conOicting \vith other ai rcraft joining the circuit. 

Checks 

The pre-landing checks should be learnt from the checklist before you start circuit flying. The best place to learn these 
checks is on the ground in an available aircraft, rather than during your fi rst circuit flight exercise. Always complete the 
checks thoroughly and methodically. Chanting them 'parrot fashion' is unlikely to achieve the desired result. 

ATC liaison 

Always make your intentions clear to AT C and be sure that you fully understand the instructions and information they 
pass to you . Controllers are usually sensitive to the limitations of a student pilot, but do not allow yourself to be pressured 
into accepting instructions which you do not fully understand or cannot safely accomplish . 

If in doubt - 'shout'. 



13.22 
Flight exercise 

Circuit, 

approach 
and landing 

Aviate, Navigate, Communicate - A.N.C. 

An example of the application of A.N.C. is a situation where you are ready to report downwind but the radio frequ ency 
is busy. Rather than waiting, finger poised over the transmit button, to get a word in - go back to your priorities. Fly the 
aircraft , complete the pre-landing checks, judge your progress along the downwind leg and call "late downwind" when the 
chance arises. 

Rules of the Air 

When more than one aircraft is on fin al approach to land, the following priorities apply unless ATC has given a different 
instruction: 

Aircrart on final approach and landing have priority over other aircrart in the air and on the ground. 

\!\Then more than one aircraft is established on final approach, the lower aircraft has priority, unless: 

1 the higher aircraft has an emergency; 

2 the lower aircraft has cut in front of, or overtaken, another aircraft already on final approach. 



13.23 
Standard circuit pattern 

Circuit} 
approach and 

landing 

1,000 feet AGL A.P.T. 

500 feet A:)2 
==~.--- ~~ 

.... 

00 
00 

Affer take-off checks. Not below 
300ft agl trim for climb. 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT Carry-out pre-landing 
checks, monitor track parallel to 

runway. 

00 Level out at 


00 
circuit height. 


ATTITUDE 

POWER 


TRIM 


LOOKOUT 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT Turn onto the 
downwind leg using 30' angle of 

bank, tracking parallel to the 
runway direction. 

00 
00 

Not below 500ft agl LOOKOUT and 
make a climbing turn (at 15' angle of 

bank) onto the crosswind leg, tracking 
at 90' to the runway direction . 

0 00 
000 

00 
00 

LOOKOUT Judge the point to turn on 

to base leg by reference to the 


runway threshotd. Turn on to base 

leg at 30' angle of bank. 




13.24 
Flight exercise 

Circuit, 
approach 
and landing 

I> Purpose 

To learn to make a safe approach and landing in the normal landing configuration, and to learn the correct go around 
procedure. 

I> Airmanship 

Lookout 

Maintain a good lookout during the final approach and landing. An aircraft lower than yours may be quite difficult to spot 
against the ground. However if you do spot a lower aircraft ahead of you, remember that the lower aircraft on the 
approach usually has right of way. 

To help your lookout do not stare at the aiming-point on the runway, but take in the wider picture. This will also help your 
judgement of the descent angle. 

ATC liaison 

Maintain any traffic priority given by ATC. To do this, be sure that you have in sight at all times any aircraft you are 
following. Occasionally ATC may offer a 'land-after' clearance or a 'stop-go' clearance. Your instructor will explain these 
terms in relation to local procedures. 

ANC 

Flying the aircraft is always your primary task, and never more so than during the approach and landing when there is 
much less height available to sort out any gross piloting errors. Make airspeed control your number one priority. Once the 
aircraft is settled and trimmed at the correct approach speed, it is much easier to judge the descent angle. The earlier on 
the approach this is done, the easier the approach and landing will be. 



13.25 
The initial approach to land 

Circuit, 
approach and 

landing 

00 00 0000 
00 

On base leg, LOOKOUT along finals 
and the extended centre line. 

00 
00 

On finals lower landing flap, mainlain 
airspeed, re-trim. 

Allhe correcl poinl, 

00 commence the 
descent. 

POWER (Garb heal 10 hal) 


ATTITUDE (Lower inilial flap) 


TRIM 


00 
00 

Judge angle of approach by reference 
to the aiming point, horizon and 

runway. 

00 
Make minor corrections to establish 
approach airspeed and approximate 

rate of descent. 

00 
00 
ATIITUDE conlrols airspeed. 

POWER conlrols height. 

00 
LOOKOUT, 


turn on to finals, maintain approach 

airspeed. 




13.26 
The landing 

Circuit, 
approach 

and landing 

000 
000 

00 
00 

At 30011 decide whether to continue 
the approach. 

00 
00 
As the aircraft touches down, 

maintain back pressure on th e control 
column. 

r-- 

00 
00 

At 50ft transfer attention to depth 
perception. 

000 
0 0 0 

00 
00 

Maintain direction , 
Maintain back pressure on the conlrol 


column to allow the nOse wheel to 

gently lower on to the runway. 


Use brakes as necessary. 


00 
0 0 

At 15-2011 flare, close the throttle and 
maintain direction through the rudder 

pedals. 

00 
00 

As the aircraft slows and sinks, 
increase back pressure to remain 

flying level. 
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The go-around 

Circuit, 

approoch and 

landing 

00 
00 

00 
00 

00 
00 

Make an early decision to go around if 
a safe approach and landing is in 

doubt. 

At a sale height, retract remaining 
flap. 

Maintain climb airspeed . 

Re-trim. 


00o POWER 
- to full (carb heat cold) 


ATTITUDE Reduce lIap to take-all setting. 

Position to the 'deadside' of the Maintain climb airspeed. - to shallow climb runway_RE-TRIMTRIM 

00 
00 

00 
00 

Report 

"GOING AROUND" 





Take-off, circuit approach and 

I 
I 

landing emergencies 
I 
I 
i 

Background briefing 

~ Avoiding Engine Problems 

~ Abandoned Take-off 

~ Engine Failure After Take-off 

~Why Not Turn Back? 

~ Engine Failure in the Circuit 

~ Radio Failure in the Circuit 

Flight Exercise 

!> Purpose 

!> Airmanship 

!> Engine Failure After Take-off 

Conclusion 



Background briefing 1&2&13':1 
Take-off, circuit, approach 

and landing emergencies 


~Avoiding Engine Problems 

Possible emergency scenarios in the early part of the flight usually involve engine problems. As always, prevention is better 
than cure. During the power checks and pre take-off vital actions, carefully monitor the engine- do not put yourself under 
pressure to complete the checks. T he engine is monitored again during the take-off, as detailed in the take-off checks. With 
experience you will be able to sense the normal acceleration and power to expect during the take-off and if something feels 
odd- or if the checks reveal a problem- it is likely that something, somewhere is wrong. 

~Abandoned Take-off 

If the pilot decides that the take-off cannot be safely completed, the decision to abandon it should be taken as early as possible. 

To abandon the take-off, the throttle is closed and the brakes are applied to bring the aircraft to a halt. If, for any reason, 
the aircraft will not be able to stop before the end of the runway, weaving the aircraft gently will increase the ground 
run-thereby allowing more distance to stop. In an extreme situation it may be preferable to ground-loop the ai rcraft rather 
than hit a solid obstruction head-on. 

Weaving the aircraft will lengthen the distance it 
travels, allowing greater distance to stop. 
Altering direction or even ground looping is 
preferable to hitting a solid obstruction 

Having safely stopped, the problem can be analysed. Ifan engine fire is suspected, complete the 'engine fire on ground' checks. 

An occasional problem during take-off is a door opening. Although the sudden wind noise and draught can be very 
distracting, there is rarely any serious effect on the aircraft's f1ying performance. If already airborne when a door opens, 
continue the climb to a safe height, then it should be possible to close the door or return for a landing. 



I Background briefing 12&13.3 

~ Engine Failure After Take-off 

This rare emergency is practised throughout training and \",ill probably be 
the first airborne emergency for which you have trained. It is usually 
simulated when, at around 300ft AGL in the ini tial climb, your instructor 
smoothly closes the throttle and states "practice engine failure" . Probably 
the first thing you will notice is the awful silence, then the rapidly 
decreasing airspeed and a cer tain sinking feeling. It may seem all too 
much to cope with, but remember the pilot's primary task - to ny the 
aeroplane - and the correct actions fall into place. 

Given the slow airspeed in the climb out, the high nose attitude, and the 
element of shock leading to hesitation by the pilot, the airspeed can be lost 
very quickly indeed. The aircraft should be pitched nose-down 
immediately to the glide attitude and the glide airspeed main tained. Nov" 
you have an aircraft that is still nying and you are still in control of the 
situation. 

'Wi th the aircraft control in hand, the next task is to select a landing area 
within about 45° either side of straight ahead. 

You are looking for an open and unobstructed area in which to land the 
aircraft. T ime for selecting an area is limited, but take the best site you can 
realistically reach . Do not use nap until certain of making the landing 
area. I t is unlikely there will be time to check for the cause of the engine 

When looking for a landing site after an enginefailure so use the memorised emergency checklist to shut the engine 
failure in the initial climb, scan the area 45° either 

systems down and minimise the fire risk: side of straight-ahead 

• fuel off 

• ignition off 

• master switch off 

(Note. if you are nying an aircraft with electrically operated naps, do not turn off the master switch until you have selected 
all the Oap needed). 

Make gentle turns to line up with the landing area, preferably using not more than 15° angle of bank. The objective is to 
touch down wings-level with a slow groundspeed, not heading towards any really solid obstructions such as buildings or 
trees. By achieving th is objective you should ensure that even if the aircraft does hit some obstruction during the ground 
run , the slow ground speed and fact that the pilot is in control of the aircraft, wi ll minimise both any damage to the aircraft 
and the risk of injury to the occupants. 

To summarise your actions in the event of an engine failure after take-off: 

* fly the aeroplane * 

• pitch nose down to the gliding attitude 

• select a landing area ahead, use nap as necessary 

• complete emergency checklist and brief passengers 

• aim for a wings-level, slow-speed touchdown clear of obstructions 

/ 



12&13.4 Exercise 12&13e - Take-off, circuit, approach and landing emergencies 

~Why Not Turn Back? 

Choosing a landing area ahead is all well and good, but what about the runway behind you? It may seem very close and 
inviting, but if you try to turn back, it is overwhelmingly probable that you will never reach the runway. 

For a moment, revise some of the fundamental lessons from earlier l1ight exercises. In a gliding turn, more height is lost 
than in a wings-level glide. In addition the stalling speed during a turn is faster than that in level l1ight; the steeper the 
turn, the faster the stalling speed. 

Experiments have shown that up to 1400ft of height may be needed to complete the turn back to the runway. If a pilot 
does attempt to turn back with insufficient height available, he will come to realise that the aircraft is going to reach the 
ground before completing the turn. The temptation is to pitch the aircraft nose-up in an attempt to 'stretch' the glide; or 
to increase the angle of bank to complete the turn more quickly. Of course these actions only increase the rate of descent, 
whilst the increased angle of bank and slower airspeed bring the aircraft closer to the stall. The pilot has abandoned the 
primary task (f1ying the aeroplane) and as a result is approaching the classic stall/spin situation. 

If the aircraft does stall during the turn, the chance of a wing drop or even an incipient spin is great; and the height needed 
to recover is almost certainly more than that available. Even if the pilot does complete the turn, he will be landing with a 
tailwind- this is a very significant factor. Landing into a IS-knot headwind at a glide airspeed of 65 knots will result in a 
touchdown groundspeed of about 50 knots. But landing downwind with a IS-knot tailwind means a touchdown speed of 
nearer 80 knots and consequently a much greater distance is needed to stop the aircraft. 

Taking all these factors into account, it is clear that turning back after an engine failure in the initial climb makes no sense. 
Stalling or spinning into the ground, or hitting the ground in a steeply banked attitude at high speed, shows the pilot was not 
in control of the aircraft and almost invariably leads to a badly damaged aircraft and a high risk of injury to the occupants. 

Save in exceptional circumstances, the turn back to the runway is not an option. Do not attempt it. 

/ 

I 

Turning back after an engine failure in the initial climb usually has an unhappy ending 

~ Engine Failure in the Circuit 

An engine failure in the circuit will require actions similar to those for an engine failure after take-off. The difference is 
that because of the greater height, the options open to the pilot are much greater. 

For instance, from the crosswind leg, along the downwind leg to the base leg it should be possible to land safely back on 
the runway in the event of an engine failure. Even if the runway is beyond gliding range, the large, level and unobstructed 
areas of most airfIelds may well be the best landing area available if within gliding range. 

~ Radio Failure in the Circuit 

If the radio fails during circuit f1ying, you should comply with the 
normal circuit pattern and make a full-stop landing. Maintain a good 
lookout for other traffic and look for light signals from ATC/ATSU. 

Ught Signal Meaning to Aircraft In the Air 

GREEN FLASHES 

• • • • Clear to approach 

STEADY GREEN 
Cleared to land 

STEADY RED 
Go around. await landing 
clearance 



Flight Exercise 

Take-off, circuit approach 
and landing emergencies 

I> Purpose 

To practise the actions necessary in the event of an emergency occurring during the take-off or initial climb. 

I> Airmanship 

Awareness 

Emergencies during or immediately after take-ofT are very rare- more so if the checks have been followed properly. However, 
the pilot should always be prepared for the worst as emergencies, by their nature, tend to happen when least expected. 

ATC Liaison 

These emergencies are only practised when Oying with an instructor. It will be the instructor's responsibility to liaise with ATC 
and make them aware of the practice emergency. A simulated engine failure after take-ofT is sometimes referred to as a "practice 
fanstop". Your instructor will make a further radio cail, "climbing away", to let ATC know the practice emergency is over. 



Engine failure after take-off 1'2&13:1 ~ 
Take-off, circuit, approach 

and landing emergencies 

00 
00 

Airborne, established in Ihe normal 
climb atli lude. 

00 
00 

"Practice engine fa ilure" 

00 
00 

Pitch nose-down to the gliding 
atlitude. 

Select a landing area ahead. 
Use lIaps as necessary. 

00 
00 

Emergency checklist 
from memory. 

Warn crew. 

00 
00 

Briel passengers. 



Crosswind take-off, 

circuit and landing 


r 
I 

Runways take up a lot of space and it is rare for an airfield to have enough runways to permit a take-off and landing 
directly into wind all the time. Airfield planners are for the most part pretty good at choosing a runway direction that will 
be suitable for the prevailing local winds. However, when the wind direction fai ls to conform with the average, or if an into 
wind runway is not avai lable for some reason, crosswind technique will be necessary. 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~ Aircraft Crosswind Limit I> Purpose 


~ Assessing Surface Wind I> Airmanship 


~The Crosswind Take-off I> The Crosswind Take-off 


~The Crosswind Circuit I> The Cra bbed Approach 


~The Crosswind Approach and Landing I> The Wing-down Approach 


~Use of Flap I> The Combination Method 


~ Effects of Gusts/Wind 


Gradient/Turbulence Conclusion 



Background briefing 
12132&13'1 
Crosswind 

toke-off, ci rcui t and landing 


~Aircraft Crosswind Limit 

The aircraft will have a maximum demonstrated crosswind component listed in the POHjFM and this figure is given for 
a good reason. If a pi lot attempts to take-off or land when the crosswind component exceeds this figure, there is no 
guarantee that proper use of the controls will allow a safe take-off or landing to be made. 

This would seem to be stating the obvious, but every year a number of landing accidents are caused by pilots attempting 
to land when the crosswind component exceeds the figure given in the POHjFM. Furthermore, pilot experience, lack of 
current practice or operator procedures may dictate a lower crosswind limit than tha t given in the POHjFM - your 
instructor will advise. 

Crosswind becomes significant once the crosswind component is more than 5 to 10 knots. At the end of this section is a 
supplement that details various rule-of-thumb methods for calculating the actual crosswind component. 

~Assessing Surface Wind 

During the pre-flight planning stage the wind velocity \'Nv) -that is wi nd strength and direction - can be found in the 
actual weather reports and the forecast wind velocity in the weather forecasts. 

When taxying for take-off, or in flight , the wind velocity can be noted from ATCjATSU or can be seen from the movement 
of the windsock. The wind reporting point used by ATCjATSU may be some distance from the landing runway. In these 
cases the windsock may give a more relevant indication of the wind velocity at the runway. 

A windsock close to the runway threshold will 
give a more relevant indication of wind velocity 
than the ATe report, which might be taken from 
a measuring point some distance from the 
runway threshold 

~The Crosswind Take-off 

'When taking-off in crosswind conditions, the aircraft is lined up on the runway in the normal way. However, before beginning 
the take-off the ailerons are moved into wind i.e. with a crosswind from the right, the control column is moved to the righ t. 

As speed increases during the take-ofT run , the ai leron del1ection is slowly reduced to keep the wings level, so that at the 
point of rotation, the control column is approximately centralised. 

During the take-off run, the aircraft will have a tendency to weathercock into wind and increased use of the rudder wi ll 
be necessary to maintain the runway centre line. 

Your instructor may recommend increasing rotate speed by 5 knots to improve control effectiveness, and it is usual to make 
a slightly more abrupt rotation than normal to minimise sideways drift whilst the aircraft is in transition from the wheels 
to wingborne l1ight. As nosewheel steering "viII aid directional control, it may help to use less back-pressure than normal 
on the control column during the take-off run. However, there is no question of pushing forward to keep the nosewheel 
on the ground. This will make the nosewheel more vulnerable to damage, and the aircraft may 'wheelbarrow'. 



-------

r Background briefing 12&13.11 

Once airborne the aircraft shou ld be gently turned to head slightly into wind so that the extended ce ntre line is maintained 
during the initial climb. , , 
During take-off do not allow the aircraft to " Ie " T, t 
'wheelbarrow' on the nosewheel. 

~The Crosswind Circuit 

~ -------------------t·------------,

I \ 
I I 

I I
+Start descent Begin turn onto 

downwind soonerlaler+ ' 

Delay lurnfi~~~~ \ _~LI____~~_ ';;. __ ~ _____ + f ) 

1J 
WIND 

Adjustment of heading to maintain the correct 
circuit pattern ground track in crosswind 
conditions 

WIND 

~ -_.. -------ft-- ------.. ---" Delay turn ontoI " 

Begin descent downwind 


earlier +I 

-t-
Start turn onto 

I 

finals earlier I 

:, - -~ - - I ---)~~-------,------,f ';;.--t-\-
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12&13.12 Exercise 12&13 - Crosswind toke-off, circuit and landing 

The names of the various legs of the circuit are fIxed in relation to the runway, not the prevaiJing wind, so the normal circuit 
pattern applies. It will, however, be necessary to adjust the heading of the aircraft and the position of certain key points to 
maintain the ground track of the normal circuit pattern. This is particularly important on base leg, when a signifIcant head 
or tailwind will have a marked effect on the position of the key point for commencing the descent and the turn on to fInals. 

I 
I 
I 

~ < I 
/ WIND 

/ 
- --- -- -- - -- -~ 

Headwind on base leg. 
Descent started later, turn on to finals delayed. 

The pOint to commence the final descent to land 
should be altered in accordance with the wind 
velocity 

LU
I 

I 
I 

~ 
/I > 

WIND / 
/ 

~--- - ---- - - _/ 

Tailwind on base leg. 
Descent started earlier, turn on to finals advanced. 
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r Background briefing=---_________________________ __________ _1_2&_ 1_3._1_3 

~The Crosswind Approach and Landing 

The effect of the prevailing wind velocity will have to be compensated for throughout the approach and landing so that 
the aircraft does not drift off the runway centreline. 

i 

eat-
On final approach, allowance must be made for 

I wind drift in order for the aircraft to maintain the 
\ extended centre line 

\ ! 
\ I

\ 
\ I 

T eat
\ ¢::J i 

\ 
i\ WIND WIND 

\ i 
\ ~ I 

-t- '1
No allowance made for drift Correct allowance made for drift 

The wind velocity may change significantly as the aircraft descends and allowance for drift will have to be altered. 

The allowance made for drift will alter the pilot's perspective of the runway, particularly if making a 'crabbed' approach. 
During the crosswind approach it is even more important not to fixate solely on the aiming point and lose the overall 
perspective of the approach. 

\ 



1 

12&13.14 Exercise 12&13 - Crosswind take-off, circuit and landing 

The apparent perspective of the runway in 
relation to the aircraft is altered by a crosswind 
on final approach 

Crosswind from left Crosswind from right 

The allowance for drift is particularly important during the touchdown. The wheels and undercarriage are very good at 
absorbing the loads of a normal touchdown, but not very good at taking the large sideways loads which will occur if the 
aircraft touches down with a sigruficant amount of drift. 

There are three types of crosswind approach and landing, but which one you mostly practise will be decided by your 
instructor, whose judgement will be based not just on personal preference but also the aircraft type you are flying. 

The 'crabbed! approach and landing 

The wings stay level but the aircraft is headed into wind during th e approach , to a llow for drift and maintain the centre 
line. Note that the aircrafts stays in balance. 

The crabbed approach 

Once established on the approach, the drift correc tion is monitored throughout the approach, flare and hold off to stay 
on the centre line. 'When the pilot senses that the aircraft is about to touch down, the aircraft is yawed straight with rudder 
(using aileron to keep the wings level) and a normal touchdown is made. After touchdown direction is maintained through 
the rudder pedals and the ailerons are slowly moved into wind to keep the wings level. 
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~ckground briefing 12&13.15 

2 The 'wing down' approach and landing 

This method keeps the aircraft aligned along the runway centre Line during the approach but the aircraft is banked into 
wind to allow for drift. The descent on base leg and the turn on to finals is judged as before, allowing for the headwind or 
tailwind on base leg. The turn on to finals is continued until the aircraft is lined up with the runway, then the aircraft 
yawed to align the fuselage along the runway centre line and opposite (into-wind) aileron is applied to leave the aircraft 
banked slightly into wind. The aircraft is now slightly sideslipping into wind and is slightly out of balance, hence slightly 
more power may be required to maintain the correct rate of descent. 

The wing-down approach 

The sideslip is maintained, altering the opposite rudder and angle: of bank as necessary to keep the aircraft on the centre
line. The flare and hold-off are carried out still in the sideslip and the aircraft lands on the 'up wind' wheel first. The other 
wheel will touchdown soon after and the ground run continues as before , with the ailerons being slowly applied into wind 
to keep the wings level. 

3 The 'combination' method 

The combination method is a technique combining the best elements of the crabbed and wing dowll techniques. 

A crabbed approach is used because it is easier to fly and more comfortable than the wing-down, sideslipping approach. 
The crabbed approach is maintained to about 50 feet at which point the aircraft is lined up with the runway and banked 
in to wind, in effect a transition to the wing-down technique. The sideslip is maintained throughout the flare, hold-off and 
touchdown. Because it is not necessary to judge the crucial tim e to yaw straight (as during the crabbed method oflanding) 
the landing is easier. 

With practice it is possible to change from the crabbed approach during the flare or even the hold-ofT. However, it is sti ll 
important to touchdown ,,vith no sideways drift- whichever technique is used. 
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12&13.16 Exercise 12&13 - Crosswind take-off, circuit and landing 

~Use of Flap 

The use of full f1ap during the crosswind approach and landing is a contentious issue, not least because there is no definite 
right or wrong answer. It is a subject guaranteed to get instructors reaching for their textbooks and scribbling furiously on 
bits of paper. H ere we will discuss the various factors at work. \ 'Vhen you know the background you are in a better position 
to judge. 

Use of f1ap reduces stalling speed, therefore the approach can be made at a slower airspeed and the landing distance is 
shortened. If less f1ap is used, the stalling speed is faster, the approach is f10wn faster and landing distance is lengthened. 

Full f1ap allows a steeper approach which improves the view during the approach and shortens the landing distance. Less 
than full f1ap makes the approach more shallo"", reducing the pilot's view and lengthening landing distance. 

If full f1ap is extended, the go-around is more difficult and the initial climb rate is reduced. Statistically it is more likely 
that a go-around may be necessary during a crosswind approach and landing. 

Full f1ap reduces control effectiveness on some aircraft types. Your instructor will advise if this factor is significant to the 
aircraft type you are f1ying. 

The use of f1ap may be prohibited during a sideslip. Check the aircraft's POHjFM. 

Full f1ap reduces the time holding-off, due to th e increased drag. \,Vith reduced flap there is less drag and the aircraft 
may float in the hold-ofT for some time. This lengthens the landing distance and makes judgement and co ntrol of the 
landing more difficult. 

As well as these points, remember that as the wind direction moves further away from straight down the runway, the 
headwind component is reduced. If the wind is at 90° to the runway, there is no headwind component and landing 
distance is lengthened accordingly. 

~ 10 K",,, 

... 

10 Knots 

Headwind Component Headwind Component Headwind Component 
10 Knots 7 Knots o 

Crosswind Component Crosswind Component Crosswind Component 
o 7 Knots 10 Knots 

The wind direction in relation to the runway direction dictates both headwind and crosswind component. As the headwind component 
reduces, the landing distance increases 

So, there is no easy answer- it real ly is a case of the pilot using his judgment to reach a decision in accordance with the 
specific circumstances . The key factors to consider to are: 

How will the aircraft's handling be affected by the use of full flap? (e.g. will there be a loss of control effectiveness?) 

Is the runway long enough to permit a landing with less than full f1ap? 

Use your experience and knowledge to make the right decision for the circumstances - that is what pilot judgement is all about. 

2 
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Background briefing 12&13.17 

~ Effects of Gusts/Wind Gradient/Turbulence 

A gusty wind or turbulence can make an approach and lancling more difficult. Wind gradient is the change of wind 
veloci ty with a change in height. A very sudden change in wind velocity through a small height change is called windsh ear. 
Because of th e aircraft's inertia, a sudden windshear can affect the airspeed. If airspeed is suddenly lost due to windshear, 
the approach will be destabilised and it may be necessary to go around. 

25 Knots > 
Airspeed = 65 

Groundspeed = 40 

10 Knots c==> 
Airspeed = 50 A sudden windshear, in this case a reduction in 

Groundspeed = 40 headwind, will have a marked effect on airspeed 

In a gusty wind, the arguments for and against the use of nap apply as just discussed; and commonly less than full nap is 
used when lancling in gusty conditions. For safety it is rou tine to increase the approach speed when there is a gusting wind. 
Use a figure of half the wind gu st factor, i.e. if the wind is gusting from 15 to 25 knots, the gust factor is 10 knots (25-15), 
therefore 5 knots is added to the approach speed for landing and to the climb speed after take-off. 
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Flight Exercise 

Crosswind take-off, circuit and landing 

t> Purpose 

To learn to make a safe take-olT, circuit and landing, using a specified technique, when there is a significant crosswind 
component. To appreciate the importance of the specified maximum demonstrated crosswind component. 

t> Airmanship 

Maximum Demonstrated Crosswind Component 

As already stressed, the maximum demonstra ted crosswind component listed in the aircraft's POH/FM is there for a good 
reason. Do NOT attempt a take-olT or landing when the crosswind component is greater than this figure. 

ATC Liaison 

ATCfATSU wi il usually speci fY the runway in use with regard to the surface wind. Sometimes, however, the runway in use 
may have a significan t crosswi nd component, whereas another runway may be into wind. Th is situa tion may occur where 
one runway is much longer than another. D o not hesitate to request a landing or take-off on the into wind runway if it is 
available and suitable. 



The crosswind take-off 

121'2&131 
Crosswind toke-off, circuit 


and landing 


00 00 
00 00 

As airspeed increases, slowly reduce 
Start the take-off run with the ailerons aileron deflection to keep the wings level. 

moved into wind. Use less back pressure on the control 
column than during a standard take-off. 

00 00 
00 00 

Ailerons should be close to central at Once airborne, turn slightly into wind 
the point of rotation. to maintain the centre line. 

Centralise rudder once airborne. 



The wing-down approach 
12132&131 

Crosswind take-off, circuit 


and landing 


00 
00 

Established on linal, 
Lower wing into wind. 

maintain centre line with rudder. 

00 
o 

Alter bank angle and rudder position 
to maintain the centre line. 

00 
00 

Maintain the sideslip throughout the 
lIare, hold-ot! and touchdown. 

00 
00 

After touchdown, as the aircraft slows, 
gradually move the ailerons into wind. 



-
The combination method E"1'2&131 

Crosswind take-off, circuit 
and landing 

00 00 00 
0000 o 

At about 50ft the aircraft is atigned 
After touchdown the ailerons are with the runway centre line using theThe approach is lIown "crabbed" slowly moved into wind.rudder, and the wing is lowered into 

the wind. 





The glide approach and landing 

Prac tising the glide approach and landing has obvious applications for practising a landing after an engine failure. It is also 
a precision exercise which will improve not only your flying skills and judgement, but also your appreciation of the effect 
of wind on the approach path and the use of flaps to alter the descent angle. 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~ Adjustment of the Circuit I> Purpose 

~ Judging the Power-Off Point I> Airmanship 

~ Maintaining the Glide - the Use of Flap I> The Glide Approach and landing 

~The Glide landing 

Conclusion 



Background briefing 
12132&131 

The glide approach 

and landing 


~Adjustment of the Circuit 

Plan ahead whilst flying the circuit. The base leg wi ll need to be flown closer to the runway and so the downwind leg is 
shorter. Start the turn on to base leg as soon as the runway threshold is visible behind the wing trailing edge. 

- - - - - - - - - - - __--1----------------

, 
Normal circuit pattern 

°1U)L-------------------

The turn on to base leg is started as the runway threshold 
appears behind the wing trailing edge. 

As seen from pilOt's seat 

~Judging the Power-Off Point 

Once es tablished on base leg, the point to start the glide is judged by reference to an initial aiming point about one-third 
of the runway length beyond the threshold. When you are certain that you can reach this point in a glide, the descent is 
commenced at the best glide airspeed. 

The point to commence the glide approach is 
when the descent angle to the aiming point is 
the same as the expected gliding angle of the The edge of the 'cone' 
aircraft.The gliding angle can be imagined as a defined by the gliding 
cone around the aircraft. All points inside this angle of the aircraft. 
cone are within gliding range 

From pilot's seat 

With experience you will learn that the wind has a marked effect on the glide; a strong headwind on base leg or final 
approach steepens the glide angle and so reduces the gliding range. A glance at the windsock whilst assessing the point to 
start the glide descent will improve your judgement. You will appreciate that the windsock is indicating the SURFACE 
wind; the wind velocity at height will be different. 



Background briefing 12&13.27 

STRONG WIND 


~ Aimio, poiot 

I 

I 
I 
I Assess the correct point to start the glide 
I descent with regard to the wind velocity 

I 
j 

.. l .~_____ ___ ~_ /// 


.,.. Usual point to Delay start of 
commence descent 
descent 

Once the aircraft is established in the glide, the pilot can judge whether the aiming point will be reached, using exactly 
the same technique as during the normal approach. If the aiming point stays fixed at a constant angle rela tive to the 
horizon, the aircraft will reach the aiming point. If the aiming point moves DOvVN, further below the horizon, and the 
a ngle to it becomes steeper, the aircraft is OVERSHOOTING. This wi ll also be obvious from both the change in runway 
perspective as the runway elongates and the aiming point moves down the windscreen. If the aiming point moves UP closer 
to the horizon and the angle to it becomes more shallow, the aircraft is UNDERSHOOTING. The runway perspective 
becomes more 'squat' and the aiming point moves up the windscreen. 

The turn on to final s can be adjusted either to shorten or lengthen the distance to Oy, depending on the pilot's judgement 
of whether the aircraft is under- or overshooting the aiming point. 

Aiming point ~ 

1\ 

I \ 

I \ 

r 

The path from base leg to finals can be altered 
if the aircraft is too high or too low 

/ 

Shorten distance 
/ 

/ 
if too low 

tf~t:;:t,~,~t::~ , ' 
Lengthen distan~e~ - _ 

/
if too high 
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12&13.28 Exercise 12&13 - The glide approach and landing 

~ Maintaining the Glide - the Use of Flap 

Once established on the approach the pilot continues to assess whether the glide will reach the initial aiming point. Once 
certain of reaching this aiming point, or if overshooting it, an initial stage of flap is lowered to steepen the approach angle. 
The aircraft is pitched nose-down to maintain the best glide airspeed and the aircraft is re-trimmed. Once the 'picture' has 
settled to the new aspect, the pilot can decide whether further fl ap is necessary. 

After lowering each stage of fl ap, retrim for the new, lower nose a ttitude required to maintain the bes t glide speed. The 
best glide airspeed with fl aps extended may be different to tha t with flaps up. The continual process of checking and 
adjusting the glide angle continues until certain of touching down at the specified aiming point. If necessary, flap can be 
used to steepen the glide angle sufficiently to touch down at a new ai ming point closer to the runway threshold. 

Flap is used to steepen the glide angle and, if 
necessary, move the aiming point closer to the 
runway threshold 

~ The Glide Landing 

Because of the steep approach angle, the lower nose a ttitude and the high rate of descent, the fl are will have to be started 
slightly higher than for a normal approach. Once established in the hold-off, the landing continues as normal. 

,~ wt------------ -

The flare is started higher due to the higher rate of descent and the larger attitude change required . 
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Flight Exercise 

The glide approach and landing 

I> Purpose 

To learn to make a safe approach and landing without power, touching down close to a specified touchdown point. 

I> Airmanship 

ATe liaison 

During your downwind call inform ATC of your intentions i.e. "G-BD downwind for a glide approach". This will help 
ATC to in tegrate your shorter circuit with other circuit traffic. 

Airspeed 

As during any approach, maintenance of the correct approach airspeed is the first priority - always fly the glide approach 
at the best glide airspeed. If undershooting do not attempt to 'stretch' the glide by pitching-nose-up and reducing the 
airspeed. In fact , by flying more slowly the glide range is reduced and there is less chance of reaching the aiming point. 
Even more seriously, the pilot may actually stall the aircraft by losing sight of the importance of airspeed control. 

Do not pitch nose up to try 
to 'stretch' the glide. 

~ 
I 

I 

Undershoot and possible stall . 

Go Around 

A glide approach requires practice to perfect. If you are overshooting and therefore too high to land safely on the runway, 
or if you are undershooting and too low to reach the runway, do not hesitate to go around without delay. 



The glide approach and landing ~'1'2&131 
The glide approach 

and landing 

00 
00 

Turn on to base leg earlier than for the 
powered approach. 

00 
00 

On base leg, judge when the inilial 
aiming point is within gliding range. 

00 
O . POWER 

- to idle (carb. heat hot). 

ATTITUDE 
- lor best glide airspeed. 

TRIM 

00 
00 

00 
00 

00 
00 

Start the flare higher than for a 
powered approach. 

00 
00 

If overshooting the aiming point lower 
initial flap. Established on final, maintain glide The hold-off and landing continue as 

Maintain glide airspeed and re-trim.airspeed. Decide if the aircraft is over normal.
Use more flap as necessary. or undershooting the aiming point 





I 
~ 

f The flapless approach and landing 

On modern aircraft, flap failure is very rare. However, on some aircraft the flaps are electrically operated, so loss of 
elec trical power will lead to loss of the use of flaps. 

In certain circumstances, when flying some aircraft types, a pilot migh t choose to make a flapless landing in very strong 

f

L_
 

wind condi tions. 

Background briefing 

~ Reasons For Using Flap 

~Adjustment of the Circuit 

~The Flapless Approach and Landing 

_ 

Flight Exercise 

!> Purpose 

!> Airmanship 

!>The Flapless Landing 

Conclusion 



Background briefing 
12132&131 

The flapless approach 

and landing 


~ Reasons For Using Flap 

The use of l1ap allows a steeper approach without building up airspeed, reduces the stalling speed (allowing a slower 
approach) reduces 110at during the hold ofT due to increased drag and shortens the landing distance. It follows that- a 
l1apless approach will be more shallow and faster, with a longer noat and a longer landing distance. 

~Adjustment of the Circuit 

As the napless approach is quite shallow, greater distance will be required to descend from circuit height. The downwind 
leg is extended slightly beyond the normal point so that the base leg can be started further away from the runway. 

/-~--~--------------~----------------~ 
I 
I 

\ 

i--~-~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

For a flap less approach the downwind leg is extended 

slightly to allow greater distance for the approach. 


~ The Flapless Approach and Landing 

Without the use of naps, the a ttitude during the approach will tend to be higher and so the view ahead is reduced . A faster 
approach speed is usually specified for the l1apless approach (because of the faster stalling speed). 

Due to the reduced drag, too fast an approach speed takes longer to correct, whereas the aircraft accelerates more quickly 
if you are l1ying too slowly. Overall, the aircraft is more sensitive to changes or power and attitude and therefore accurate 
airspeed control requires greater antic ipation by the pilot. During the nare there is a smaller change in attitude and the 
aircraft willl10at for longer during the hold-off. Furthermore, the aircraft will land with a higher nose attitude and the 
touchdown speed will be faster. 



Flight Exercise 
The flapless approach and landing 

t> Purpose 

To learn to make a safe approach and landing without the use of naps, and to appreciate the longer landing distance when 
landing without nap extended. 

t> Airmanship 

ATe Liaison 

As the napless approach alters the circuit shape slightly, it is important for other aircraft in the circuit to know your 
intentions. "\Then reporting downwind, state your intention to make a napless approach i.e. "G-CD downwind for a 
napless touch and go." 

r 

t 
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The flapless landing E"1'2&131 
The flapless approach 

and landing 

i, 

,.~ 
r 
\

l 
~ 

t 

, ~ 
r 
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000 
000 

00 
00 

The approach is started further from 
the runway, and the approach angle 

may be more shallow. 

.-... 

00 
00 

After touchdown the landing proceeds 
as normal. 

Due to the decreased drag and faster 
touchdown speed the ground run is 

longer. 

000 
000 

00 
00 

Airspeed control needs greater 
anticipation than during a standard 

approach . 

00 
00 
The flare is started as usual. 

000 
000 

~ 
00 
00 

The hald-aH lasls longer and Ihe 
aircraft reaches a higher nose 

altitude before touchdown. 





The short-field and soft field 
take-off, approach and landing 

The first take-offs and landings are learnt using a runway that is more than long enough to allow a wide margin of error 
in piloting technique. This flight exercise will teach you to operate the aircraft from runways whose length is much closer 
to the minimum required by the aircraft. Your handling skills and judgement will also be improved by the precision nature 
of the short-field approach and landing. 

In a supplement to this exercise, a series of take-ofT and landing performance factors are listed for use when the aircraft's 
POH/FM does not cover all the factors the pilot needs to take account of It is worth emphasising that whenever 
considering the use of a shorter than normal runway (you will come to know what is 'short' in relation to the aircraft you 
are flying), the few minutes needed to check the aircraft's performance in the POH/FM is time well invested. This subject 
is covered in detail during the technical course. 

If the figures you calcula te indicate the runway is too short to be used, there is little point in proceeding regardless and 
damaging the ajrcraft just to prove that your calculation was correct. All too often, when accidents do occur on short 
runways it is quite plain that the runway distance available was simply shorter than the take-ofqlanding distance required. 

Background briefing Flight Exercise 

~ Calculation of Take-off Distance I> Purpose 

~The Use of Flaps I> Airmanship 

~ Operation From a Soft Field Runway I> The Short-Field Take-off 

~ Definition of Soft Field I> The Short-Field Landing 

~ Short-Field Take-off Technique 

~ Soft-Field Take-off Conclusion 

~ Climb Out  VX/VY 

(Best Angle of Climb/Best Rate-of-Climb) 
Supplement 1 

~ Calculation of Landing Distance Lookout 

~The Short-Field Approach 
Supplement 2 

~The Short-Field Landing Take-off and Landing Distance 

~ Soft-Field Landing Factors 

Supplement 3 
Take-off and Landing Crosswind 
Calculation 

Supplement 4 
Wake Turbulence 



Background briefing 
12132&131 
The short-field ond soft field 


toke-off, approach and landing 


~Calculation of Take-off Distance 

The aircraft's POH/FJ'vI will contain performance information for calculating the required take-off distance in certain 
conditions. All the factors affecting take-off distance have the same effect, particularly the surface wind, but are far more 
significant when operating from a shorter runway. Taking-offinto wind is always the preferred option, although the pilot must 
take into account obstacles in the climb out area. This is particularly important when operating away from licensed airfields; 
obstructions that would not be acceptable at a licensed airfield may well be found at an unlicensed airfield or private airstrip. 

~The Use of Flaps 

The aircraft's POH/FM should state the short-field take-off technique and in particular the recommended flap setting. It 
is important to use not more than this specified flap setting. Increasing flap beyond that recommended for take-off may 
give a small increase in lift, but only with the penalty of a much greater increase in drag. The increased drag will 
considerably lengthen the take-off run and the take-off distance. The aircraft may fail to get airborne within the available 
runway length, and even if it does, the climb out \-vill be significantly degraded. 

~Operation From a Soft-Field Runway 

The runway surface has a marked effect on take-off and landing distances and the best technique to use. If you are used 
to flying from a tarmac runway, you may be surprised at how different it is to operate from a grass runway. Likewise, the 
runway surface can be affected by factors which make it a 'soft-field'. Sometimes the runway state may simply be too soft 
or rough to allow safe operation of the type of aircraft you are flying. Some aircraft have specific design features to handle 
rough and semi-prepared surfaces. Most training aircraft do not. 

~ Definition of Soft Field 

"Vhen defining a 'soft' field, the emphasis is on the surface state. Rough ground, long grass, mud, sand or a covering of 
light snow can all be described as soft field. For this exercise we assume that the runway length and obstacles are not a 
problem as soft-field technique increases both take-off and landing distance. The principal aims of the soft-field take-off 
technique are to protect the nosewheel and get the wing producing lift (thereby reducing the rolling friction from the main 
wheels) as quickly as possible. 

Remember, the technique described for a 'soft' field is also applied to operation from a rough surface. 



r 
Background briefing 12&13.41 

~ Short-Field Take-off Technique 

The POH/FM technique for a short-field take-off will often state that the engine should be run up to full power whilst the 
aircraft is held stationary with the brakes. The engine instruments are checked and if all are within limits the brakes are 
released. Note that if the surface is particularly rough, or if there is loose gravel etc., it may not be advisable to run-up to 
futi power against the brakes. 

The pilot should take care to start the take-off run from the very beginning of the runway and not allow the aircraft to 
creep forward and waste runway. 

During the take-off the pilot should be aware of the need to be airborne by the time the aircraft has travelled around two
thirds of the runway length. If the aircraft is not airborne by this time, it may not clear obstructions beyond the runway 
even if it does get airborne before the end of the runway. The pilot should be prepared to abandon the take-off in good 
time if the aircraft is not achieving the calculated performance. 

Aim to be airborne not later than 2/3 along the runway. 

http:12&13.41


12&13.42 Exercise 12&13 - The short-field and soft field take-off, approach and landing 

~ Soft-Field Take-off 

The soft-field take-off is normally started from the turn on to the runway. Avoid a tight, high speed turn because this may 
unbalance the fuel in the fuel tanks (possibly uncovering the fuel ports) and place undue stress on the undercarriage. At 
the start of the take-oIT the control column is held well back to lift the nosewheel clear of the gTound as early as possible. 
Once the nosewheel has lifted, the back pressure is reduced to keep the aircraft in a shallow nose up attitude. In this 
attitude the aircraft will fly itself oIT the ground at the minimum flying airspeed. As soon as the aircraft is airborne, the 
aircraft should be pitched nose-down slightly to keep the aircraft flying just above the runway in 'ground eITect '. 

During the take-off run the nose wheel is lifted 
clear of the ground as early as possible. The 
aircraft is held in a shallow nose up attitude until 
it flies off the runway. The aircraft is then pitched 
nose down to fly level in ground effect until it 
accelerates to the climb airspeed 

Grollnd effect is an aerodynamic phenomenon that occurs up to a height of around half the wingspan of the aircraft (i.e. 
if its wingspan is 30 feet, the aircraft can fly in ground eITect up to 15 feet). Ground effect alters the air flow behind the 
wing and in effect reduces the induced drag generated by the wing, allowing the aircraft to fly more slowly than is possible 
when it is above ground effec t. 

After a soft-field take-off the aircraft is flown level in ground effect until it has accelerated to the required climb airspeed. 
Once this airspeed is reached, the aircraft climbs away as normal. 

The aircraft's POHjFM will specify the flap setting and airspeeds to be used, and may specify a cliITerent soft-field 
technique, which would overrule this general advice. 

~Climb-Out - VX/VY (Best Angle of Climb/Best Rate-of-Climb) 

During the take-off run the aircraft is rotated at the recommended rotate speed and climbed at the VX (best angle-of
climb) airspeed if obstacle clearance is a priority, although the clifference in height gained when using VX as opposed to 
VY (best rate-of-climb) airspeed may be fairly small. Typically, over a one mile distance, VX may give a height advantage 
of around 100 feet. Once the obstacles have been cleared and the aircraft has reached a safe height (above 300 feet AGL), 
it is accelerated to the best rate-of-climb airspeed (VY) and the flap can be retracted in stages. 

Vx 

~Calculation of Landing Distance 

All the factors affecting landing clistance have the same effect as usual, particularly the surface wind, but are far more 
significant when operating on to a shorter runway. The aircraft's POHjF.M will have a section to calculate lancling distance 
and may sta te the technique to be used. Usually the technique will involve maximum braking after touchdown. On some 
surfaces, e.g. wet grass, gravel etc., this may not be possible and the lancling clistance will lengthen accordingly. 

600' 

500' 

:Vy 
I 
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Background briefing 12&13.43 

r H aving cleared any obstacles in the fin al approach area, the aim is to touch down as early as possible in to the runway. 
I' In any case the aircraft should have touched down by the time it has travelled one-third of the runway length. If the 

a ircraft has not touched down by this poin t, it may not be possible to stop before th e end of the runway and an ,I 

~ The Short-Field Approach 

T he circuit , base leg and turn on to finals are nown as normal. O nce 
the aircraft is established on fin als, full nap is lowered and airspeed is 
reduced to the recommended short-field approach speed. Constant 
small adjustments of power and attitude will be required to maintain 
the airspeed and approach angle. 

P 
T he aircraft is now nying on the back of the power curve. At this slow o 
airspeed, a decreased airspeed can actually lead to an increase in W 

E 
power required . A high-drag, high-sink situa tion can quickly develop R 

unless the pilot anticipates with throttle to con trol descent angle, and 
attitude to control airspeed. 

D o no t allow the approach angle to become too shallow, as you run 

r the risk of hitting a n obstruc tion before reaching the runway. 
I, 
r ~The Short-Field Landing 
/ 

immedia te go-around is necessary. 

Constant Aspect Approach 

r" 

As the aircraft gets 
closer to the runway, 
the obstruction should 
move down and away 
from the aiming point. 

Undershooting 

•
I 

I Minimum Power-Requi red Airspeed 

SPEED 

Short-field approach airspeed 

nearer to the aiming 
point and obscures it, 
the obstruction will be 
hit before the aiming 
point is reached. 
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12&13.44 Exercise 12&13 - The short-field and soft field take-off, approach and landing 

Aim to touchdown no later than in the first third of the runway 

The slow airspeed of the short-field approach usually requires the aircraft to have a higher nose attitude, therefore there 
will be less change of attitude during the nare than for a normal approach. Throughout the nare and hold-off the power 
is reduced, but not completely; a small measure of power is left on to prevent the aircraft touching down heavily. ''''hen 
the main wheels touch down (usually after very little noat) the throttle is fully closed and the brakes are applied up to full 
braking, with the control colum n held back to keep weight on the main wheels and reduce stress on the nosewheel. 

~ Soft-Field Landing 

The approach to the soft-field landing is nown as normal, preferably with full nap extended. During the nare and hold
off a small measure of power is left on and the hold-off is continued for as long as possible so that the aircraft touches down 
at the slowest possible airspeed with a nose-high attitude. After touchdown the throttle is closed completely and increasing 
back pressure on the control column is used to keep the nosewheel off the ground for as long as possible. 

During the soft-field landing the touchdown is 
made with a small measure of power, in a nose-
high attitude, at the slowest possible airspeed. 
After touchdown the nosewheel is kept off the 
ground for as long as possible. Do not use the 
brakes unless necessary 

The aircraft's POH/FM may specify a different soft-field technique, which will overrule this general advice. 
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Flight Exercise 

The short-field and soft field 
take-off, approach and landing 

[>Purpose 

To learn the correct technique for making a short-field take-off and landing, and to appreciate the factors that affect take
off and landing distance when operating on 'short' runways. 

[> Airmanship 

Airspeed Control 

In this night exercise there is much emphasis on achieving a take-off and landing in the shortest distance. Do not allow 
this aim to override the first priority- to fly the aeroplane. During the short-field approach in particular, the airspeed must 
not be allowed to reduce below the recommended airspeed. 

Take-off and landing performance 

This exercise gives you the opportunity to compare the aircraft's POHjFM figures with real life. Your instructor will show you 
how to calculate take-off and landing distance from the POHjFM taking into account the conditions of the day. During the 
flight exercise you can see how these figures compare with the actual distances being used for take-off and landing. This 
should give you some appreciation of the need for an extra safety margin when calculating take-off and landing performance. 

As already stressed, if the calculations show that the runway is too short to be used safely, there is little point disregarding 
the figures in the hope that "it will be all right". It won't, and it'll be expensive to prove the point. 



The short-field take-off 


Immediately before take-off, re-check 
the flap setting and rotation/climb 

airspeeds. 
Ensure you are using all the runway 

available. 

00.0 


00 
00 

When ready ta take-off, increase to 

lull power, keeping the aircraft 

stationary using the brakes. 


Check the engine T's & P's, then 

release the brakes. 


00 
00 

At the rotate airspeed pitch nose up 
as usual. 

00 
00 

Establish the climb at the best 

angie-ai-climb airspeed. 


Nose attitude may be lower than 

normal due to use 01 flaps. 


000 

Once above 300ft and clear 01 
obstructions, accelerate to the best 
rate-aI-climb airspeed and raise the 

flap in stages. 

r-------------------------------------------------------------------



The short-field landing 

'''1'2&131 
The short-field and soft field 

take-off, approach and landing 

,. 

00 
00 

Establish on final, lower full flap and 
reduce airspeed to the short-field 

approach airspeed. 

000 
000 

00 
00 

Use the brakes as necessary whilst 
holding the control column well back. 

00 
00 

Monitor airspeed even more closely 
than normal. Monitor approach angle: 
do not allow the aircra~ to get low and 

slow. 

00 00 
00 

Flare as normal reducing power, but When the aircraft touches down close 
leave some power on. the throttle completely. 



Supplement 1 
Lookout 

Before starting this supplement, revise the first lookout supplement at exercise 6. By this stage you should have developed 
a scanning technique that suits you and you will be aware of the need to clear an area visually before moving into it e.g. 
before starting a climb or descent. The key lookout points around the circuit are: 

If ATC is in operation, they will indicate the landing order. Comply with this order and keep the other traffic in sight at 
all times. If you cannot see the other reported tra ffic, ask for their position (if in doubt - shout). Aircra ft tend to congregate 
at airfields so it is not surprising that the greatest risk of collision is when flying within 5nm of an airfield. Be alert at all 
times- near misses and mid-air collisions do not always happen to other people. Take specific steps to improve and 
maintain your lookout in the circuit. 

The key lookout pOints in the circuit 

Before take-off check final approach path and runway. 

Look out before turning 

Look out before turning, especially for aircraft joining 

the downwind leg. 


Look out before turning. 


Before turning on to finals look out, especially along 


the extended centre line. 


® On finals look out for lower aircraft on finals and aircraft 

on the runway. 

@ LOOKOUT:'+------ ---------------------+@ 

I 
I 

~ LOOKOUT before descending 
I 

I 


I 

LOOKOUT when levelling off 4\ 

1 Follow established procedures 

Adhere to the prevailing runway pattern. Do not stray outside the pattern and do not cut corners or 
try to cu t in ahead of other traffic. 

2 Talk and listen 

Use the radio as an aid to your lookout. Report your position accurately to alert other aircraft and 
listen to radio reports to know where other aircraft are and what they are doing. 



Supplement 1 - Lookout 12&13.49 

3 Beware the blind spots 

Every aircraft has blind spots from the pilot's seat. During the turn, the wing of a high-wing aircraft 
blanks the area on the inside of a turn. In a low-wing aircra ft the area outside the turn is blanked 
during a turn. D oor posts, windscreen braces, even the compass-all can obstruct your view. Know the 
aircraft 's blind spots and adjust your lookout to compensate. 

In a high wing aircraft , the wing will block lookout into the turn. Always lookout 
before turning, whether in a high, mid, or low wing aircraft 

4 Divide your scanning 

Be aware of the blind spots created by the 
aircraft's structure 

Obviously it is necessary to check the instrumen ts to fly accurately - you cannot look out o f the 
windows all the time. The proportion of eyes inside/eyes outside time should be no more than 5 
seconds scanning the instruments for each 15 seconds scanning outside. 

5 Keep scanning 

Keep practising a nd refi ning your lookout scan. Using a proper lookout scan will increase your chances 
of spotting traffic fourfold. 

I 
f 

~ 
I 
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Supplement 2 
Take-off and landing distance factors

121'2&131 
Supplement 2 

The figures given below are those recommended by the Civil Aviation Authority to be used when the aircraft's POHjFM 
does not have the appropriate factor. They do not overrule factors already included in the aircraft's POHjFM. 

VARIATION INCREASE IN FACTOR 
TAKE-OFF DISTANCE 

(to 50') 

10% increase in aircraft weight 1.2 

Increase of 1000' in runway altitude 1.1 

Increase in temperature of 10· C 0% 1.1 

Dry Grass 

20% 1.2 

Wet Grass 

30% 1.3 

10% 1.1 

20% 1.2 

Soft ground or snow at least 25% at least 1.25 

VARIATION 

10% increase in aircraft weight 

Increase of 1000' in runway altitude 

Increase in lemperature of 10· C 

Wet paved runway 

Dry Grass 

(up to 20cm/8ins On firm soil) 

Wet Grass 

INCREASE IN 
LANDING DISTANCE 

(from 50') 

10% 

5% 

(up to 20cm/8ins on firm SOi '~ 

2% downhill slope 

Snow 

'If grass is very short, the surtace may 
be slippery and landing distance may 
increase by up to 60% (factor 1.6) 

35% 

10% 

20% 

at least 25% 

FACTOR 

1.1 

1.05 

1.05 

1.15 

1.15 

1.35 

1.1 

1.2 


at least 1.25 


Once the take-ofqlanding distance has been calculated, a further safety factor should be included. This safety factor is: 

TAKE-OFF: 1.33 x Calculated take-off distance 

LANDING: 1.43 x Calculated landing distance 



Supplement 3 
Take-off and landing crosswind calculation 

The crosswind component can be estimated by using a mental rule-of-thumb calculation. There are several clifferent rules 
of thum b, three of which are listed below. They all give pretty much the same answer, so choose one that you find easiest 
to calculate. Each method star ts by gauging the angle between the runway direction and the wind direction . A factor is 
then applied to the wind clirection. 

One Two Three 
The One-Two-Three rule of thumb 1-2-3 

Angle between runway and wind clirection 

30° one over two i.e. 1/2 wind strength 

40° two over three i. e 2/3 wind strength 

50° three over four i. e. 3/4 wind strength 

60° and beyond, full wind strength 

For example, runway 09, w/v 120/12 knots. 

The angle between runway direction and wind direction is 30° (120 - 090). 
Therefore crosswind component is 1/2 wind strength = 6 knots. 

The sixths rule of thumb 
Sixths 

Angle between runway and wind clirection 

10° = 1/6 wind strength 

20° = 2/6 (1/3) wind strength 

30° = 316 (1/2) wind strength 6 

40° = 4/6 (2/3) wind strength 

6 etc50° = 5/6 wind strength 

60° and beyond = 6/6 i.e . full wind strength 

For example runway 32, w/v OOOjl a knots. The angle between runway 
and wind direction is 40°. Therefore crosswind component is 2/3 of 18 
knots = 12 knots. 

1 
The clock rule of thumb 60 

60 
The minutes around a clock or watch face represent the 60 

clifference in degrees between the runway and wind clirection, 
from 0° to 60°. 

For example; runway 24, wlv 250/20. The angle between 
runway and wind direction is 10°. Therefore crosswind 3 
component is 1/6 of 20 knots = 4 knots (rounded up to the "4 
neares t knot). 

30 
60 

1 
"2 

200 2 

30° 1. 

45 L() 

60 '<t 

2 
"3 

08 

1 
6 

~ 1 
CJl 60 "4 

1 
3 



Supplement 4 
12132&131 Wake turbulence 

Supplement 4 

~What is wake turbulence? 

For practical purposes, wake turbulence is caused by the vortices which every aircraft creates at the wingtips as a 
consequence of the generation of lift. A vortex is a cylinder of rotating air; the air inside a vortex can have a velocity of up 
to 150 knots . The strength ofa vortex is clirec tly proportional to the size, weight and speed of the generating aircraft. The 
heavier and slower the aircraft, the stronger the vortex it creates. The size of the vortices is related to the wingspan of the 
aircraft. A Boeing 747 with a wingspan of 65 metres generates a vortex at the wingtip 65 metres in cliameter. Vortices 
descend at a rate of about 500 feet per minute and move out from the wingtips at around 5 knots. Therefore, in a light 
crosswind a vortex may stay stationary; a stronger crosswind may move the vortices opposite to the expected path. 

The wing tip vortices move down and out from 
the wing tip. 

,, 

" 

How a light crosswind will alter the path of the 
vo rtices. 

.;~:;~:~~~¥,~-:..:::.":. 
5 Knots 

:',/c::::> '<\':~'::',~'.:'--' " 

I 

..... ~,~.~ , 


'<~~,::------~.,' 


"" 'At.. 

An aircraft encountering such a vortex can suffer severe control difficu lties. It may 1'011 even with full opposite aileron and 
rudder applied. Such a loss of control close to the ground would obviously be potentially catastrophic. 

Vortices normally have a life of around 1 l/2 minutes (i.e. 90 seconds) although they tend to persist in calm or light wind 
conditions and can have a life of up to 2l/2 minutes. They usually end suddenly rather than slowly dying out. 

A small training aircraft ge nerates insignificant vortices which will not be a problem to fo llowing aircraft. However, once 
the aircraft size is that of a commuter or executive jet type or larger, vortices become a significant hazard. The lighter the 
following aircraft, the more at risk it is from the wake turbulence from an aircraft ahead. 

Each aircraft is aJJocated a wake-tu rbulence category by ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organisation) and this category 
is used to establish a minimum separation between aircraft to avoid the fo llowing aircraft encountering wake turbulence. 



Supplement 4 - Wake turbulence 12&13.53 

ATe will advise the recommended separation from the leading aircraft, which wi ll be dictated by its wake turbulence 
category. reAO 'Medium' category aircraft include virtually all airliners and the larger executive jets. reAO Heavy 
category aircraft include large airliners such as Boeing B767, B777 and B747; Airbus A330 and A340. 

Examples of Medium category aircraft. Top to bottom Examples of Heavy category aircraft. Top to bottom 

Boeing B737, Airbus A320, Gulfstream G450 Boeing B777, Boeing B747, Airbus A340 
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12&13.54 Exercise 12&13 

~ How to avoid wake turbulence 

Wake turbulence is in itself invisible. The only precautions you can take are to avoid the areas where wake turbulence may 
exist and to allow sufficient separation behind the leading aircraft to ensure that its vortices have ceased. 

Leading aircraft rotation " t 

Arrange the flight path to avoid areas where 
wake turbulence may exist 

Leading aircraft touchdown 

~Departure 

Wake turbulence starts at the point where the aircraft rotates on take-off. 

\tv'hen taking-off behind larger aircraft, aim to be airborne before the rotation point of the leading aircraft and climb ou t 
above its flight path. 

Vortex starts at rotation 
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------Supplement 4 - Wake turbulence 12&13.55 

The table below assumes the following aircraft is in the light category - which covers most single-engine aircraft. 

Leading aircraft Following light aircraft 

Heavy and Medium 2 minutes 

Leading aircraft Departing from intersection 

Heavy and Medium 3 minutes 

(full-length take-ofQ 

Time separation is from the time that the leading aircraft rotated for take off. 

Rotation Point 

2 Minutes 3 Minutes 

Recommended time separation for a light 
aircraft departing behind a larger aircraft 

~ En-route 

Wake turbulence when flying en-route is not generally a serious problem, mostly because aircraft tend to be further apart 
and there is more height to sort out any control problems. The general advice is to avoid flying below or close behind the 
flight path of a significan tly larger aircraft. 

~Approach and landing 

Wake turbulence may be a significant problem when following an aircraft on approach. Vortices are generated until the 
aircraft's nosewheel contacts the runway during the ground run. A following aircraft should aim to approach above the 
leading aircraft's flight path and touchdown well beyond its touchdown point ifpossible. 

Vortex stops as the 
nosewheel touches 
down. 
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Upper Medium Aircraft Leading 
r-~~ 

Recommended spacing for a 
Touchdown poin1 

light aircraft when landing behind 
an Upper Medium category 
aircraft 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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5 miles 

ICAO 

Heavy Aircraft Leading 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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6 miles 

UK 

Recommended spacing for a 
light aircraft when landing behind 
a Heavy category aircraft 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-t-

Touchdown pOin t 

6 miles 

7 miles 

ICAO 

UK 
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Supplement 4 - Wake turbulence 	 12&13.57 

The recommended separation differs slightly between ICAO and UK procedures. This table assumes the following aircraft 
is in the Light category. In summary: 

Leading Aircraft ICAO UK 

Miles Miles 

Heavy 6 7 

Upper Medium 5 6 

Note: aircraft in the heavy category should 
use the prefix "heavy" during their initial 
contact on a radio frequency. To ga uge 
distance, refer to the runway length. An 
1800m runway equals one mile, so five miles 
is five runway lengths of an 1800m runway. 

~ Helicopters 

Helicopters create stronger vortices than a rtxed-wing aircraft of similar weight. A helicopter creates the greatest downwash 
and vortices when hovering or hover-taxying. Avoid passing under or close behind the flight path of a helicopter. 

~In Summary 

• 	 Wal<e turbulence is invisible . Know where to expect wake turbulence, and how long it may persist. 

• 	 H eavy, slow aircraft create the strongest vortices. Light aircraft are the most vulnerable to wake turbu lence. 

• 	 Know the wake turbulence minima. Spacing is at the pilot's discretion, so increase spacing beyond 
minimum if you wish . 

• 	 Al ter your flight path to avoid areas where there is a risk of wal<e turbul ence. 

• 	 ""al<e turbulence persists longer in ca lm or light-wind conditions. 
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